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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis takes a broad perspective at proteins belonging to the cupin superfamily towards 

their potential for the discovery and engineering of novel, useful biocatalytic properties. 

Starting from available literature, database searches, and previous discoveries made in our 

group, a set of interesting cupins has been characterised in detail. 

The thesis contributes the first detailed biochemical characterisation of a cupin-type 

hydroxynitrile lyase. The enzyme was shown to be metal-dependent and to prefer manganese. 

This constitutes the first description of a manganese-dependent hydroxynitrile lyase. In 

addition to the establishment of the metal dependence, the enzyme has been characterised 

through site-directed mutagenesis and residues important for activity but not for metal-

binding and folding or stability have been identified. The thesis thus contributes work towards 

solving the reaction mechanism of this novel and unusual class of hydroxynitrile lyases which 

are dissimilar to known enzymes which catalyse the same reaction. 

In addition to this characterisation of an enzymatic activity known previously in cupins, a part 

of this thesis constitutes the discovery and identification of an interesting oxidative activity in 

a cupin from Thermotoga maritima which was not known in cupins earlier. Since no 

biochemical function was known for this cupin to date, this thesis provides new knowledge on 

the catalytic diversity found within cupin type proteins. 

 A further part of the thesis concerns the biochemical and mutational analysis of two cupin 

ring –cleavage dioxygenases active on highly similar aminohydorxybenzoic acid substrates, 

but neither of which has detectable activity towards the substrate of the other. The analysis 

has yielded valuable information towards a rational understanding of the very high substrate 

specificity in these cupin dioxygenases. This work thus contributes the engineering of a 

highly-substrate specific cupin dioxygenase towards a broadened substrate scope. 
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KURZZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

 

Diese Dissertation nimmt einen weiten Blick auf Proteine aus der Cupin Überfamilie in 

Hinblick auf deren Potential für die Entdeckung und Engineering von neuartigen, nützlichen 

biokatalytischen Eigenschaften. Ausgehend von vorhandener Literatur, Suchen in 

Datenbanken, und früheren Entdeckungen aus unserer Gruppe, wurde ein Set aus 

interessanten Cupinen im Detail Charakterisiert. 

Die Dissertation enthält die erste detaillierte biochemische Charakterisierung einer Cupin-

Hydroxynitrillyase. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass das Enzym Metall-abhängig ist mit einer 

Bevorzugung für Mangan. Dies ist die erste Beschreibung einer Mangan-abhängigen 

Hydroxynitrillyase. Zusätzlich zur Darstellung der Metallabhängigkeit, wurde das Enzym 

durch zielgerichtete Mutagenese charakterisiert, und Aminosäurereste welche für die 

Aktivität, aber nicht für die Metallbindung und Faltung oder Stabilität wichtig sind, wurden 

identifiziert. Die Dissertation trägt daher bei zur Lösung des Reaktionsmechanismus dieser 

interessanten neuartigen Klasse von Hydroxynitrillyasen welche keinerlei Ähnlichkeit zu 

bekannten Enzymen welche die gleiche Reaktion katalysieren aufweisen. 

Zusätzlich zu dieser Charakterisierung einer Enzymaktivität welche bereits in Cupinen 

bekannt war, behandelt ein Teil dieser Dissertation die Entdeckung und Identifizierung einer 

interessanten oxydativen Aktivität in einem Cupin aus Thermotoga maritima, welche bisher 

in Cupinen nicht bekannt war. Da für dieses Cupin keine biochemische Funktion bekannt war, 

bereitet diese Dissertation neues Wissen über die Vielfältigkeit von katalytischen 

Eigenschaften der Cupine. 

Ein weiterer Teil dieser Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der biochemischen und 

mutationellen Analyse von zwei Cupinen mit Ring-spaltender Dioxygenaseaktivität welche an 

zwei sehr ähnlichen Aminohydroxybenzoesäure Substraten aktiv sind, wobei keines von 

beiden detektierbare Aktivität mit dem natürlichen Substrat des jeweils anderen aufweist. Die 

Analyse brachte wertvolle Informationen in Richtung eines rationalen Verständnisses der sehr 

hohen Substratspezifität in den besagten Cupin Dioxygenasen. Diese Arbeit beinhaltet somit 

das Engineering einer sehr substrat-spezifischen Cupin Dioxygenase in Richtung eines 

verbreiterten Substratspektrums. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

1.1 CUPINS 

Cupins comprise a large superfamily of very diverse small β-barrel proteins (Agarwal et al., 

2009; Dunwell, 1998; Khuri et al., 2001; Uberto and Moomaw, 2013). They include 

enzymatic and non-enzymatic members. The non-enzymatic members include plant storage 

proteins such as vicilins, and small-molecule binding proteins such as auxin-binding and 

sucrose-binding proteins, also found in plants (Dunwell et al., 2004). Enzymatic members are 

diverse and include isomerases, oxidases, decarboxylases, dioxygenases and hydroxynitrile 

lyases (Dunwell et al., 2004; Hussain et al., 2012). Many cupins are metalloproteins, which 

coordinate a divalent metal cation inside the typical cupin-type β-barrel. The metal may or 

may not be directly involved in enzymatic activity of the cupins in which one is found, and 

not all cupins are metalloproteins (Agarwal et al., 2009; Uberto and Moomaw, 2013). In 

recent years, cupins have gained increased attention from the scientific community, and there 

is possibly a quite considerable potential for their biotechnological application. This potential 

is due to their small size and easy handling of the encoding genes, very high stability in some 

cases, and a range of interesting activities found (Dunwell et al., 2004). As an indication of 

this diversity, discoveries of cupins with activities not known in this fold before have been 

reported with some regularity (Hussain et al., 2012; Jaroszewski et al., 2004; Straganz et al., 

2003), and there are recent reports of promising promiscuous activities in cupins (Leitgeb and 

Nidetzky, 2010). In fact, it has been proposed that cupins might be one of the most 

functionally diverse protein superfamilies known so far (Dunwell et al., 2004). These findings 

imply a possibly even richer repertoire for the future biotechnological utilisation of proteins 

from this fascinating, very versatile protein superfamily.  
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1.1.1 History and Discovery 

Originally, cupins have been annotated as a protein superfamily starting from the sequence of 

an unusual non-flavin oxalate oxidase from plants, termed germin (Dunwell, 1998). The 

discovery of a number of so called germin-like proteins had preceded the discovery of cupins 

and the significance of this discovery was not fully understood at the time. The discovery of 

this group of germin-like proteins led to the designation of a “germin box” sequence 

(PH(T/I)HPRATE) (Lane et al., 1991; Dunwell and Gane, 1998).  The germin-box in turn was 

found by comparing these early sequences of germin-like proteins to spherulins, a group of 

storage proteins from plants without known enzymatic activity (Lane et al., 1991). Following 

an increase in the number of available sequences at the time, Dunwell and Gane were able to 

show that the germin box is actually part of a larger motif - G(X)5HXH(X)11G, which in these 

proteins was followed after usually 15AA by a second motif - G(X)5P(X)4H(X)3N (Dunwell 

and Gane, 1998). Already in this seminal study they were able to annotate members with 

many different enzymatic and non-enzymatic functions to the nascent protein superfamily. 

They have also discovered two-domain proteins where these two motifs were both found 

together in each of the two domains, indicating a gene-duplication event. Proteins of this two-

domain type include an oxalate decarboxylase from Collybia velutipes, which was proposed 

to be a duplication of an ancestor highly similar its most similar sister protein, the single-

domain cupin oxalate oxidase. Additional proteins also annotated as cupins during this initial 

study included auxin-binding proteins, epimerases involved in cell wall synthesis, a 

phosphomannose isomerase and a class of iron-containing eukaryotic dioxygenases (Dunwell 

and Gane, 1998). These first members contained additional motifs in addition to what would 

later be recognised as the typical cupin-type β-barrel. Afterwards, members of the new fold 

were discovered which were smaller than the initially discovered representatives and did not 

contain any α-helix elements. Since these newly discovered cupins were not much more than 

a singular small β-barrel, Dunwell proposed to name the new proteins cupins, after the Latin 

word cupa which means a small barrel (Dunwell, 1998). Interestingly, already at that time it 

was apparent that many additional proteins containing both cupin motifs may be found among 

progressively smaller hypothetical or cryptic genes possibly encoding proteins with unknown 

function. Thus the data indicated from the beginning that a potentially very large novel 

superfamily has been discovered (Dunwell, 1998).  

 



 

 

1.1.2 Structure 

As the story of their discovery indicates, the very name of the cupin superfamily is owed to 

their barrel-like structure. Thus, cupins are small, predominantly 

structural classification of proteins database (SCOP, 

1995) they are classified as the RmlC

stranded β-helix fold. Currently 24 families are recognised within this superfamily in the 

SCOP database. The namesake protein of this s

4-hexulose 3, 5 epimerase (EC 5.1.3.13), and its structure has been solved at a time when the 

cupin superfamily was a very recent discovery 

roll fold, as is illustrated by 

composed of two β-sheets arranged as a 

of the cupin barrel of RmlC shown in Figure 

β-sheets contribute active-site residues

and highly representative of cupins. 

A

Figure 1: A: Topology diagram of RmlC showing the jelly roll

cupins. The topology diagram

monomer of RmlC showing the typical cupin 

PyMOL from PDB entry 1DZR. 
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As the story of their discovery indicates, the very name of the cupin superfamily is owed to 

like structure. Thus, cupins are small, predominantly β-barrel proteins. In the 

structural classification of proteins database (SCOP, Andreeva et al., 2007; Murzin et al., 

they are classified as the RmlC-like cupins superfamily [51182] within the double

helix fold. Currently 24 families are recognised within this superfamily in the 

SCOP database. The namesake protein of this superfamily, RmlC, is a dTDP

5 epimerase (EC 5.1.3.13), and its structure has been solved at a time when the 

cupin superfamily was a very recent discovery (Giraud et al., 2000). RmlC displays a jelly

by the topology diagram in Figure 1a, with a barrel structure 

sheets arranged as a β sandwich, as is illustrated in the

of the cupin barrel of RmlC shown in Figure 1b. The barrel contains the active site, and both 

site residues (Giraud et al., 2000). In this regard RmlC is typical 

cupins.  

    B

Topology diagram of RmlC showing the jelly roll-like topology typical of 

cupins. The topology diagram was generated using PDBsum (Laskowski et al., 1997)

monomer of RmlC showing the typical cupin β-barrel structure. Figure generated using 

from PDB entry 1DZR.   

INTRODUCTION 

As the story of their discovery indicates, the very name of the cupin superfamily is owed to 

barrel proteins. In the 

va et al., 2007; Murzin et al., 

like cupins superfamily [51182] within the double-

helix fold. Currently 24 families are recognised within this superfamily in the 

dTDP-6-deoxy-d-xylo-

5 epimerase (EC 5.1.3.13), and its structure has been solved at a time when the 

. RmlC displays a jelly-

a, with a barrel structure 

, as is illustrated in the cartoon depiction 

b. The barrel contains the active site, and both 

. In this regard RmlC is typical 

 

like topology typical of 
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barrel structure. Figure generated using 
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Somewhat less typically, there seem to be no indications of a metal in the RmlC barrel 

(Giraud et al., 2000), whereas many cupins contain a metal at the centre of the barrel 

(Agarwal et al., 2009; Uberto and Moomaw, 2013). In other cupins, the metal bound in the 

barrel is often involved in the catalytic activity, or at least contributes to ligand binding in 

non-enzymatic members (Agarwal et al., 2009; Uberto and Moomaw, 2013). In many cupins, 

including germin, which was among first to be discovered, two histidines and a glutamate 

from the cupin motif 1 and a third histidine from cupin motif 2 bind an active site metal inside 

the cupin barrel (Dunwell et al., 2004). It should be noted that these metal-binding residues 

are not strictly conserved, and may partly or entirely be missing. Concerning their tertiary 

structure, cupin barrels have been observed to form dimers such as RmlC, trimers such as in 

glycinine, or hexamers as in germin (Dunwell et al., 2004). In some cases they are present as 

single or multiple fused cupin domains as part of various multi-domain proteins (Dunwell et 

al., 2004). 

 

1.2     FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITY IN THE CUPIN SUPERFAMILY 

As a highest-order division of function one can differentiate cupin superfamily proteins which 

are enzymes, from such members which do not have an enzymatic function or whose 

enzymatic function is secondary to another function such as cellular signalling. 

 

1.2.1 Cupins with a non-enzymatic main function 

Many non-enzymatic members of the cupin superfamily are plant storage proteins such as 

vicilins, spherulins and proteins related to legumin (Bernier and Berna, 2001). Some cupins 

from this class are relevant not only as constituents of the human diet and animal feed, but 

also as a major class of food-borne allergens (Breiteneder and Mills, 2005; Radauer et al., 

2008). Non-enzymatic cupins are of course not limited to plant storage proteins even if these 

are highly relevant to humans. Well-characterised examples of non-enzymatic cupins which 

are not storage proteins are found among auxin-binding proteins (Timpte, 2001). Auxin-

binding proteins have important roles in plant development and seem to be widely distributed 

in plants, even though the exact mechanism of their biological function has not been 

determined yet (Timpte, 2001). A crystal structure of auxin-binding protein 1 from Zea mays 
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has been determined in complex with auxin, and it shows auxin bound in the cupin barrel, 

with its carboxylic acid moiety in direct contact with a zinc ion. The zinc ion in turn is 

coordinated by three histidines and one glutamate from the typical cupin-type motifs (Woo et 

al., 2002). While the auxin-binding proteins are putatively involved in cellular signalling 

without a clear mechanism described so far, in some cases a cupin domain is part of a 

classical DNA-binding receptor protein. In fact, the cupin fold has been shown to be one of 

only a handful of very ancient protein folds from which the great majority of small molecule 

binding domains in the very important helix-turn-helix family of transcription factors have 

arisen (Aravind et al., 2005). In other cases, the cupin domain is part of a protein which 

couples an enzymatic function to a role in cellular signalling. The oxygen-responsive peptide-

modifying dioxygenases are such an example (Iyer et al., 2010). An example of these are the 

JmjC jumonji-like family of transcription regulators, and for many of them cupin-type 

architecture has been deduced from sequence similarity (Clissold and Ponting, 2001). An 

example of similar cupins involved in signalling in humans is the nuclear protein pirin, and 

for it cupin architecture has been ascertained based on a crystal structure (Pang et al., 2003). 

Another interesting example is the hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF), which partakes in the 

signalling pathway induced by lack of oxygen (Hewitson et al., 2002). This enzyme has been 

shown conclusively to belong to the cupin family, and its enzymatic function involves the 

hydroxylation of specific asparaginyl and prolyl residues in a 2-oxoglutarate dependent 

fashion, which in turn leads to the transmission of the cellular signal (Hewitson et al., 2002). 

This is only a short view of the scope of diversity found in cupins whose main function is 

non-enzymatic. While these proteins are diverse and fascinating in their own right, perhaps 

most cupins are simply metabolic or defensive enzymes (Dunwell et al., 2004), and these are 

the ones which are most directly relevant for the scope of this thesis. 
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1.3 ENZYMES OF THE CUPIN SUPERFAMILY 

The following chapter introduces the diversity of enzymatic activities so far described in 

cupins and offers a view of the potential within cupins for the engineering and utilisation of 

interesting, unusual and possibly even completely novel enzymes.  

 

1.3.1 Oxalate degrading cupins – oxidases and decarboxylases 

Among the first assigned cupin proteins, which led to the discovery of cupins as a 

superfamily, was a fairly unusual enzyme from plants termed germin (Dunwell, 1998). 

Germin is a fascinating protein which had been studied for a long time as a marker of early 

plant development. It oxidises oxalic acid at the expense of molecular oxygen, and produces 

hydrogen peroxide in the process (Lane et al., 1993). The protein has been shown to be 

involved in plant defence, especially against fungal parasites. This harsh evolutionary task of 

fighting fungi is what likely led to the extreme stability of germin towards hydrogen peroxide 

and acidic pH. The stability of germin has been likened to that of prions (Lane, 1994). Even 

though early research indicated the possibility of germin being a flavoenzyme, it was later 

definitely shown that this is not the case, and manganese has been identified as the sole 

cofactor necessary for activity (Requena and Bornemann, 1999). As the crystal structure of 

germin illustrates (Figure 2), the high stability is at least partly due to a very tight packing as a 

homohexamer, which in turn is composed of three homodimers of two typical cupin barrels 

each. One manganese atom is bound at the centre of each cupin barrel in the crystal structure 

(Woo et al., 2000). Interestingly, in addition to oxalate oxidase activity, germin was shown to 

possess a superoxide dismutase side-activity which represents one of a handful of cases of 

promiscuous activity found in cupins (Woo et al., 2000).  
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Figure 2: A: An illustration of the tight germin homohexamer comprising six cupin barrels 

(coloured cartoon depiction), with one manganese atom at the centre of each barrel (purple 

spheres). The full homohexamer is a trimer of homodimers. B: A single germin homodimer 

extracted from the hexameric structure. Figure generated using PyMOL from PDB entry 1FI2. 

 

From a broader biotechnology perspective, oxalate oxidase has been used to generate 

transgenic plants with an increased resistance to oxalate-producing fungal parasites (Dias et 

al., 2006; Dong et al., 2008). On the other hand, the isolated enzyme is finding applications in 

the paper pulp industry as a means to reduce oxalate content of wastewater. This is done in 

order to help reduce scaling and other problems associated with oxalate accumulation in 

pulping plants (Larsson et al., 2003). In a somewhat more specialised, niche application, 

oxalate oxidase has been used for a long time in kits for the highly specific determination of 

oxalate content in the urine of human patients (Li and Madappally, 1989). Both wheat and 

barley germins have been successfully overexpressed in Pichia pastoris, which might make 

their biotechnological applications even more broadly accessible in the future (Pan et al., 

2007; Whittaker and Whittaker, 2002). 

One group of cupin enzymes structurally closely related to germins are the oxalate 

decarboxylases. These enzymes decarboxylate oxalate, forming formate and CO2. They are 

produced under acidic conditions, probably as a means to eliminate excess oxalate, for 

example by Bacillus subtilis (Tanner and Bornemann, 2000). For this class of enzymes it has 
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also been demonstrated that they rely on manganese for activity. Interestingly, even though 

the reaction performed on oxalate by the decarboxylases is not an oxidation per se, the oxalate 

decarboxylase from Bacillus subtilis nevertheless requires dioxygen for activity (Tanner et al., 

2001). The crystal structure shows that the protein forms a hexamer very similar to that of 

oxalate oxidase. However, in this case two cupin domains are fused in each monomer which 

classifies this protein as a bicupin. This architecture is most likely a consequence of a gene 

duplication event (Anand et al., 2002). Both active sites within one bicupin monomer show 

very high similarity to each other in their metal-binding residues. Additionally, the oxalate 

decarboxylase itself shows very high similarity in and around the metal-binding site to oxalate 

oxidase. Due to the very similar overall active-site geometry, it was an interesting question 

just what determines the oxalate decarboxylase versus oxalate oxidase activity in these 

proteins. After a crystal structure was solved of a closed conformation of oxalate 

decarboxylase, the identity of the active site within the bicupin domain was determined. An 

active site lid and a loop residue important for a deprotonation implicated in the mechanism 

have been identified (Just, 2004). In fact, the importance of this active site lid and the 

similarity of oxalate decarboxylase to oxalate oxidase could be established experimentally by 

converting the oxalate decarboxylase to an oxidase by a specificity factor of up to 282 000, by 

mutating residues in the lid alone (Burrell et al., 2007). In biotechnology, genes encoding 

oxalate decarboxylase have been used similarly to ones encoding oxalate oxidase, to confer 

resistance against the fungus Collybia velutipes in transgenic tobacco and tomato (Kesarwani 

et al., 2000). 

 

1.3.2 Cupin dioxygenases 

The oxalate degrading cupins described above employ either an oxidative or a decarboxylase 

mechanism within a very similar metal-binding site. Of the two activities, the oxidative 

reaction is perhaps more typical of cupins, as many different oxidative enzymes are found 

within the cupin fold. One group with a large number of described members are the cupin 

dioxygenases, which catalyse the oxidation of diverse substrates by the incorporation of both 

atoms of a molecule of dioxygen (Fetzner, 2012).  In some cases they are involved in the 

oxidation of substrates which are easily oxidisable, making a reaction which proceeds 

spontaneously even more efficient. On the other hand, some dioxygenases are involved in the 

biological degradation of aromatic compounds which are difficult to oxidise. The dioxygenase 
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step is the one in which the aromatic ring is cleaved, producing a non-aromatic substrate. This 

is significant since aromatic substances are often very stable due to the delocalised nature of 

their ring electrons (Vaillancourt et al., 2006). Due to the importance of aromatics degradation 

pathways in nature, cupins represent only one of a number of protein folds in which 

dioxygenase activities have emerged through convergent evolution. They often utilize a metal 

ion such as iron, copper, nickel or manganese in the active site and are present in all three 

domains of life (Fetzner, 2012; Vaillancourt et al., 2006). Even though cupins constitute only 

a part of the known ring-cleavage dioxygenases, a number of cupins with ring-cleaving 

activity have been described, and most of them appear to be active on substituted benzoic 

acids containing at least one hydroxy group (Fetzner, 2012). Representative cupin 

dioxygenases active on various aromatic and non-aromatic substrates are introduced in this 

chapter.  

 

1.3.3 Acireductone dioxygenases 

Acireductone dioxygenases (ARD) act on the easily oxidised substrate 1,2-dihydroxy-3-keto-

5-(methylthio)pentene (Figure 3), also called acireductone. The dioxygenase reaction is part 

of the methionine salvage pathway from methyl thioadenosine, as has been described in 

Klebsiella (Dai et al., 2001). ARD enzymes display a very unusual behaviour in which the 

same protein backbone yields what may be viewed as two enzymes, possessing differing 

enzymatic activities, depending on the type of the metal bound in the active site. Both enzyme 

forms act on acireductone, whereby the iron-containing enzyme catalyses a 1,2 – 

dioxygenation, leading to a β-keto acid precursor of methionine (Figure 3), and the same 

protein backbone with nickel or cobalt in the active site, catalyses a 1,3 dioxygenation which 

yields an off-pathway product with unknown function, together with carbon monoxide and 

formic acid (Figure 3; Dai, 1999).  Interestingly, it was possible to separate the two protein 

forms using ion exchange chromatography or hydrophobic-interaction chromatography (Dai, 

1999). The first ARD structure to be solved was that of the Ni-containing enzyme. The 

structure was solved using protein NMR spectroscopy, and it was this data that demonstrated 

that the enzyme indeed belongs to the cupin superfamily (Pochapsky et al., 2002). In another 

study, the structures of the iron form and the nickel form of the enzyme have been solved by a 

combination of x-ray crystallographic analysis and NMR analysis, and it could be shown that 

there is a change in the protein structure depending on the bound metal. It has been postulated 
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that it is indeed this change in structure which leads to the change in the catalytic activity, by 

inducing a change in substrate orientation in the active site (Ju et al., 2006). The enzymes 

were first discovered in Klebsiella, which was used as a model organism in part because the 

complete methionine salvage pathway was known previously. On the other hand, ARDs are 

also found in mammals, and a crystal structure has been solved for the mouse ARD, which 

also displays the cupin fold (Sakai et al., 2006).  

 

 

Figure 3: The acireductone dioxygenase reaction as is catalysed by the iron-containing 

enzyme yields a β-keto acid precursor of methionine and formic acid at the expense of 

molecular oxygen. The same enzyme backbone with nickel or cobalt in the active site 

produces a cleavage product with unknown function. 

 

1.3.4 Thiol dioxygenases 

Cupins with thiol dioxygenase activity are involved in the metabolism of organic sulphur 

compounds such as cysteine and cysteamine and are essential for the biosynthesis of taurine 

(Stipanuk et al., 2010). The mammalian cysteine dioxygenase catalyses the irreversible 

oxidation of the sulfhydryl group of cysteine to yield cysteine sulfinate (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: Reaction diagram of the oxidation of cysteine to cysteine sulfinate catalysed by 

cysteine dioxygenase. 
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This reaction forms a crucial step in the degradation pathway of cysteine to pyruvate and 

sulphate, which is important in providing inorganic sulphur to the metabolism (Simmons et 

al., 2006). The crystal structure of the mouse enzyme, which shows 91% sequence identity to 

the human homolog, has been solved and the enzyme was shown to contain iron, nickel and 

zinc, with increased iron concentration correlating with increased activity (McCoy et al., 

2006). 

Only one additional mammalian thiol dioxygenase has been discovered so far. This enzyme is 

active on cysteamine (2-aminoethanethiol). Cysteamine is formed by decarboxylation of 

cysteine during the biosynthesis of Coenzyme A. The oxidation of cystaemine by this 

dioxygenase is a step which leads to taurine. Taurine in turn is significant as one of the most 

abundant non-proteinogenic amino acids in mammalian tissues (Dominy et al., 2007). 

 

1.3.5 Diketone dioxygenase 

A cupin dioxygenase capable of cleaving the c-c bond of a diketone substrate, termed 

diketone dioxygenase (Dke1), has been described in some detail. The dioxygenase reaction 

catalysed by the native Dke1 cleaves a c-c bond in acetylacetone using atmospheric oxygen 

and enables the organism Acinetobacter johnsonii to utilize this toxic substance as sole carbon 

source (Straganz et al., 2003). The reaction occurs at an interesting three-histidine non-heme 

FeII – centre. The active centre has very specific geometry, since the replacement of any of the 

histidines for glutamate or asparagine, which is known in other cupin metal-binding sites, 

leads to a complete disruption of activity (Leitgeb et al., 2009). This enzyme also displays 

what is perhaps an even more surprising switch in the catalytic activity than in the case of 

acireductone dioxygenase. The β-diketone dioxygenase has been shown to be active as an 

esterase towards activated para-nitrophenyl esters if reconstituted with zinc (Leitgeb and 

Nidetzky, 2010). It is also reported in the same paper that there is a promiscuous esterase 

activity in the enzyme’s native FeII -form, however the esterase activity of the zinc enzyme is 

about ten times higher. This esterase side-activity can perhaps be rationalised in the context of 

the metal-binding site of Dke1, which is comprised of three histidines residues (PDB ID 

3BAL (Stranzl et al., to be published). The active site of Dke1 is thus quite similar, in 

principle, to the active site of zinc carbonic anhydrase (Eriksson et al., 1988), which itself is 
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an enzyme known for a very long time to catalyse the hydrolysis of para-nitrophenyl esters 

(Pocker and Stone, 1967). 

 

1.3.6 Quercetinases – cupins with flavone dioxygenase activity 

In contrast to the enzymes illustrated above, in which a switch in the active-site metal leads to 

a striking change or a loss of activity, one group of cupin dioxygenases are quite versatile 

regarding their metal preferences, while performing the same reaction on the same flavone 

substrate. This group, which displays versatility regarding the active site metal, are the cupin 

flavone dioxygenases, which are more commonly known as quercetinases. While quercetin is 

a flavone which contains multiple aromatic rings, the dioxygenase step in this case involves 

the cleavage of the oxygen containing heterocyclic flavonol ring (Figure 5), yielding 2-

protocatechuoylphloroglucinolcarboxylic acid and releasing carbon monoxide in the process 

(Steiner et al., 2002). 

 

Figure 5: Reaction diagram of the reaction catalysed by quercetinases. The oxygen-

containing ring of quercetin is cleaved in an oxidative manner with atmospheric oxygen while 

releasing carbon monoxide. 

 

Quercetin is found in large amounts in the biosphere mostly in plant material, and also 

including human food (Formica and Regelson, 1995). Due to this abundance of quercetin in 

the biosphere, it is perhaps no surprise that many quercetinases are fungal enzymes (Oka and 

Simpson, 1971; Tranchimand et al., 2008). The fungal quercetinases are unusual in that they 

are the only firmly established copper dioxygenases known to date, even though their copper 

dependence has been known for a long time (Oka and Simpson, 1971). The crystal structure 
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of the quercetinase from Aspergillus japonicas has been solved, and the protein displays 

bicupin geometry with two cupin domains separated by a linker of 60 amino acids. These 

individual cupin domains are highly similar to each other to the extent that they can be 

superimposed (Fusetti et al., 2002). Crystal structures of substrate bound to the Aspergillus 

enzyme have been solved, and quercetin is found complexed to the active-site copper, firmly 

establishing the metal in the cupin barrel as the site of enzymatic activity (Fusetti et al., 2002; 

Steiner et al., 2002). 

While the unusual, fungal quercetinases which were discovered early are copper-dependent, 

bacterial quercetinases with promiscuity towards the active site metal have been described 

recently. When the gene YxaG from Bacillus subtilis was cloned and overexpressed in E. coli, 

it was found to have quercetinase activity and to contain iron, which was in contrast to the 

copper-dependent fungal quercetinases (Barney et al., 2004; Bowater et al., 2004). A crystal 

structure of this enzyme has also been solved and it displays the same bicupin geometry as the 

Aspergillus enzyme, with two fused cupin domains and one active site in each domain (Gopal 

et al., 2005). Surprisingly, in later studies this enzyme was found to be even more active with 

metals other than iron, further broadening the range of known metals in quercetinases. Schaab 

et al. have produced metal-substituted variants of YxaG by expressing the protein in E. coli in 

minimal medium with the addition of various metals. They have found that the protein 

efficiently takes up manganese, and that the manganese protein was in fact almost 40-fold 

more active than the iron protein. In addition to manganese, the enzyme was active if the 

cultures were supplemented with copper and cobalt (Schaab et al., 2006). 

In addition to these bicupin-type quercetinases a monocupin with this activity has also been 

discovered. The gene was originally cloned from Streptomyces sp., and it was shown to have 

quite a broad flavone dioxygenase activity not limited to quercetin (Merkens et al., 2007). 

Interestingly, this enzyme seems to show a preference for nickel and cobalt, with no increase 

in activity with manganese or copper. In this case the metals have also been added to the 

medium. The metal preference of this enzyme is in contrast to the Bacillus enzyme expressed 

in the same host (Merkens et al., 2008). 

In a somewhat surprising discovery, a low quercetinase activity has been reported in an E. coli 

protein with high structural similarity to human pirin (Adams and Jia, 2005). Pirin is a human 

nuclear protein as has been mentioned in the chapter on cupins with a non-enzymatic main 

function. It is unclear why E. coli should possess a protein with high similarity to human 
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pirin, and why such a protein should have quercetinase activity. This is again an illustration of 

the wide distribution and still largely unexplored nature of cupins. 

 

1.3.7 Ring-cleavage dioxygenases of the cupin superfamily 

Cupins constitute a major group of enzymes capable of degrading aromatics other than the 

flavonoids described above. These aromatics-degrading enzymes are ring-cleavage 

dioxygenases and they dearomatise the benzene ring of a variety of aromatic substrates by the 

incorporation of both atoms of molecular oxygen into the substrate. While this type of activity 

has developed through convergent evolution in a number of different protein folds 

(Vaillancourt et al., 2006), this chapter concentrates only on ring-cleavage dioxygenases of 

the cupin superfamily. A large number of dioxygenases are non-heme iron-dependent 

enzymes (Bugg and Ramaswamy, 2008), and the majority of cupin ring-cleavage 

dioxygenases also depend on a single iron cofactor bound in the canonical metal-binding site 

within the cupin barrel (Fetzner, 2012). This active-site metal is also the site of substrate 

binding and conversion. 

 

1.3.8 Dioxygenases acting on hydroxylated benzoic acid derivatives 

Many dioxygenases act on catechcholic and non-catecholic hydroxybenzoic acids (Bugg and 

Ramaswamy, 2008; Fetzner, 2012). Dioxygenases acting on gentisic acid (2,5 

dihydroxybenzoic acid) have been purified and characterised relatively early, and the 

gentisate dioxygenase reaction itself is known since at least the 1970s (Crawford et al., 1975). 

The ring cleavage of gentisate proceeds between the carboxylic group in position 1 and the 

hydroxy group in position 2, yielding maleylpyruvate which is further degraded by the cells. 

Gentisate dioxygenases (GDOs) from Klebsiella and Pseudomonas have been purified and it 

has been established early on that the enzyme binds iron, as well as that the substrate is 

coordinated to the iron in the active site (Harpel and Lipscomb, 1990; Suárez, et al., 1996). 

The structures of GDOs from Silicibacter pomeroy and the human pathogen Escherichia coli 

O157:H7 have been solved recently, and both enzymes display a bicupin two-domain 

architecture with a typical cupin-barrel in each domain (Adams et al., 2006; Chen et al., 

2008). In general, similar GDOs seem to be widespread in bacteria and these cupins play an 
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important role in the degradation pathways of many aromatics and xenobiotics (Hirano et al., 

2007). Enzymes with high similarity to gentisate dioxygenases have also been described 

recently. A salicylate 1, 2 dioxygenase from Pseudaminobacter salicylatoxydans has been 

cloned and its crystal structure solved (Matera et al., 2008). It displays a bicupin-architecture 

highly similar to gentisate dioxygenases. The catalytic centre has been found to contain iron 

which is also typical for many cupin dioxygenases. The enzyme is unusual in that it seems to 

have a broader substrate spectrum than other similar hydroxybenzoic acid dioxygenases, 

cleaving different salicylates, gentisates and even the bulky substrate 1-hydroxy-2-naphthoate 

with similarly high activity (Matera et al., 2008). Another dioxygenase active on the bulky, 

singly hydroxylated substrate 1-hydroxynaphtoate-2-naphthoate, isolated from the 

phenanthrene-degrading Nocardioides sp. is similar to GDOs in that it also cleaves an 

aromatic ring containing a carboxylic and a hydroxyl group (Iwabuchi and Harayama, 1998). 

However, the amino-acid sequence deduced for this enzyme apparently differs significantly 

from those of other ring-cleavage dioxygenases which act on hydroxylated aromatic rings 

(Iwabuchi and Harayama, 1998). This enzyme was discovered before the cupins were firmly 

established as a protein superfamily, but it was clearly demonstrated to belong to the cupins 

later (Dunwell et al., 2001). It has recently been reported that it is possible to generate a 2-

hydroxy-1-naphthoate dioxygenase by rationally mutating a salicylate dioxygenase, further 

underscoring the similarity of these enzymes (Ferraroni et al., 2012). 

 

1.3.9 Hydroxyaminobenzoic acid dioxygenases 

Cupin dioxygenases acting on benzoic acids with amino substituents in addition to hydroxyl 

groups are also known and some have been characterised in considerable detail. A number of 

highly similar dioxygenases acting on 2-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid, also called 3-

hydroxyanthranilic acid (3-HAA, Figure 6) have been discovered in organisms ranging from 

bacteria and yeasts to mammals, including humans (Đilović et al., 2009; Kucharczyk et al., 

1998; Malherbe et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2005). In mammals, 3-HAA dioxygenases are part 

of the kynurenine pathway of tryptophane degradation, and the ring cleavage product of this 

enzyme can spontaneously cyclise to yield an endogenous neurotoxin – quinolinic acid 

(Calderone et al., 2002; Malherbe et al., 1994).  
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Figure 6: Reaction diagram of the 3-hydroxyanthranilate dioxygenase reaction. The enzyme 

cleaves the ring at the position adjacent to the hydroxy group, producing a semialdehyde 

product, which can spontaneously recyclise, yielding quinolinic acid. 

 

Interestingly, it is this same reaction yielding quinolinic acid which is employed by some 

microorganisms in the production of nicotinamide in an alternative pathway via 3-HAA, 

which is again derived from the kynurenine pathway (Kurnasov et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 

2005). In addition, a dioxygenase of this type has also been observed in a degradation 

pathway of the xenobiotic 2-nitrobenzoate in a strain of Pseudomonas fluorescens (Muraki et 

al., 2003). This is an interesting example of the evolutionary repurposing of the same reaction 

and same enzyme in different pathways multiple times. 

The overall structure of the 3-HAA dioxygenase enzymes differs between various taxa. The 

bacterial and yeast proteins are monocupin homodimers, whereby an additional rubredoxin-

like domain, with an additional iron atom ligated by four cysteines, is fused to the iron-

containing cupin domain in each monomer (Li et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2005). The 

mammalian enzymes are bicupin monomers in solution, with an additional cupin-like domain 

fused to the active-site harbouring barrel (Đilović et al., 2009). In contrast to the differences 

in overall structure, the catalytic center is fully conserved between all the enzymes described 

so far, with two histidines and a glutamate as the metal binding residues. Within the metal-

binding site, FeII has been shown to be necessary for activity in all 3-HAA dioxygenases 

described thus far (Calderone et al., 2002; Đilović et al., 2009; Li et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 

2005). A different enzyme acting on a rather similar substrate, 4-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic 

acid (4A3HBA) has been described in Bordetella sp. 10d, a strain capable of growth on 

4A3HBA (Takenaka et al., 2002). The enzyme cleaves 4A3HBA adjacent to the hydroxy 

group, in a manner highly similar to 3-HAA dioxygenase (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: Reaction diagram of the 4-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid dioxygenase reaction. The 

ring-cleavage reaction proceeds at the position adjacent to the hydroxy group, in nalogy to the 

3-HAA dioxygenase reaction. 

 

The gene encoding this enzyme has been cloned and the protein purified, and it could be 

shown that this 4A3HBA dioxygenase is a homodimer of monocupin monomers, with highest 

sequence similarity to hydroxybenzoic acid dioxygenases (Murakami et al., 2004; Takenaka 

et al., 2002). The enzyme is apparently part of a complete pathway of 4A3HBA degradation 

in the source organism (Orii et al., 2006), and it appears to be highly specialised as it is highly 

specific for this particular substrate (Takenaka et al., 2002). Mutagenesis studies and 

biochemical characterisation of two cupin hydroxyaminobenzoate dioxygenases, acting on 3-

HAA and 4A3HBA respectively, including an inquiry into the determinants of substrate 

specificity forms a part of this thesis. 

 

1.3.10 Cupin enzymes acting on sugars and sugar-nucleotides 

Very early after the discovery of cupins, a novel and apparently convergently evolved 

phosphoglucose isomerase has been discovered in the hyperthermophilic archaeon 

Pyrococcus furiosus. The enzyme was purified, its N-terminus sequenced, and upon the 

identification of the coding gene it became apparent that the enzyme must belong to the cupin 

superfamily (Verhees et al., 2001). It is fascinating that an activity as central to metabolism as 

the isomerisation of glucose and fructose phosphates could have arisen a second time through 

what must have been convergent evolution. This is perhaps also an illustration of the 

versatility of the cupin fold, with a member possibly having replaced an ancient and highly 

efficient enzyme by convergent evolution. The structure of the P. furiosus enzyme has been 
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solved in the presence of an inhibitor, and an unusual metal-dependent direct hydride-transfer 

mechanism has been proposed for this manganese-containing cupin (Berrisford et al., 2004). 

However, the same group has later produced evidence that an enediol mechanism is most 

likely, since they were able to show an exchange of hydrogen between the substrate and 

solvent via NMR. Another indication of the second mechanism is the fact that a stable 

analogue of an enediol intermediate is a very potent inhibitor of this enzyme (Berrisford et al., 

2006). A cupin-type phosphoglucose isomerase has also been found in another 

hyperhtermophilic archaeon – Thermococcus litoralis. In this case, the enzymatic activity 

could be increased by the addition of ferrous iron, was inhibited by zinc and EDTA, and was 

lost completely if metal-binding residues are mutated, which strongly indicates the 

involvement of the metal in catalysis (Jeong et al., 2003). Cupin-type phosphoglucose 

isomerases have subsequently been found not only in archaea but also in bacteria such as 

Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium and Ensifer meliloti, and they have been 

demonstrated to represent a novel metal-dependent family for this type of enzymes (Hansen et 

al., 2005). 

Additional cupins active on substrates have been discovered as part of biosynthesis pathways 

of somewhat more specialised carbohydrates. One such enzyme is RmlC which has been 

described already as the namesake of the RmlC-like cupins. RmlC is a dTDP-6-deoxy-d-xylo-

4-hexulose 3,5 epimerase (EC 5.1.3.13), and thus it acts on a sugar-nucleotide substrate to 

produce rhamnose nucleotides for cell-wall biosynthesis (Giraud et al., 2000). The rhamnose 

pathway is not present in humans, and as such it has aroused great interest as a potential target 

for antibiotics development. The structure of a similar RmlC protein from Streptococcus suis, 

which has low sequence identity but high structure similarity to other bacterial enzymes of 

this class, has been solved in the presence of inhibitors. The active site has been confirmed to 

be located within the cupin barrel (Dong et al., 2003). A further interesting example of a cupin 

acting on unusual sugars has been found in the pathogenic E. coli strain O157:H7. The 

enzymatic function was originally unknown, and its gene annotated in the genome as 

“hypothetical”. The overexpressed enzyme was shown to act on the rare pentose d-lyxose, 

converting it to mannose in a reversible reaction (van Staalduinen et al., 2010). As has been 

demonstrated in the the case of the lyxose isomerase, there is also potential for the discovery 

of novel sugar-converting enzymes within cupins with as of yet unknown function.  
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1.3.11 Cupin lyases 

Even though there seems to be a scarcity of reports of lyases displaying the cupin fold, 

interesting examples have been described recently. Lyases acting on the algal competitive 

solute dimethylsulfoniopropionate, producing dimethylsulfide and acrylate, have recently 

been discovered in a wide range of bacteria such as Alcaligenes, Arcobacter and Shewanella 

(Curson et al., 2011). Also, a novel dimethylsulfoniopropionate lyase from marine 

Roseobacter species has been proposed to belong to the cupin superfamily based on the 

sequence-based prediction of a cupin-type metal-binding pocket (Todd et al., 2011).  

Recently, the discovery of hydroxynitrile lyases (HNLs) of the cupin superfamily has been 

reported by our group (Hussain et al., 2012). HNLs catalyse the reversible cleavage of 

cyanohydrins to yield aldehydes or ketones and defensive HCN, and are usually found in 

plants (Dadashipour and Asano, 2011; Winkler et al., 2012). The cupin HNLs are unusual in 

that they have been isolated from bacteria, and do not show apparent structural or sequence 

similarity to any of the previously known hydroxynitrile lyases (Winkler et al. 2012). The 

absence of similarity to known enzymes strongly indicates a unique reaction mechanism, and 

a cupin hydroxynitrile lyase has been characterised in detail as part of this thesis.  

 

1.4  Cupins with unknown function 

As has been illustrated to some extent by this introductory chapter, cupins are indeed 

distributed widely within the tree of life, from bacteria to plants and mammals, and they fulfil 

a large number of very diverse functions. According to the SCOP database there are almost 

100000 recognised cupins (Andreeva et al., 2007; Murzin et al., 1995). Many have not been 

assigned a function, especially not one supported by hard biochemical data.  

Possibly due to their small size and stable folding, cupins have been crystallised numerous 

times in high-throughput projects such as the structural genomics project of Thermotoga 

maritima (Lesley et al., 2002), and a number of structures are also available for cupins with 

unassigned function (Jaroszewski et al., 2004; McMullan et al., 2004). An attempt to assign 

cupins to novel functions based on structural similarity has been undertaken (Agarwal et al., 

2009), and computational studies which use similarity networks to cluster similar cupins have 

been published recently (Uberto and Moomaw, 2013).  
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While structure-based activity prediction methods offer a great promise for future 

development, pure in-silico approaches have some limitations. At the very least, biochemical 

data are necessary to clarify any structure-based activity predictions.  

This thesis includes the discovery of a novel activity in a cupin from Thermotoga maritima, 

for which no biochemical activity was known prior to this work. 
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2. AIM OF THE THESIS 

 

As has been discussed in the introductory chapter, the cupin superfamily of proteins is 

characterized by a large functional diversity (Agarwal et al., 2009; Dunwell et al., 2004; 

Uberto and Moomaw, 2013). Enzymatic members of the cupin superfamily, include enzymes 

performing reactions found in other, non-related and dissimilar proteins (Hansen et al., 2005; 

Hussain et al., 2012). These are examples of the repurposing of the cupin scaffold through 

convergent evolution, for activities already found in other groups of proteins. Cupins have 

also been shown to display catalytic promiscuity when acting on the same substrate, in 

dependence on the incorporated metal (Dai, 1999). Some cupins also display catalytic 

promiscuity catalysing divergent reactions on dissimilar substrates (Leitgeb and Nidetzky, 

2010). This diversity and apparent plasticity, in addition to their small size, easy handling and 

in some cases spectacular stability (Woo et al., 2000), prompts the question whether hitherto 

unknown members of this superfamily can be made accessible for diverse biotechnological 

and biocatalytic applications. This thesis constitutes an attempt towards a characterisation of a 

part of the diversity of enzymatic functionalities found in the cupin superfamily of proteins. 

The approach involves characterisation and engineering of known functions as well as the 

investigation and search for novel enzymes. One part of this thesis contributes biochemical 

work towards the clarification of the potential of cupins for the discovery and utilisation of 

novel enzymatic activities. Cupins with unknown function were taken as a basis, and broad 

based activity assays have been applied. The thesis includes the discovery of a biochemical 

function in a cupin where no function was known previously, underscoring the potential of 

cupins for the discovery of novel enzymatic activities. Such a broad-based biochemical 

characterisation forms the basis to make cupins generally accessible to engineering and 

possibly rational design in the future.  
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3. MANUSCRIPTS AND PUBLICATIONS 

 

The manuscripts listed in this chapter comprise the most significant part of the thesis. 

Presented here are the most relevant scientific results, in the form of manuscripts which have 

either already been published in peer-reviewed journals or are intended for such publication. 

The first manuscript has been published in the FEBS Journal and presents the biochemical 

and structural of a novel and unusual manganese-dependent hydroxynitrile lyase which 

belongs to the cupin superfamily of proteins. The second manuscript presents the discovery of 

a peroxide-driven alkene cleavage activity in a cupin from the marine bacterium Thermotoga 

maritima for which no biological role or biochemical activity was previously known. The 

final manuscript presents the investigation and engineering of substrate-specificity in two 

cupin dioxygenases acting on highly similar hydroxyaminobenzoic acid substrates with high 

substrate specificity. 
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3.1.1 ABSTRACT 

Hydroxynitrile lyases (HNLs), which catalyse the decomposition of cyanohydrins, are found 

mainly in plants. In vitro, they are able to catalyse the synthesis of enantiopure cyanohydrins, 

which are versatile building blocks in the chemical industry. Recently, HNLs have also been 

discovered in bacteria. Here, we report on the detailed biochemical and structural 

characterization of a hydroxynitrile lyase from Granulicella tundricola (GtHNL), which was 

successfully heterologously expressed in Escherichia coli. The crystal structure was solved at 

a crystallographic resolution of 2.5 Å and exhibits a cupin fold. As GtHNL does not show any 

sequence or structural similarity to any other HNL and does not contain conserved motifs 

typical of HNLs, cupins represent a new class of HNLs. GtHNL is metal-dependent, as 

confirmed by inductively coupled plasma/optical emission spectroscopy, and in the crystal 

structure, manganese is bound to three histidine and one glutamine residue. GtHNL displayed 

a specific activity of 1.74 U·mg−1 at pH 6 with (R)-mandelonitrile, and synthesized (R)-

mandelonitrile with 90% enantiomeric excess at 80% conversion using 0.5 m benzaldehyde in 

a biphasic reaction system with methyl tertiary butyl ether. 

 

3.1.2 INTRODUCTION 

Hydroxynitrile lyases (HNLs) are enzymes that catalyse the reversible cleavage of 

cyanohydrins, yielding HCN and aldehydes or ketones. In the last two decades, the enzymes 

have been investigated extensively, especially regarding their potential use as catalysts in 

organic chemistry (Fesko and Gruber-Khadjawi, 2013; Gruber-Khadjawi et al., 2012; Winkler 

et al., 2012). In chemical synthesis, reversal of the natural cleavage reaction is employed. 

Cyanohydrins constitute important building blocks for fine chemicals, as their synthesis 

creates a new stereocentre and adds a versatile functional group (the nitrile group) at the same 

time (Hilterhaus and Liese, 2012; Holt and Hanefeld, 2009; Purkarthofer et al., 2007). HNLs 

comprise a diverse group of enzymes that vary in terms of their substrate specificity, 

enantioselectivity and the need for a co-factor. This may account mainly for the fact that they 

belong to different protein families with no significant sequence similarity. The structures 

solved so far show similarity to α/β-hydrolases, oxidoreductases, carboxypeptidases or Zn2+-

dependent alcohol dehydrogenases (Gruber and Kratky, 2004; Winkler et al., 2012). 
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Interestingly, members of the α/β-hydrolase fold show both (R)- and (S)-selectivity (Andexer 

et al., 2012; Guterl et al., 2009). Most HNLs have been discovered in plants, and several have 

been cloned successfully and expressed in Escherichia coli or yeasts such as Pichia pastoris 

(Dadashipour and Asano, 2011; Sharma et al., 2005). Very recently, the discovery of 

hydroxynitrile lyases in endophytic bacteria has been described by our group (Hussain et al., 

2012). Interestingly, they are not related to any of the HNLs characterized so far, but show 

sequence similarity to proteins of the cupin superfamily, which comprises a large number of 

small β-barrel-fold proteins with diverse functionalities (Agarwal et al., 2009; Dunwell et al., 

2001, 2004). As HNL activity has not previously been described for proteins of this 

superfamily, cupins represent a novel class of these industrially useful enzymes. Although 

cupins are structurally conserved and usually contain two conserved motifs, G-(X)5-H-X-H-

(X)3,4-E-(X)6-G (motif 1) and G-(X)5-P-X-G-(X)2-H-(X)3-N (motif 2), the overall sequence 

identity is low among members of this superfamily (Agarwal et al., 2009). The two motifs 

also include the residues for metal binding. Most cupins are metal-binding proteins that bind 

divalent cations such as iron, zinc, manganese, copper, nickel or cadmium (Chavez et al., 

2011). The metal is usually involved in the enzymatic reaction either directly in the reaction 

mechanism or at least via an interaction with the substrate. In this paper, we describe the 

biochemical and structural characterization of the manganese-dependent hydroxynitrile lyase 

from the acidobacterium Granulicella tundricola (GtHNL), which shows high sequence 

similarity to two previously described cupins with HNL activity (Hussain et al., 2012) and 

was heterologously expressed in E. coli. 

 

3.1.3 RESULTS 

Based on sequence similarities to recently discovered bacterial hydroxynitrile lyases with a 

cupin fold from Pseudomonas mephitica (PsmHNL) and Burkholderia phytofirmans 

(BpHNL) (Hussain et al., 2012), several highly similar proteins were discovered using a 

BLASTp search on the UniProt (Universal Protein Resource) server. Most of them originate 

from bacterial genome or metagenome sequencing projects and are not annotated, thus their 

natural function is unknown. Some of them were obtained as synthetic genes, cloned into 

expression vectors, successfully expressed as soluble proteins in E. coli, and tested for HNL 

activity. One of them, a protein originating from Granulicella tundricola with 79.1% 
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sequence similarity to BpHNL, showed higher cyanolysis activity in preliminary screenings 

and was chosen for detailed biochemical and structural analyses. 

 

3.1.3.1  Mandelonitrile cyanolysis activity of GtHNL is dependent on manganese 

GtHNL was expressed at a very high yield as soluble protein in E. coli (data not shown), with 

yields of > 50% of total soluble protein. In initial experiments, the cyanolysis activity of 

GtHNL was assessed using mandelonitrile as substrate. The enzyme cleaved (R)-

mandelonitrile to benzaldehyde and HCN, as indicated by a sensitive colony-based filter assay 

for HCN (data not shown), as well as by the increase in absorption at 280 nm attributed to 

released benzaldehyde measured in a spectrophotometric assay using cleared lysate (Fig. 1). 

The enzymatic activity is clearly distinguishable from the background reaction in the same 

buffer. 

 

Figure 1. Release of benzaldehyde from 18 mm (R)-mandelonitrile at pH 5.5 (80 mm MES, 

80 mm sodium oxalate buffer), catalysed by 50 µg manganese-reconstituted GtHNL 

apoprotein (black squares, solid line) at 25–27 °C, compared to the buffer background (grey 

crosses, dashed line). 
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3.1.3.2 Metal dependence 

Most cupins are metal-binding proteins that bind Mn2+, Fe2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ or Zn2+ in the active 

site (Chavez et al., 2011). The characteristic cupin domain comprises two conserved motifs, 

G-(X)5-H-X-H-(X)3,4-E-(X)6-G (motif 1) and G-(X)5-P-X-G-(X)2-H-(X)3-N (motif 2), 

which are both involved in metal ion binding (Dunwell et al., 2004). The two His residues and 

the Glu/Gln residue in motif 1 as well as the His residue in motif 2 act as ligands for binding 

of the metal ion in the active site. These conserved motifs, including the putative metal-

binding amino acids, are conserved in the sequence of GtHNL, indicating that GtHNL is also 

metal-dependent. Preliminary experiments using a colony-based filter assay on colonies 

grown on LB agar supplemented with various divalent cations (Fe2+, Zn2+, Mn2+, Ni2+, Co2+ or 

Cu2+) showed that HNL activity increased in the presence of Mn2+ in the medium, compared 

to colonies without supplementation (data not shown). The results of a detailed metal analysis 

are described below. 

 

3.1.3.3  pH dependence 

The stability and activity of HNLs at acidic pH is especially important as the non-specific 

background reaction is reduced at low pH. Purified protein, which was expressed in the 

presence of 100 µm MnCl2, catalysed the cyanolysis of (R)-mandelonitrile in aqueous sodium 

oxalate buffer (which was identified as the most appropriate buffer) at pH 4.5, with a Km of 

10.3 ± 2 mm and a kcat of 0.03 s−1, corresponding to an enzymatic activity of 

0.12 ± 0.009 U·mg−1 at Vmax (Fig. S1). Unsurprisingly, the enzyme is more active at less 

acidic pH, and the activity of the protein increased to 1.74 U·mg−1 at pH 6. Protein 

reconstituted with manganese in vitro showed an even higher activity (> 4 U·mg−1 at pH 6.0), 

which may be explained by the higher manganese loading achieved in vitro. Overall, the 

specific activity increased ~ 40-fold from pH 4.5 to pH 6.0 (Fig. 2). The activity was not 

measured at higher pH, as the enzyme catalysis becomes indistinguishable from the base-

catalysed chemical background reaction at pH values above 7. The pH stability of GtHNL at 

pH 4.0 was confirmed by circular dichroism spectroscopy (Fig. S2A). No unfolding was 

observed within 1 h, indicating that the overall fold is stable at low pH. 
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Figure 2. Specific activity (U·mg−1) of GtHNL (50 µg Mn2+-reconstituted apoprotein) at 

various pH values (80 mm MES, 80 mm sodium oxalate buffer, 18 mm (R)-mandelonitrile, 

25–27 °C); the chemical background reaction at the various pH values was subtracted. 

*Sodium oxalate at pH 4.5 without MES. 

 

3.1.3.4  Metal analysis 

As described above, addition of manganese to the expression medium led to an increase in 

HNL activity. To prevent interference of the His-tag with the metal content and analysis, the 

protein was purified without the tag. Surprisingly, the first purification step using anion 

exchange chromatography resulted in almost pure protein (Fig. S3), and the purity was further 

improved by size-exclusion chromatography. The yield of purified protein was up to 50–

60 mg per litre of culture, corresponding to ~ 20 mg of purified protein per g wet cell paste. 

The metal contents of purified protein samples, which were either grown in LB medium 

supplemented with various metals or deprived of metal using the chelating agent 2,6-

pyridinedicarboxylic acid and reconstituted with various metals, were analysed by inductively 

coupled plasma/optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). As GtHNL is a monocupin with 

one proposed metal-binding site, one metal ion is expected per subunit. This was also 

confirmed by X-ray crystallography (see below). 
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When the protein was expressed in LB medium without addition of metals, only traces of zinc 

and iron were detected during analysis (3.8 mol% Zn2+ and 5.3 mol% Fe2+ per metal-binding 

site). These two metals are generally present in LB medium, which was confirmed by ICP-

OES analysis of the medium. As Zn2+ and Fe2+ were incorporated into the protein in only very 

low amounts, and the expression in minimal medium without any metal was significantly 

lower than in LB medium, further experiments were performed in complex medium. 

Interestingly, when 100 µm MnCl2 (final concentration) was added to the medium during 

induction with isopropyl thio-β-d-galactoside, the resulting enzyme showed a significantly 

increased manganese loading, corresponding to 58.9 mol% manganese per monomer. 

Addition of 100 µm ZnSO4 or FeSO4 to the expression medium did not lead to an increase in 

incorporation of these metals into the protein in vivo. In another set of experiments, 

apoprotein was produced by dialysing purified protein against a buffer containing the strong 

chelating agent 2,6-pyridinedicarboxylic acid. Circular dichroism spectroscopy confirmed that 

the apoprotein was still folded correctly, even after incubation for 1 h at pH 4.0 (Fig. S2B). 

According to ICP-OES measurements, the apoprotein contained residual metal (mainly iron) 

amounting to < 10% of all metal-binding sites. Subsequently, the apoprotein was incubated 

with MnCl2, ZnSO4 and FeSO4. In addition, purified protein expressed without addition of 

metal ions to the medium was also loaded with the same metals in vitro, as it contains almost 

no metal (data not shown). In both cases, the protein efficiently took up manganese, zinc or 

iron (Fig. 3A). Interestingly, only the protein reconstituted with manganese regained clearly 

measurable activity with respect to mandelonitrile cyanolysis (Fig. 3B). The activity of 

apoprotein reconstituted with Zn2+ or Fe2+ was slightly higher than that of the metal-free 

apoprotein, but was not clearly distinguishable from the high background reaction. 
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Figure 3. (A) Metal contents (determined by ICP-OES) of apoprotein after treatment with 

chelating agent, and subsequent incubation with MnCl2, ZnSO4 or FeSO4: green bars, 

manganese; purple bars, zinc; blue bars, iron. (B) Cyanolysis assay (67 mm sodium oxalate 

buffer pH 4.5, 18 mm (R)-mandelonitrile, 25 °C) with 50 µg of purified apoprotein (grey 

diamonds, dashed line) or apoprotein reconstituted with either manganese (green squares, 

solid line), zinc (purple circles, dashed line) or iron (blue triangles, solid line). Black crosses 

represent the buffer control. 

 

3.1.3.5  Enantioselective synthesis of mandelonitrile 

The ability of the enzyme to catalyse the synthesis of mandelonitrile from benzaldehyde and 

HCN was examined using a two-phase system consisting of benzaldehyde and HCN dissolved 

in methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) as the organic phase, and an aqueous phase comprising 

concentrated cleared lysate, acidified to a final pH of 4 using sodium acetate buffer. The 

reaction was tested at 15 °C and 5 °C. As the reactions at 5 °C yielded a significantly higher 

enantiomeric excess (data not shown), all further reactions were performed at 5 °C. The 

enzyme expressed in the presence of manganese is highly enantioselective, yielding (R)-

mandelonitrile with 90% enantiomeric excess (ee) at 80% conversion of the initial 0.5 m 

benzaldehyde after 6 h. As expected, when cleared lysate of cells grown without addition of 

manganese to the expression medium was used, the yield and enantiomeric excess were 

markedly lower: < 50% conversion and ~ 80% ee (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4. Mandelonitrile synthesis in a two-phase system consisting of 500 µL of cleared cell 

lysates expressed with and without Mn2+ addition (50 mg·mL−1 total protein in 100 mm 

sodium acetate, pH 4.0) as the aqueous phase and 1 mL MTBE containing 0.5 m 

benzaldehyde and 2 m HCN as the organic phase, shaken at 1000 rpm and 5 °C. The curves 

show the percentage enantiomeric excess (ee) of (R) for the enzyme expressed with Mn2+ 

addition (black circles, dashed line) and without Mn2+ addition (grey diamonds, dashed line), 

and conversions for the enzyme expressed with Mn2+ addition (black squares, solid line) and 

without Mn2+ addition (grey triangles, solid line) and the empty vector control expressed with 

Mn2+ addition (grey crosses, dotted/dashed line). 

 

As it is known that a chemical background reaction proceeds readily in aqueous medium 

(Holt and Hanefeld, 2009), a buffer control, as well as cleared lysate of E. coli without 

GtHNL (empty vector control), were used as controls. The lysate of the empty vector control 

showed 15% conversion after 6 h, compared with 80% for the lysate expressing GtHNL, and 

the control reaction showed no enantioselectivity. Purified GtHNL had lower apparent 

activity (data not shown) and consequently yielded mandelonitrile with lower enantiomeric 

excess even when added at approximately the same amount as present in the cleared lysate. A 

possible reason for this may be the stabilizing effect of E. coli proteins in the cleared lysate, 

especially considering the harsh reaction conditions of pH 4 in the aqueous phase, the contact 

to MTBE, and the high concentrations of benzaldehyde and HCN at the interphase. In another 

cyanohydrin synthesis study, it was shown that addition of albumin stabilized the 

hydroxynitrile lyase from Hevea brasiliensis in the presence of high concentrations of HCN in 
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buffer-saturated solvent (Costes et al., 2001). On the other hand, it has been reported that an 

HNL from Arabidopsis thaliana, which was expressed in E. coli and purified, retained 

considerable activity even though it precipitated in a buffer-saturated organic system (Okrob 

et al., 2011). 

Additionally, apoprotein and reconstituted proteins were used in mandelonitrile synthesis 

reactions (Table 1). The apoprotein was clearly less active and less enantioselective compared 

to the metal-containing proteins (22% conversion, 40% ee). The zinc-reconstituted protein 

showed only slightly higher conversion than the apoprotein (32%), but the product had a 

significantly higher ee of 74%. The iron-reconstituted protein (81% conversion, 87% ee) 

showed comparable activity and enantioselectivity to the manganese-reconstituted aliquot 

(76% conversion, 89% ee), although the difference in their cyanolysis activities was more 

pronounced (Fig. 3B). GtHNL did not accept aromatic ketones, such as acetophenone and 

propiophenone, as substrates. 

 

Table 1. Conversions and enantiomeric excess of mandelonitrile synthesis reactions with 
purified GtHNL either as apoprotein or reconstituted with Mn2+, Zn2+ and Fe2+ after 6 h and 
24 h, respectively. The two-phase system consisted of 500 µL of aqueous phase (20 mg mL-1 
protein in 100 mM Na-acetate, pH 4.0) and 1 mL MTBE containing 0.5 M benzaldehyde and 
2 M HCN as organic phase, 1000 rpm, 5°C. 

Sample % Conversion % ee (R) 

 6 h 24 h 6 h 24 h 

GtHNL Apo 11 ± 1.5 22 ± 1.8 40 ± 1.5 40 ± 0.1 

Apo + Mn 35 ±  1.7 76 ±  1.4 90 ±  0.1 89 ± 0.1 

Apo + Zn 11 ± 1.0 32 ± 1.0 71 ± 0.0 74 ± 0.1 

Apo + Fe 39 ± 8.9 81 ± 8.4 88 ± 0.3 87 ± 0.4 
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3.1.3.6  Overall three-dimensional structure of GtHNL 

The His-tagged protein was purified efficiently using affinity chromatography and subsequent 

size-exclusion chromatography as described previously (Łyskowski et al., 2012). The protein 

crystals diffracted to ~ 2.5 Å, and contained two homotetramers in the asymmetric unit 

(Fig. 5A). The electron density of the polypeptide chain backbones was well-ordered in all 

subunits containing all 131 amino acid residues (see Table 2). 

 

Figure 5. (A) Cartoon depiction of the overall structure of the two homotetramers of GtHNL. 

The subunits are coloured in blue, magenta, light and dark green. (B) Stick representation of 

the amino acids in the metal-binding site. Magenta, metal-binding residues; purple, metal ion; 

light green, amino acids close to the metal-binding site. The figures were prepared using the 

PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (version 1.5.0.4, Schrödinger LLC), Portland, OR, USA. 

 

Table 2. Data collection and refinement statistics. 

Data processing statistics 

Beam line ESRF/ID23-1 
Wavelength [Å] 1.0329 
Resolution range (outer 
shell) [Å] 

37.72- 2.46  
(2.52- 2.46) 

Space group C 2 2 21 

Unit cell 

a=126.31 
b=254.78 
c=82.47 

α=β=γ=90.0 
Rmerge 0.121 (0.58) 
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 (continued) Data processing statistics 
Rmeas 0.131 (0.227) 
Mean((I)/sd(I)) 11.3 (3.6) 
No. of reflections 352885 (26703) 
No. of unique 
reflections 

48423 (3563) 

Completeness [%] 99.3 (99.8) 
Multiplicity 7.3 (7.5) 

Refinement statistics 

Resolution range [Å] 2.46 – 37.72 
Protein residues 1048 
No. atoms: 8768 
- non-solvent 8061 
- solvent 707 
- ligands 8 
R-factor 0.1767 
R-free 0.2329 
Deviation from ideal values: 
- bonds 0.015 
- angles 1.216 
- chirality 0.080 
- planarity 0.006 
- dihedral 16.183 
Min. nonbonded 
distance 1.856 
Molprobity statistics  
- all-atom clashscore 6.55 
Ramachandran plot:  
- favoured (%) 97.58 
- allowed (%) 1.94 
- outliers (%) 0.48 
Rotamers outliers (%) 6.24 
C-beta deviations 1.00 
Wilson B-factors 36.67 

 

The α-carbons of the subunits superimpose very well, with an RMSD (using chain A as the 

reference) of 0.23 Å. Each monomer comprises eleven β-strands and does not contain any 

helices. It forms a jellyroll β-sandwich with a topology that is characteristic of the cupin-

barrel fold. The name cupin is derived from the Latin term ‘cupa’, which means small barrel 

and refers to the shape of the structure. The tetramer is formed by two dimers (mean interface 
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area for A to B, C to D, E to F, G to H = 1554 Å2), whereby the N-terminus of chain A 

interacts with a β-sheet (G83–F88) from chain B and vice versa. The same holds for chain C 

and D. The two dimers are then twisted by 90° relative to each other (with chain A mainly 

interacting with chain C and chain B mainly interacting with chain D; mean total interface 

area of dimer AB to CD = 619.2 Å2). Each monomer has a metal-binding site at the base of 

the β-barrel (Fig. 5B). The metal ion interacts with three His residues and one Gln, a metal-

binding site that is rare but has previously been reported in other cupins (Chavez et al., 2011; 

Rajavel et al., 2009). The metal-binding residues are His53, His55, Gln59 and His94, with 

distances to the metal of 2.2, 2.2, 2.0 and 2.4 Å, respectively (calculated after alignment of all 

chains to the reference chain A as the distance between the metal ion and the mean position of 

metal-coordinating atoms). They align well with metal-binding residues in other cupins in 

terms of both sequence and structure. Interestingly, another histidine residue, His96, is located 

within binding distance to the metal (mean 2.4 Å). However, a metal-binding site comprising 

five binding residues has not been described in cupins previously, and His96 is located on the 

opposite side of the residues that are usually involved. The remaining coordination sites of the 

metal ion may interact with the substrate. The refinement with manganese as the metal ion 

supports the biochemical data and produces the best refinement statistics. Unfortunately, no 

substrate could be co-crystallized or soaked into the active site so far. Docking experiments 

with mandelonitrile resulted in several possible binding modes, most likely due to the large 

cavity. 

A structural similarity search for GtHNL using the DALI server (Holm and Rosenstrom, 

2010) showed that the closest structure is 2F4P, an uncharacterized monocupin protein from 

Thermotoga maritima, which was also used as a template for molecular replacement (Z-score 

21.9, RMSD 1.7 over 125 amino acids). However, it has only 40% sequence identity to 

GtHNL. The other structures showed even lower similarity [1VJ2: Z-score 14.5, RMSD 1.9, 

20% sequence identity; 1O4T: Z-score 14.5, RMSD 2.0, sequence identity 21% (both 

uncharacterized monocupins from Thermotoga maritima); 3HT2: Z-score 14.5, RMSD 2.4, 

14% sequence identity (a zinc-containing polyketide cyclase RemF from 

Streptomyces resistomycificus (Silvennoinen et al., 2009). The gene corresponding to 2F4P 

was obtained as a synthetic gene and re-cloned, and the protein was expressed as described 

for GtHNL, but showed only very weak hydroxynitrile lyase activity, which was not 

investigated any further (data not shown). 
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3.1.3.7  Structure-guided mutagenesis 

In addition to the amino acids of the metal-binding site, amino acids in and around the main 

cavity, which harbours the active site in all cupins characterized so far, were identified by 

structural analysis and mutated by site-directed mutagenesis (Fig. 6). 

 

Figure 6. Stick representation of several amino acids in or close to the active site. Purple, 

metal-binding residues and metal ion; light green, amino acids in or close to the active site. 

The figure was prepared using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (version 1.5.0.4, 

Schrödinger LLC). 

 

The effect of mutations on the cyanolysis reaction was qualitatively analysed using a colony-

based assay (see Fig. 7A for metal-binding sites). Several of the mutations had no effect on 

the activity (F44A, L61A, Q110A) and were not investigated any further. The most 

interesting variants were also examined in the synthesis direction, analogous to the wild-type 

protein (Table 3). As it was shown that manganese is important for catalysis, the presumed 

metal-binding residues His53, His55, Gln59 and His94 were all mutated to alanine. In 

addition, Gln59 was mutated to glutamate, as Glu is more abundant in the metal-binding sites 

of cupins than Gln. However, no difference in expression or activity was observed (data not 

shown). All four alanine variants were expressed at wild-type level (Fig. 7A, upper row). 

Moreover, CD spectroscopy confirmed that the overall fold of the variants did not change 

(Fig. S4 and Table S3). Nevertheless, three of these alanine variants lost cyanolysis and 
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cyanohydrin synthesis activity completely (Fig. 7A and Table 3). Interestingly, although 

mutant H94A was still active with respect to cyanolysis (approximately the same activity, 

0.13 U·mg−1, as the wild-type enzyme in the photometric assay at pH 4.5), it showed a 

dramatic loss in synthesis activity and enantioselectivity with respect to mandelonitrile 

(Table 3). Metal analysis by ICP-OES showed that this variant was able to bind manganese 

efficiently, in contrast to mutants of the other three residues (Fig. 7B). To rule out stability 

problems for variant H94A due to contact with organic solvents in the synthesis reaction in 

contrast to the aqueous cyanolysis conditions, acidified cleared lysate (pH 4.0) containing the 

enzyme (mutant H94A and wild-type as control) was shaken with MTBE for 1 h. The 

subsequent filter assay showed no apparent loss of cyanolysis activity, indicating that the two-

phase reaction system was not responsible for the lack of activity. 

 

Table 3. Conversions and ee of mandelonitrile in synthesis reactions with cleared lysates of 
GtHNL variants after 6 h, pH 4.0 in aqueous phase, 5°C. 

 

  n.d. not determined due to the low conversion 

 

Among the residues in or close to the active site, Thr50 and two histidines, His96 and His106, 

were considered as candidate residues involved in catalysis. In the HNLs from 

Hevea brasiliensis (HbHNL) and Prunus amygdalus (PaHNL), a histidine is proposed to be 

involved in catalysis (Dreveny et al., 2009; Gruber et al., 2004). In PaHNL, the histidine may 

act directly as a general base, abstracting the proton from the mandelonitrile hydroxyl group, 

whereas in HbHNL, the histidine is part of a catalytic triad formed by Asp, His and Ser, in 

Variant % Conversion % ee (R) 

WT 64 86 

T50A 57 91 

H96A 6 n.d. 

H96D 5 n.d. 

H106A 5 n.d. 

H106D 26 54 

H55A 2 n.d. 

H94A 11 21 
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which the serine deprotonates the cyanohydrin (Gruber et al., 2004). Thr50, which is located 

in the second shell of the active site, may form a hydrogen bond with the vicinal His96 in the 

active site. His106 is located further away from Thr50 in the solved structure. However, the 

mutant T50A did not lose activity in any of the reactions. It showed a comparable conversion 

of ~ 58% and an even higher ee value (91.5%) than the wild-type protein (64% conversion, 

86.6% ee), indicating that this residue is not essential for mandelonitrile synthesis (Table 3). 

 

Figure 7. (A) Colony-based filter assay for the mutants H96A, H53A, H55A, Q59A and 

H94A, wild-type and vector control for mandelonitrile cyanolysis. Blue colour indicates the 

release of HCN. The incubation time in minutes is shown on the right. The top row shows the 

band at ~ 15 kDa obtained upon SDS/PAGE of the soluble and insoluble protein fractions of 

wild-type and each variant, respectively. (B) Metal contents (analysed by ICP-OES) for 

purified variant proteins expressed in LB medium with addition of 100 µm MnCl2; white bars, 

manganese; grey bars, zinc; black bars, iron. 

 

His96, which is located within binding distance of the metal ion in the structure of GtHNL, 

was mutated to alanine. This variant was efficient at binding manganese (Fig. 7B) and folded 

correctly as determined by CD spectroscopy (Fig. S4), but it nevertheless lost most of its 

cyanolysis activity, based on the colony assay (Fig. 7A). Moreover, purified H96A had no 

detectable cyanolysis activity even at pH 6.0 with oxalate buffer in the standard cuvette assay 

(data not shown). In addition, His96 was mutated to lysine or arginine to introduce a positive 

charge or aspartate to introduce a negative charge. The H96R mutation resulted in insoluble 

protein, most likely due to clashes with the metal-binding site, while a lysine or aspartate at 

this position led to a soluble but inactive enzyme. All variants at position His96 were inactive 
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in terms of mandelonitrile synthesis (Table 3). Variants of the other histidine residues in the 

active site, H106A and H106K, were expressed as soluble proteins in amounts comparable to 

the wild-type, but were inactive in the photometric mandelonitrile assay and the synthesis 

reaction (Table 3). Some weak activity was detectable in the more sensitive colony-based 

assay for cyanolysis. Interestingly, mutant H106D showed almost wild-type activity in the 

colony-based filter assay, and converted 26% of benzaldehyde to mandelonitrile (clearly 

above the background reaction), but with a low ee (Table 3). 

 

3.1.4 DISCUSSION 

We have cloned, crystallized and characterized a novel cupin hydroxynitrile lyase 

biochemically as well as by site-directed mutagenesis. To the best of our knowledge, the data 

shown here represent the first crystal structure, as well as the first detailed biochemical 

characterization of a cupin hydroxynitrile lyase. The enzyme has measurable, but relatively 

low, cyanolysis activity compared to previously described plant hydroxynitrile lyases 

(Dadashipour and Asano, 2011). Specific activity reached more than 4 U·mg−1 at pH 6.0 in 

the cyanolysis direction (Fig. 2). However, HNLs are distinguished by their ability to catalyse 

cyanohydrin synthesis from carbonyl and cyanide enantioselectively, rather than by their 

activity in the cyanolysis direction (Gruber-Khadjawi et al., 2012; Purkarthofer et al., 2007). 

The enzyme catalyses mandelonitrile formation from benzaldehyde and HCN with high 

stereoselectivity (Fig. 4). The enzyme thus represents a novel (R)-selective hydroxynitrile 

lyase. The activity was shown to be manganese-dependent in the cyanolysis direction. The 

manganese content and the activity increased significantly when the protein was expressed in 

medium supplemented with manganese. Zinc and iron did not significantly bind to the protein 

in vivo during expression in E. coli, although the two metal ions are abundant in the medium, 

but availability in the cytoplasm of E. coli is tightly regulated (Andrews et al., 2003; Outten 

and O’Halloran, 2001). Interestingly, zinc and iron bind to the protein in vitro after incubation 

of purified metal-free protein with either metal. Additionally, if manganese was removed 

in vitro from purified protein using chelating agents, the activity was completely lost. The 

same result was obtained by mutations in the metal-binding site. Activity was restored by 

loading the wild-type apoprotein with manganese. Under the significantly different conditions 

of the synthesis reaction, with high substrate loading and much longer reaction times, a metal 
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dependence without clear preference for manganese was detected. CD spectra showed that all 

proteins and variants were correctly folded, indicating that the metal ion is not necessary for 

overall folding of the protein. However, small changes in the metal-binding site cannot be 

assessed by this method, and detailed X-ray crystallography and NMR studies are ongoing. 

Previously, it was reported that the manganese-dependent oxalate decarboxylase from 

Bacillus subtilis, which is a cupin, requires addition of manganese salts to the expression 

medium when over-expressed in E. coli (Tanner et al., 2001). However, in the case of the 

Bacillus enzyme, the manganese salts were required for proper folding. While the data 

strongly suggest that manganese is the preferred metal for GtHNL, this may only be taken as 

an indication, as the natural intracellular concentrations of the relevant metals are not known 

for Granulicella tundricola. In nature, cells tightly regulate the concentrations of various 

metals in their cytoplasm in order to survive, and utilize elaborate mechanisms in vivo to 

ensure that the various metalloproteins incorporate the correct metal (Ma et al., 2009; 

Waldron and Robinson, 2009). It has been shown previously that a marine cyanobacterium 

controls incorporation of manganese versus copper in two cupins with identical metal-binding 

amino acid residues by folding the protein in either the cytoplasm or the periplasm (Tottey et 

al., 2008). The organism thus achieves selectivity even though the metal-binding site of each 

enzyme is capable of accepting both metals in vitro. This manganese dependence of a 

hydroxynitrile lyase represents a new catalytic role for manganese, which is present in a wide 

range of enzymes, such as hydrolases, dismutases, ligases, oxidoreductases and isomerases 

(Smith et al., 2010). From a chemical perspective, manganese is known to act as a Lewis acid, 

and has been applied in organometallic catalysis for activation of benzaldehyde (Horike et al., 

2008). However, zinc is also known to act as a Lewis acid in enzymatic reactions on 

carbonyls, e.g. in alcohol dehydrogenases (Parkin, 2004). Moreover, a Zn2+-dependent HNL 

from Linum usitatissimum (LuHNL) with high sequence similarity to alcohol dehydrogenases 

was discovered many years ago (Trummler et al., 1998). However, no exact reaction 

mechanism has yet been published. LuHNL and the cupin HNLs do not share any conserved 

motifs. Even the metal-binding site is different, as the Zn2+ ion binds to two Cys and one His 

residue in LuHNL. The exact reason for the metal preference in GtHNL and the apparent 

difference in the synthesis and cyanolysis direction remains to be elucidated. In addition to 

manganese, two histidine residues appear to be necessary for efficient cyanolysis, both of 

which are found near the metal-binding site. It has been postulated that HNLs require a 
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positive charge and a general base for activity (Dreveny et al., 2009; Gruber et al., 2004) – 

functions that may both be fulfilled by histidines under different protonation states. 

 

3.1.5 CONCLUSION 

The cupin-fold HNLs appear to constitute a mechanistically distinct class of HNLs with no 

obvious similarity to previously described enzymes. Further research is necessary to elucidate 

the exact mechanism of this unusual, manganese-dependent, novel type of hydroxynitrile 

lyase, as well as to identify the full substrate range of this enzyme. 

 

3.1.6 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA) unless specified 

otherwise. 

3.1.6.1  Cloning, mutagenesis and expression 

The sequence encoding AciX9_0562 (gene ID 322434201) was obtained as a synthetic gene 

(GeneArt/Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) that was codon-optimized for E. coli. The 

coding region was directly flanked by NdeI and HindIII restriction sites 

(ThermoScientificBio, Waltham, MA, USA), which were used to clone the gene into the 

expression vector pET26b(+) (Novagen/Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Mutations were 

introduced by overlap-extension PCR, and the PCR products were ligated into vector 

pET28a(+) using the NcoI and HindIII restriction sites (see Table S1 for primer sequences). 

The constructs were confirmed by sequencing (LGC Genomics, Berlin, Germany). E. coli 

BL21 -Gold(DE3) (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) was used as the expression host. All cells 

were grown in LB (lysogeny broth, Lennox) medium (Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) 

supplemented with kanamycin sulfate (40 mg·L−1 final concentration). The protein was 

routinely expressed from pre-cultures diluted to an attenuance at 600 nm of ~ 0.1, and grown 

in baffled flasks at 37 °C and 120 rpm until an attenuance at 600 nm of ~ 0.6–0.8 was 

reached, after which the cultures were cooled to 25 °C, and expression was induced by 

addition of 0.1 mm isopropyl thio-β-d-galactoside (Carl Roth GmbH). When indicated, 
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100 µm of MnCl2, FeSO4 or ZnSO4 was added concomitantly with the induction. The induced 

cultures were harvested after 20–21 h at 25 °C. Protein expression and localization in cell 

extract fractions were monitored by SDS/PAGE. The percentage of expressed protein in 

cleared lysates was determined by quantifying the respective band on a Coomassie-stained 

SDS/PA gel using a G-box HR16 device (Syngene, Synoptics, Cambridge, UK), the software 

gene snap version 7.05 and Gene Tools version 4.00, using rolling disc baseline correction set 

at 30. Cells were disrupted by sonification using a Branson sonifier S-250 (80% duty cycle, 

output control 7), twice for 3 min each, and cooled on ice. The crude lysates were cleared by 

centrifugation for 1 h at 48 250 g and 4 °C. 

 

3.1.6.2  Colony-based filter assay 

A colony-based filter assay suitable for high-throughput screening was performed as 

described previously (Krammer et al., 2007). Four identical spots of each clone were stamped 

adjacent to each other on a nylon membrane (Biodyne A, 0.2 µm, PALL Life Sciences, Port 

Washington, NY). The membranes were placed on LB agar (Lennox) plates supplemented 

with 40 mg·L−1 kanamycin, and the cells were grown overnight at 37 °C. The membranes 

with the colonies were then transferred onto LB agar plates containing 40 mg·L−1 kanamycin, 

0.1 mm isopropyl thio-β-d-galactoside and 100 µm MnCl2, and the protein was expressed 

overnight at 20 °C. The colonies were pre-incubated with 100 mm citrate buffer, pH 3.5, after 

which buffer with 12 mm (R)-mandelonitrile (97%) was added. A piece of plastic mosquito 

net was placed on top of the membranes to prevent wetting, and overlaid by a filter paper 

(Whatman No. 1, GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) soaked with copper-(II) ethyl 

acetoacetate and 4,4′-methylenebis(N,N-dimethyl-aniline). Development of a blue colour 

indicates release of HCN. In the case of cleared lysates, the assay was adapted by placing a 

detection filter paper on top of a 96-well microtitre plate containing reaction mixtures 

comprising 50 µL cleared lysate and 100 µL 18 mm (R)-mandelonitrile in sodium oxalate 

buffer, pH 4.5. 
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3.1.6.3  Protein purification 

Crude lysates of cells expressing GtHNL (calculated pI = 5.74, according to Protparam 

(Gasteiger et al., 2005) were produced by lysing cells by sonication (see above) in buffer A 

(50 mm Bis-Tris/HCl, pH 6.8, with 50 mm NaCl), and cleared by centrifugation (1 h, 48 250 

g, 4 °C). Wild-type GtHNL and variants were purified in a first step on a Q-Sepharose anion-

exchange column (HiTrap™ Q FF, 5 mL, GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden). The column was 

loaded with ~ 40–50 mg total protein per ml matrix volume. GtHNL was eluted in a single 

step using 10% buffer B (50 mm Bis-Tris/HCl, pH 6.8, containing 1 m NaCl). The fractions 

were analysed by SDS/PAGE. Positive fractions were pooled, concentrated using Vivaspin 20 

centrifugal filter units (10 000 Da molecular mass cut-off; Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany), 

and subsequently loaded onto a Superdex 200 16/60 size-exclusion column (GE Healthcare) 

pre-equilibrated with 20 mm Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, containing 200 mm NaCl. 

 

3.1.6.4  Protein concentration determination 

Protein concentrations of cleared lysates were routinely determined using the Bradford assay 

(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Concentrations of purified proteins were determined using a 

Nanodrop spectrophotometer (model 2000c, Peqlab, Erlangen, Germany), using an 

absorbance of 24.3 for a 1% solution (10 g·L−1) at 280 nm, as calculated based on the amino 

acid sequence using Protparam (Gasteiger et al., 2005). 

 

3.1.6.5  Metal exchange 

The apoprotein was obtained by dialysing ~ 70–100 mg GtHNL (in ~ 20–50 mL of 20 mm 

Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, 200 mm NaCl) twice overnight against 500 mL chelating buffer (100 mm 

sodium acetate, 10 mm 2,6-pyridinedicarboxylic acid, pH 5.5, 200 mm NaCl) and once 

overnight against 4 L of the original buffer at 4 °C. The protein was reconstituted with metal 

by incubating 0.15–0.3 mm of purified protein in 20 mm Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, 200 mm NaCl 

with a tenfold molar excess (1.5–3 mm) of either MnCl2, FeSO4 or ZnSO4 for at least 4 h at 

room temperature (22 °C). Afterwards, the protein was transferred into metal-free buffer 
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using PD-10 desalting columns (GE Healthcare). The samples were concentrated using 

Vivaspin 20 centrifugal filter units. 

 

3.1.6.6  Metal analysis 

The metal content was analysed by ICP-OES (Spectro Ciros Vision EOP, Spectro Analytical 

Instruments, Kleve, Germany) at the Institute of Analytical Chemistry and Food Chemistry, 

Technische Universität Graz, Austria. Purified water (18 MΩ·cm−1, Barnstead Nanopure, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific) and high purity acids (HCl and HNO3, Suprapur, Merck) were used 

throughout. ICP-OES calibration solutions (0.04–10 mg·L−1) were prepared from a 

100 mg·L−1 multi-element stock (28-element ICP standard solution, Carl Roth) in 3% v/v 

HNO3. Enzyme samples weighing ~ 0.5 g (corresponding to 500 µL of 10–20 mg·mL−1 

purified protein solutions in 20 mm Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, 200 mm NaCl) were digested with 

1 mL HCl, 2 mL HNO3 and 2 mL H2O by means of a pressurized microwave digestion 

system (Multiwave 3000, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). The microwave power was increased to 

1400 W over a period of 10 min. During this period, the maximum working pressure of the 

PFA digestion vessels (HF rotor, 4 MPa) was reached. After a further 20 min of continued 

heating, the content of the vessels was cooled and diluted to a final volume of 20 mL. 

Scandium was added to the solutions as an internal standard. The concentrations of Cr, Cu, 

Fe, Mn, Ni and Zn were determined under robust plasma conditions (Mermet, 1991) by ICP-

OES. The ICP was operated at 1350 W RF power, 12.5 L·min−1 cooling gas flow, 0.6 L·min−1 

auxiliary gas flow and 0.83 L·min−1 nebulizer gas flow. A standard torch with a 2.5 mm ID 

injector and a cross-flow nebulizer with a Scott-type spray chamber were used. The following 

emission lines were used: Cr, 205.552 nm; Cu, 219.226 nm; Fe, 238.204 nm; Mn, 

259.373 nm; Ni, 231.604 nm; Sc, 361.384 nm; Zn, 206.191 nm. Metal loading was calculated 

based on the molar protein concentrations and the measured molar concentrations of the 

metals. As controls, LB medium, buffer and the flow-through of the Vivaspin 20 centrifugal 

filter units were analysed. 
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3.1.6.7  Mandelonitrile cyanolysis assay 

The mandelonitrile cyanolysis assay at pH 4.5 was performed in microtitre plates using 

various final concentrations (3–48 mm) of (R)-mandelonitrile as substrate, 50–100 µg of 

purified protein per well in 50 µL of 20 mm Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, 200 mm NaCl and 100 µL of 

100 mm sodium oxalate, pH 4.5, giving a final volume of 150 µL per well. The kinetic data 

were recorded at 25 °C on a Synergy MX SMATBLD microplate reader (Biotek, Winooski, 

VT, USA), running gen 5 software version 1.11. The increase in the reaction product, 

benzaldehyde, was followed at 280 nm and used for the calculation of activities 

(ε280 nm = 1.376 L·mmol−1·cm−1) (Krammer et al., 2007; Okrob et al., 2011). Km and Vmax 

values were calculated using SigmaPlot 11.0 (systat Software, Chicago, IL, USA) with the 

module ‘Enzyme Kinetics 1.3′ based on the Michaelis–Menten model. For determination of 

the cyanolysis activity at higher pH values, a two-component buffer with 100 mm oxalic acid 

and 100 mm MES was used, which was adjusted to pH 5.0, 5.5 or 6.0 with sodium hydroxide. 

The photometric assays at pH 5–6 were performed using 50 µg of purified protein in 500 µL 

(final volume) in 1 mL quartz cuvettes (1 cm pathlength) using a Beckman DU800 

spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter, Pasadena, CA, USA) without temperature control (the 

temperature in the cuvettes in the photometer was measured using a standard thermometer at 

several time points and revealed a constant temperature between 25 and 27 °C). The linear 

range of the photometer was probed by a standard curve with benzaldehyde, showing that the 

absorbance is perfectly linear up to a value of 3 (R2 = 0.998). 

The substrate stock (90 mm (R)-mandelonitrile) was prepared in 3 mm oxalic acid, and 

100 µL thereof were added to the cuvettes to start the reactions. The cuvettes were sealed 

immediately to prevent release of HCN. For all buffers and pH values, the corresponding 

chemical cyanolysis background values were subtracted. As the assay is monitored at 280 nm, 

at which proteins also absorb, variants with low activity could not be measured, as the 

detection limit of the photometer was reached due to the high amount of protein required in 

the assay. 

One mandelonitrile cyanolysis unit was defined as the amount of enzyme that catalyses the 

release of 1 µmol of benzaldehyde from mandelonitrile dissolved in aqueous buffer in 1 min 

at 25 °C, under specified buffer and pH conditions. 
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3.1.6.8  Mandelonitrile synthesis reaction 

All experiments involving the possible release of HCN were performed in a well-ventilated 

hood, in which an HCN detector (Dräger PACIII, Lübeck, Germany) was placed for 

continuous monitoring. Mandelonitrile synthesis was performed in a two-phase system with a 

0.5 mL aqueous phase containing the enzyme (cleared lysate with 40–50 mg·mL−1 of total 

protein or alternatively ~ 20 mg·mL−1 of purified enzyme at pH 4.0 in 100 mm sodium acetate 

buffer) and a 1 mL organic phase comprising 0.5 m freshly distilled benzaldehyde (molar 

ratio enzyme to benzaldehyde 1 : 1000), 2% v/v triethylbenzene or triisopropylbenzene as 

internal standard, and 2 m HCN in MTBE. The HCN/MTBE solution was prepared via in situ 

extraction of HCN released from sodium cyanide with HCl, as described previously (Okrob et 

al., 2011). The reaction mixtures were cooled to 5 °C in a thermomixer and shaken at 

1000 rpm. Samples comprising 10 µL of the organic phase were withdrawn at appropriate 

time points through rubber septa to prevent the release of HCN, and diluted 1 : 100 in HPLC 

eluent (n-heptane/isopropanol/trifluoroacetic acid, 95 : 5 : 0.1). Chiral analysis by HPLC 

using a Chiracel OB-H column (4.5 µm × 250 mm, Chiral Technologies Europe SAS, Cedex, 

France) was performed as described previously (Paravidino et al., 2010). Alternatively, a 

Daicel OD-H column (Chiral Technologies Europe SAS) was used (OD-H 25 0 mm× 4.6 

mm × 5 µm; n-hexane/isopropanol/trifluoroacetic acid, 96 : 4 : 0.1 ; 20 °C; 1 mL·min−1; 4 

MPa; retention times 3.4 min for triisopropylbenzene, 6.7 min for benzaldehyde, 24.7 min for 

(S)-mandelonitrile and 26.2 min for (R)-mandelonitrile). The conversion was calculated based 

on the decrease in the benzaldehyde peak area compared to the peak area of the internal 

standard. A sample was taken from the organic phase before addition of the aqueous phase, 

and the peak areas were taken as time point zero. No mandelonitrile was detectable in the 

starting samples. The enantiomeric excess was calculated by comparing the peak areas 

corresponding to (R)- and (S)-mandelonitrile. The analyte content in the aqueous phase 

compared to the organic phase was assumed to be negligible, and this was confirmed by 

running a blank reaction with only buffer as the aqueous phase. All experiments were 

performed in triplicate. Acetophenone (97%) and propiophenone (99%) (both from ACROS 

Organics/Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA) were used at 0.2 m concentration (tenfold 

molar excess of HCN), and the reactions were monitored for conversion in analogy to 

benzaldehyde. 
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3.1.6.9  Crystallization and structure determination 

GtHNL was purified and crystallized as described previously (Łyskowski et al., 2012). In 

brief, the initial crystallization condition H02 (10% w/v poly(ethylene glycol) 8000, 20% v/v 

ethylene glycol, 0.02 m each of the amino acids d,l-Ala, d,l-Lys, d,l-Ser, l-Glu and Gly, 0.1 m 

MES/imidazole buffer, pH 6.5, Morpheus crystallization screen, Molecular Dimensions, 

Newmarket, UK (Gorrec, 2009) and the purified protein sample (~ 10 mg·mL−1) were 

dispensed using an Oryx8 protein crystallization robot (Douglas Instruments Ltd, Hungerford, 

UK) onto a SWISSCi two-well crystallization plate (Molecular Dimensions). A serial dilution 

grid of both components was generated using the XStep program (Douglas Instruments Ltd) 

in order to improve the crystal quality. The best diffracting crystals were harvested under 

conditions comprising ~ 30% original protein solution and ~ 35% original precipitant 

solution. For data collection, crystals were frozen without cryoprotection. Three native data 

sets were collected at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) at 

beam lines ID23-2 and ID23-1 (see Table S2). The data were processed using program xia2 

(Winter, 2009) in semi-automatic mode using 3d mode (XDS, XSCALE, LABELIT and 

CCP4 backends (Kabsch, 2010; Winn et al., 2011)), analysed and converted to mtz format 

using the program POINTLESS (Evans, 2006). The processing statistics as well as data 

quality analysis were performed using the program Xtriage of the PHENIX suite (Adams et 

al., 2010). The data processing results for the best dataset are presented in Table 2. Molecular 

replacement was performed using BALBES (Long et al., 2008), an automated molecular 

replacement pipeline (version 1.1.5_DB_1.1.5). In total, eight molecules were placed in the 

asymmetric unit based on template 2F4P, which is deposited in the Protein Data Bank as a 

cupin-like protein from Thermotoga maritima (tm1010). Initial automated model building was 

performed in PHENIX suite (versions 1.8.1-1168 and 1.8.2-1309) using the AutoBuild 

wizard. The final model was built manually using the program Coot (version 0.7) (Emsley 

and Cowtan, 2004) and refined using the programs REFMAC (Murshudov et al., 2011) 

(version 5.7.0032) and phenix.refine from the PHENIX suite. The atomic coordinates and 

structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID 4BIF). 
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3.1.8 Supporting Information 

 

3.1.8.1  Material and Methods  

Circular dicroism (CD) Spectroscopy: CD spectra were recorded on a Jasco J-715 

spectropolarimeter (Jasco Europe, Cremella, Italy). The wavelength range of 190 to 260 nm 

was scanned with 10 nm min-1 and a sensitivity setting of 100 mdeg, at 1 nm bandwidth with 

a data pitch of 0.2 nm, in a 0.01 cm path length 121.000 QS cylindrical cuvette. The sample 

comprised 1 mg mL-1 purified protein, in 100 mM Tris/Acetate, pH 7.5. For each sample ten 

spectra were recorded sequentially and the data accumulated. The spectra were analysed using 

the DICHROWEB analysis webserver [1], using the CDSSTR protocol and reference set 4 

(see Table S3) [2].  

For assessment of the protein stability at pH 4.0, purified GtHNL (1 mg mL-1) either 

expressed with the addition of 100 µM MnCl2, or as apoprotein obtained by in vitro removal 

of the manganese, was incubated in 90 mM Na-acetate, pH 4.0. The spectra were followed for 

1 h, with a scan every 5 min, without data accumulation.  

 

3.1.8.2  Supplemental Tables 

Table S1. Sequences of primers used for cloning and mutagenesis in this study. Sequences of 

restriction sites are underlined, start and stop codon are indicated with boxes and mutated 

bases are highlighted in bold letters.  

Primer Name (mutation) Sequence 

GtHNL_for (NcoI) AATCACCATGGAAATTAAACGTGTTGGTAGCCAGG 

GtHN_ rev (HindIII) AATCAAAGCTTTTAGCGACGATACTGTTCATCG 

GtHNL-F44V_for GCAAGCGTTACCGTTGAACCGGGTG 

GtHNL-F44V_rev CACCCGGTTCAACGGTAACGCTTGC 

GtHNL-T50A_for CTTTGAACCGGGTGCACGTGCAGCATGGCATACCCATCCG 

GtHNL-T50A_rev CGGATGGGTATGCCATGCTGCACGTGCACCCGGTTCAAAG 

GtHNL-L61A_for CATCCGCTGGGTCAGACCTTTATTGTTACCGCAGGTTG 

GtHNL-L61A_rev CAACCTGCGGTAACAATAAAGGTCTGACCCAGCGGATG 

GtHNL-H53A_for CACGTACCGCATGGGCAACCCATCCGCTGGG 

GtHNL-H53A_rev CCCAGCGGATGGGTTGCCCATGCGGTACGTG 
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Primer Name (mutation) Sequence 

GtHNL-H55A_for CGCATGGCATACCGCACCGCTGGGTCAGAC 

GtHNL-H55A_rev GTCTGACCCAGCGGTGCGGTATGCCATGCG 

GtHNL-Q59A_for CCCATCCGCTGGGTGCAACCCTGATTGTTACC 

GtHNL-Q59A_rev GGTAACAATCAGGGTTGCACCCAGCGGATGGG 

GtHNL-H94A_for GTTTAGTCCGGGTGAAAAAGCATGGCATGGTGCAGCACCG 

GtHNL-H94A_rev CGGTGCTGCACCATGCCATGCTTTTTCACCCGGACTAAAC 

GtHNL-H96A_for GGGTGAAAAACATTGGGCAGGTGCAGCACCGACC 

GtHNL-H96A_rev GGTCGGTGCTGCACCTGCCCAATGTTTTTCACCC 

GtHNL-H96D_for GGTGAAAAACATTGGGATGGTGCAGCACCGACC 

GtHNL-H96D_rev GGTCGGTGCTGCACCATCCCAATGTTTTTCACC 

GtHNL-H96K_for GGGTGAAAAACATTGGAAAGGTGCAGCACCGACC 

GtHNL-H96K_rev GGTCGGTGCTGCACCTTTCCAATGTTTTTCACCC 

GtHNL-H96R_for GGTGAAAAACATTGGCGTGGTGCAGCACCGACC 

GtHNL-H96R_rev GGTCGGTGCTGCACCACGCCAATGTTTTTCACC 

GtHNL-H106A_for GACCACCGCAATGACCGCACTGGCAATTCAGGAAC 

GtHNL-H106A_rev GTTCCTGAATTGCCAGTGCGGTCATTGCGGTGGTC 

GtHNL-H106D_for GACCACCGCAATGACCGATCTGGCAATTCAGGAAC 

GtHNL-H106D_rev GTTCCTGAATTGCCAGATCGGTCATTGCGGTGGTC 

GtHNL-H106K_for GACCACCGCAATGACCTTTCTGGCAATTCAGGAAC 

GtHNL-H106K_rev GTTCCTGAATTGCCAGAAAGGTCATTGCGGTGGTC 

GtHNL-Q110A_for CAATGACCCATCTGGCAATTGCAGAACGTCTGGACGGTAAAG 

GtHNL-Q110A_rev CTTTACCGTCCAGACGTTCTGCAATTGCCAGATGGGTCATTG 
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Table S2. Data collection statistics. The structure was refined against the highest resolution 

dataset (Native-2). 

Data processing statistics 

Data set Native-1 Native-2 Native-3 Combined 

Beam line 
ESRF/ 
ID23-2 

ESRF/ 
ID23-1 

ESRF/ 
ID23-1 

- 

Wavelength [Å] 0.8726 1.0329 1.0334 - 
Resolution range 
(outer shell) [Å] 

70.35- 2.53  
(2.60- 2.53) 

37.72- 2.46  
(2.52- 2.46) 

42.65- 2.59 
(2.66- 2.59) 

70.48- 2.46 
(2.52- 2.46) 

Space group C 2 2 21 C 2 2 21 C 2 2 21 C 2 2 21 

Unit cell 

a=125.32 
b=255.05 
c=83.11 

α=β=γ=90.0 

a=126.31 
b=254.78 
c=82.47 

α=β=γ=90.0 

a=127.31 
b=255.91 
c=82.71 

α=β=γ=90.0 

a=126.31 
b=254.78 
 c=82.47 

α=β=γ=90.0 
 

Rmerge 0.195 (0.847) 0.121 (0.58) 0.143 (0.87) 0.324 (0.595) 

Rmeas 0.210 (0.975) 0.131 (0.227) 0.057 (0.342) 0.333 (0.639) 

Mean((I)/sd(I)) 8.900 (2.1) 11.3 (3.6) 12.4 (2.7) 10.62 (3.01) 

No. of reflecions 311792 (14767) 352885 (26703) 309487 (23288) 967206 (26687) 

No. of unique 44697 (3130) 48423 (3563) 43208 (3109) 48657 (3516) 

Completeness [%] 99.6 (95.9) 99.3 (99.8) 99.9 (100) 99.8 (99.8) 

Multiplicity 7.0 (4.7) 7.3 (7.5) 7.2 (7.5) 19.9 (7.6) 

 

 

Table S3. Predicted secondary structure composition, calculated from the CD spectra in Fig. 

S5 using the DICHROWEB web-based analysis tool. 

Protein % Alpha % Beta % Turns % Unordered % Coverage 
GtHNL WT LB + 

100µM MnCl2 
6 36 24 34 100 

GtHNL WT LB no 
metal addition 

4 32 26 36 98 

GtHNL Apoprotein 6 37 22 33 98 
H96A 7 46 20 26 99 
H53A 6 38 22 34 100 
H55A 2 40 23 33 98 
Q59A 4 39 24 32 99 
H94A 4 39 23 33 99 
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3.1.8.3 Supplemental Figures 

 

 

Fig. S1: A: Michaelis-Menten kinetics of purified GtHNL expressed with addition of 100 µM 

MnCl2. The enzymatic reaction was performed in triplicates in the range of 3 to 48 mM (R)-

mandelonitrile, and a buffer blank with the same concentration subtracted.  

 

A B 

 

Fig. S2. CD spectra displaying the pH stability of purified GtHNL protein at pH 4.0. 

Superposition of spectra taken every 5 minutes during incubation at pH 4.0 for 1 h at room 

temperature. A: GtHNL expressed in the presence of 100 µM MnCl2. B: Apoprotein obtained 

through in vitro removal of the incorporated manganese.  
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Fig. S3.  Cleared lysate (~8 µg, lane 2) and purified protein (~4 µg) of wild-type GtHNL (lane 

3) and the mutants H96A, H53A, H55A, Q59A and H94A (lane 4 to 8, respectively). 

Standard (lane 1): Page Ruler Prestained Protein Ladder (Fermentas, ThermoScientificBio, 

Waltham, MA, USA), molecular weights in kDa. 
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A 

 

B 

C 

 

D 

 

E  

Fig. S4. CD spectra of GtHNL variants superimposed on the CD spectrum of the wild-type 

protein. A H96A (adjacent to active-site metal) B: H53A C: H55A D: Q59A and E: H94A 

(B-E metal-binding). 
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3.2.1 ABSTRACT 

A novel peroxide-dependent alkene-cleavage activity has been discovered in a cupin from 

Thermotoga maritima (TM1459) for which no enzymatic acitivity was known to date. The 

protein is a metalloenzyme and the reaction rate was increased significantly when manganese 

was present in the protein or added to reactions, while the addition of iron did not increase 

activity. The enzyme cleaves a range of substituted styrene derivatives to aldehydes and 

ketones. The reaction conditions have been optimised regarding temperature, pH, cosolvents 

as well as oxidant and substrate concentrations. The enzyme produced up to 87% 4-Cl-

acetophenone from 50 mM 4-Cl-α-methylstyrene in a two-phae system with ethyl acetate and 

aqueous buffer. The novel biocatalyst was stable, easy to produce and handle, and this work 

contributes a potentially very useful novel member for the biocatalytic C=C cleavage toolbox. 

 

 

3.2.2 INTRODUCTION 

Oxidative cleavage of alkenes is a very useful transformation in organic chemistry. It was 

employed successfully in total synthesis of natural products; however, its use requires extreme 

conditions involving strong cooling and specialised equipment (Paterson et al., 2005). As with 

many transformations in organic chemistry, it is possible to use enzymes to conduct reactions 

under much milder conditions than would otherwise be possible. Enzymatic alkene cleavage 

activity with molecular oxygen was described and studied in detail in a dioxygenase from 

Trametes hirsuta (Lara et al., 2008; Mang et al., 2006, 2007). In a different system, alkene 

cleavage was shown to occur as a side-reaction in enzymatic alkene epoxidations with fungal 

peroxidases using hydroperoxide as oxidant (Tuynman et al., 2000). To our knowledge, the 

oxidative cleavage of alkene double bonds has not been reported in cupins, while cupins are 

known to catalyse different oxidative reactions. For example, cupins which oxidatively cleave 

aromatic rings are well known (Fetzner, 2012). Also, a cupin, which oxidatively cleaves the 

C-C bond of acetylacetone, was characterised in detail (Straganz et al., 2003). Cupins 

comprise a large and very diverse superfamily of small, β-barrel proteins with diverse non-

enzymatic and enzymatic functions (Agarwal et al., 2009; Uberto and Moomaw, 2013). There 

is also a very large uncharacterised diversity in cupins. According to the Uniprot database 

(The UniProt Consortium, 2012), cupin domains were found either alone or in combination 

with other domains in 99646 proteins as of 2013. Numerous cupins were crystallised in high-
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throughput genomics-based crystallisation projects. One such structural genomics project was 

conducted on the genome of the hyperthermophilic bacterium Thermotoga maritima (Lesley 

et al., 2002). Among the structures solved in this project were also novel cupin proteins with 

unknown or putative function (Jaroszewski et al., 2004; McMullan et al., 2004). In our work, 

we looked at the potential of some of these unassigned cupins for biocatalysis. We present the 

discovery of peroxidase-like alkene-cleavage activity in a previously biochemically 

uncharacterised manganese-containing cupin from Thermotoga maritima, TM1459, whose 

structure was solved as part of the above-mentioned high-throughput project (Jaroszewski et 

al., 2004). In peroxidases, alkene cleavage represents an interesting ostensible enzymatic 

promiscuity and has been described as heme-based (Mutti et al., 2010). Synthetic peroxidase-

like sulfoxidation activity has been introduced into streptavidin by the incorporation of 

manganese-salen complexes (Pordea et al., 2009), which is a powerful approach to introduce 

novel activities into protein scaffolds (Ringenberg and Ward, 2011). Similar oxidative activity 

could also be introduced into xylanase by a similar manganese-complex incorporation 

approach, with alkene epoxidation as main activity and C=C bond cleavage as a minor 

reaction (Allard et al., 2012). In a different approach, manganese-loaded carbonic anhydrase 

also displayed peroxidase-like activity, including especially the epoxidation of styrenes 

(Fernández-Gacio et al., 2006; Okrasa and Kazlauskas, 2006). However, in one of the studies 

on manganese-substituted carbonic anhydrase, the authors explicitly reported a lack of C=C 

bond cleavage products (Okrasa and Kazlauskas, 2006). The enzyme TM1459 showed a 

higher selectivity towards alkene cleavage versus epoxidation when compared both to known 

peroxidase systems and manganese-protein based systems (Allard et al., 2012; Fernández-

Gacio et al., 2006; Okrasa and Kazlauskas, 2006; Tuynman et al., 2000), and hence 

constitutes a novel alkene cleavage enzyme. The novel cupin biocatalyst was stable and easy 

to produce in high yield in the simple-to-handle host E. coli, in comparison to many typical 

peroxidases (Conesa et al., 2002), which makes it a very useful addition to the biocatalytic 

C=C cleavage toolbox. 
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3.2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.2.3.1  Sequence similarity of TM1459 to other proteins  

A protein blast search (Altschul et al., 2005) with the amino acid sequence of TM1459, 

yielded only few matches with high sequence identity to this protein (Figure S1). The proteins 

with the highest sequence identity originate from organisms closely related to Thermotoga 

maritima, and none of these has a known function. The closest match with any predicted 

function is a putative carbohydrate binding protein from P. furiosus DSM 3638 with 44% 

identity, and the closest match with a known, biochemically characterised function is the 

polyketide cyclase RemF from Streptomyces resistomycificus with 37% sequence identity. It 

can thus be said that this protein has no close relatives with a known biochemical function, 

and the data presented in this work may also contribute to the elucidation of functions in other 

cupins. 

 

3.2.3.2  TM1459 exhibits oxidative alkene cleavage 

Initial experiments showed that crude lysate of E. coli cells expressing TM1459 cleaved 4-Cl-

α-methylstyrene in the presence of tert-butyl hydroperoxide yielding 4-Cl-acetophenone, with 

significantly higher conversion than the background reaction in the presence of cleared E. coli 

lysate without TM1459. Since this result was obtained without any optimisation, the reaction 

conditions and enzyme preparations were further optimised as described below. The 

background conversion was small but clearly measurable. In order to further suppress the 

background reaction and to use better defined conditions, the protein was purified (Figure S2) 

and all further experiments were performed with purified protein. 

 

3.2.3.3  Effect of temperature and hydroperoxide concentration 

Thermotoga maritima, which is the natural source of this enzyme, is an obligate 

hyperthermophile and initial experiments were conducted at 50°C. Since heterologously 

expressed and purified proteins often behave differently than the same protein in a living cell, 

and protein stability and activity do not necessarily correlate, the effect of temperature was 

tested at 30°C, 50°C and 70°C. The best conversion of 4-Cl-α-methylstyrene to 4-Cl-

acetophenone was observed at 30°C (Figure 1). The tert-butyl hydroperoxide (t-BuOOH) 
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concentration was varied between a concentration equimolar to the substrate and a double and 

triple molar excess over the substrate. A significant improvement was observed between the 

equimolar and the double molar hydroperoxide concentration, and a small further increase 

with triple molar excess of hydroperoxide (Figure 1). The highest conversion was achieved at 

30°C with a triple molar excess of hydroperoxide, with a product peak area of 1b of 89% of 

total peak areas. 

 

Figure 1: Effect of temperature and hydroperoxide concentration on the enzymatic cleavage 

of 1a to 1b. Relative activity (relative peak area of product 1b, highest activity as 100%, 

product peak 89% of total peak areas) of TM1459 (1 mg mL-1, ~0.08 mM) in 50 mM NaPi pH 

7.0 at 30, 50 and 70°C, in dependence of hydroperoxide concentration. Conditions: 15 mM 

substrate (2 µL neat substance) 1a; 15, 30 and 45 mM t-BuOOH (1 x, light grey bars; 2 x, 

grey bars; or 3x, black bars, molar excess over substrate), the reactions were shaken at 1000 

rpm for 20 h. 

 

The background reaction was also tested with 0.1 mM MnCl2 in the same buffer as the 

enzymatic reactions. The conversion was significantly lower than with the enzyme. The 

background reaction was somewhat higher at higher temperatures whereas the enzymatic 

reaction was highest at lower temperatures (Figure S3), which is consistent with a purely 

chemical versus an enzymatic reaction. The reactions with 0.1 and 0.2 mM MnCl2 did not 

show a significant difference (Figure S3), which further indicated that manganese salts alone 

did not act as efficient catalysts for the reaction under the described conditions. 
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3.2.3.4 Optimisation of buffer pH 

The effect of the pH was tested in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffers with pH values of 5 to 9. 

The relative enzymatic activity increased strongly between pH 5 and 7, without significant 

further change between pH 7 and 9 (Figure 2). The enzyme thus preferred neutral or slightly 

basic pH, which is in contrast to the pH profile reported for the promiscuous activity for 

alkene cleavage described in horseradish peroxidases (Mutti et al., 2010), which was highest 

at low pH values, underscoring the difference between the two systems. The background 

reaction with 0.1 mM MnCl2 was low and was not significantly affected by pH values within 

the tested range (data not shown). All further experiments were conducted in phosphate buffer 

at pH 7. 

 

Figure 2: Effect of pH on the enzymatic cleavage of 1a to 1b. Relative activity (relative peak 

area of product 1b, pH 7.0 as 100%, product peak 86% of total peak areas) of TM1459 (1 mg 

mL-1, ~0.08 mM) in 50 mM NaPi at different pH values. Conditions were as follows: 10 mM 

substrate 1a (as 10 µL of 1 M stock in ethanol) 30 mM t-BuOOH, shaken at 30°C and 1000 

rpm for 20 h. 

 

3.2.3.5  Effect of organic solvents 

To test the effect of organic solvents on the enzymatic reaction, and also to increase the 

concentrations of the highly hydrophobic substrates, the reactions were conducted in different 

two-phase systems with the addition of cyclohexane, or ethyl acetate. The substrate 

concentration of 4-Cl-α-methylstyrene was varied at 10, 50 and 100 mM. Ethyl acetate and 

cyclohexane were varied at 25 and 50 vol%. The ethyl acetate two-phase system had 
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consistently better conversions and was further tested at 10 and 15 vol% organic phase. The 

best conversion was obtained with 15% ethyl acetate and 50 mM substrate (Figure 3), and this 

combination was used to test further substrates as described below. 

 

Figure 3. Relative activities (relative peak area of product 1b, highest activity as 100%, 

product peak 78% of total peak areas) of 1 mg mL-1 TM1459 in two-phase systems in the 

presence of ethyl acetate (EA) or cyclohexane (cyc-6) at the indicated percentage of total 

volume (lower axis). Substrate was tested at a concentration of 10 mM (light grey), 50 mM 

(grey), or 100 mM (black bars). The tert-butyl hydroperoxide concentration was always three 

times than that of the substrate. The reactions were shaken at 1000 rpm and 30°C for 20 h. 

 

3.2.3.6  Oxidant preference 

The enzyme was not active with molecular oxygen at atmospheric concentration or hydrogen 

peroxide at the same concentration as tert-butyl hydroperoxide (data not shown). It is 

interesting that the enzyme was not active with H2O2, since in many cases reactions including 

alkene cleavage and epoxidation on highly similar substrates, proceeded more or less 

efficiently with this well-established oxidant (Fernández-Gacio et al., 2006; Okrasa and 

Kazlauskas, 2006; Tuynman et al., 2000). Activity was observed only with tert-butyl 

hydroperoxide. The enzyme was very stable in the presence of this oxidant, and was active in 

up to 150 mM t-BuOOH in a two-phase system. To rule out the involvement of atmospheric 

oxygen, the reaction was performed under argon, and the GC-MS data confirmed a similar 

conversion of 1a to 1b with high selectivity (data not shown). This strongly indicated that 

molecular oxygen was not needed for the reaction in stoichiometric amounts. Small traces of 
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oxygen cannot be excluded with our setup, but since the result was comparable to the standard 

reactions and since no reaction was observed without hydroperoxide, molecular oxygen is 

most likely not needed for the reaction. 

 

3.2.3.7  Metal dependence 

The authors of the TM1459 crystal structure assigned the protein as a manganese-containing 

cupin with one metal-binding site per monomer based on crystallographic features 

(Jaroszewski et al., 2004). To investigate manganese binding analytically, we expressed the 

enzyme with or without the addition of 100 µM MnCl2 to the expression medium, and the 

purified proteins were analysed by ICP-OES. The enzyme expressed without manganese 

bound only 22% zinc and 13% iron, with no other metals detected (Figure 4). The addition of 

manganese to the expression medium was necessary for efficient manganese uptake, and the 

protein expressed in LB medium with 100 µM MnCl2 bound 37 ± 4 % manganese atoms per 

enzyme monomer (Figure 4). The total metal loading after purification is less than 50%, 

which is significantly lower than full occupancy, but is in line with what has been reported 

previously for cupins highly overexpressed in E. coli (Barney et al., 2004; Hajnal et al., 2013; 

Merkens et al., 2008). We analysed the flow-through of 10 kDa cut-off concentrators, and no 

metals were detectable. This strongly indicated that the metal was bound to the protein. 

Interestingly, the enzyme expressed in the absence of manganese accumulated significantly 

more zinc, whereas the addition of manganese drastically reduced zinc binding. Taken 

together, these data indicate that the protein indeed prefers manganese to other intracellular 

metals if sufficient amounts are provided. 
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Figure 4. Metal loading (determined by ICP-OES) of purified protein, which was expressed 

in LB medium either with (dark grey) or without (light grey bars) addition of 100 µM MnCl2.  

 

The cleavage of 4-Cl-α-methylstyrene (1a) with tert-butyl hydroperoxide to 4-Cl-

acetophenone (1b) proceeded significantly more efficiently with 1 mg mL-1 purified protein 

(~ 0.08 mM) expressed in the presence of manganese in the medium than with an equal 

amount of protein expressed without metal addition (Figure 5). The protein expressed without 

manganese was activated by the addition of 0.1 mM manganese (II) chloride or manganese 

(III) acetate to the reactions, but not by the addition of 0.1 mM iron (II) sulphate or iron (III) 

chloride (Figure 5). Additionally, none of the metal salts in buffer without protein, or in 

combination with 1 mg mL-1 BSA (bovine serum albumin) catalysed the reaction under the 

tested conditions (Figure S4). The experiment was performed in parallel with all components 

diluted from the same stock solutions for all reactions. The results indicated that both the 

cupin protein and manganese were needed in combination to catalyse the reaction. Under the 

mild conditions used in the experiment, both a simple metal catalysis and non-specific protein 

catalysis could be excluded. The results of these control experiments were especially 

important considering that manganese and other transition metals are well known catalysts in 

chemical catalysis of oxidative reactions, using for example hydrogen peroxide (Lane and 

Burgess, 2003). Since the total metal loading was comparable in both cases but the activity 

was significantly higher with manganese, it can be concluded that the enzyme clearly shows 

higher activity with manganese compared to iron and zinc. 
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Figure 5. Relative activities (relative peak area of product 1b, highest activity as 100%, 

product peak 91% of total peak areas) of 1 mg mL-1 purified (~ 0.08 mM) TM1459 expressed 

with and without addition of 100 µM MnCl2 to the expression medium (LB Mn and LB (-), 

respectively), as well as with the protein expressed without metal addition, with the addition 

of 0.1 mM MnCl2, Mn (III) acetate, FeSO4 or FeCl3 to the reaction mixtures. Conditions were 

as follows: 10 mM substrate, 30 mM t-BuOOH, 50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0; the reactions were 

shaken at 30°C and 1000 rpm for 20 h.  

 

3.2.3.8  Substrate scope 

The enzyme cleaved various styrene derivatives - alkenes with a double bond conjugated to 

an aromatic system (1a to 10 a), to their aldehyde or ketone derivatives (1b to 10b; Scheme 

1) with varying activity (Table 1).  

 

Scheme 1. TM1459 catalysed alkene cleavage of styrene substrates a to aldehydes and 

ketones b  
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The alkene cleavage proceeded without detectable side-products in the case of 4-Cl-α-

methylstyrene 1a and α-methyl styrene 2a, yielding 4-Cl-acetophenone 1b and acetophenone 

2b, respectively, with a high conversion reaching up to 87 %. In the case of styrenes without 

substituents at the vinyl moiety (3a-7a), the most significant products were the aldehydes 3b-

7b, with a significant over-oxidation to the acid. The over-oxidation to the acid was 

significantly reduced (up to 10-fold) in the two-phase system as compared to the aqueous 

microemulsion system (Table 1). While some of the more activated substrates showed 

detectable conversion in the control reactions without enzyme, this conversion was 

significantly lower (Table S3). Importantly, the enzyme was also able to catalyse alkene 

cleavage with substrates where no background conversion was detectable in our setup (Table 

S3).  

 

Table 1: The product distribution of the oxidative conversions of various substituted styrenes 

a used in this study are listed as mol% of product based on mol initial substrate. Data are 

given for an aqueous microemulsion system (1-phase) with 10 mM substrate and for a two-

phase system with 15% ethyl acetate with 50 mM substrate (2-phase). 

  Substituents % Carbonyl % Acid 

Substrate 

(a) R1 R2 R3 R4 1-phase 2-phase 1-phase 2-phase 

1 Cl Me H H 48 87  n.d.  n.d. 

2 H Me H H 25 76  n.d.  n.d. 

3 H H H H 1 10 7 2 

4 Cl H H H 2 16 19 1 

5 MeO H H H 2 9 n.d. n.d. 

6 NH2 H H H n.d. n.d. 5 1 

7 Me  H H H n.d. 14 n.d. 1 

8 H H Me H 2 4 10 n.d. 

9 MeO H Me H 1 6 22 2 

10 H H Me Me 1 14 14 n.d. 

11 H H NO2 H n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

12 H H  NO2 Me n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

*n.d. - none detected       
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Interestingly, a methyl substituent at the β-position of the styrene, as in 1-phenyl-1-propene 

8a, led to a shift in the chemoselectivity towards the production of epoxide of substrate 8. The 

same was true in the case of two methyl substituents at the β-position, as in substrate 10a. 

However, while the conversion to epoxide was clearly detectable on GC-MS, it was very low. 

As additional side-reaction, there is a non-negligible loss of substrate from the mass balance 

as measured in GC that can be explained as a likely polymerisation of the styrene substrate in 

the presence of hydoperoxide over the long reaction time. A loss of substrate was observed 

both in the enzymatic reactions and the controls. This side-reaction was less pronounced in 

the two-phase system (data not shown). With methyl cinnamate, a small amount of product 

with excellent GC-MS data correlation to its epoxide was detected in the enzymatic reactions 

and not in the control reactions. However, the product amount was very low and this 

conversion was not pursued further. A nitro group at position R3, as in trans-β-nitrostyrene 

and trans-β-methyl-β-nitrostyrene completely impaired conversion with the enzyme. 

Aliphatic alkenes were not suitable substrates for the enzyme, even in the case of the alicyclic 

substrate 4-vinylcyclohexene, the size and structure of which are very similar to styrene. 

However, aliphatic alkenes are often more difficult substrates than conjugated aromatic 

alkenes, even in purely chemical conversions (Lane and Burgess, 2003), so this result was not 

surprising. The enzyme showed no activity towards phenylacetylene, which was also not 

surprising due to the high stability of the C≡C triple bond. Illustrative examples of substrates 

not converted by the enzyme are shown in Figure 6. Further substrates, which also showed no 

conversion, are listed in the supporting material (Table S4).  

 

 

Figure 6. Examples of substrates not suitable for TM1459: The enzyme showed no activity 

on styrenes with bulky nitro substituents, on aliphatic and alicyclic alkenes or on the triple-

bond of phenylacetylene. 
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In a system with a manganese-containing carbonic anhydrase, there are no reports on 

aldehydes and ketones as side-products (Okrasa and Kazlauskas, 2006, Fernández-Gacio et 

al., 2006). On the other hand, in the heme-containing Coprinus cinereus peroxidase, 

benzaldehyde was observed as a major product from styrene in conversions with hydrogen 

peroxide (Tuynman et al., 2000). Okrasa and Kazlauskas speculated that the observed lack of 

aldehyde side-products in manganese-containing carbonic anhydrase-catalysed alkene 

epoxidation stems from a difference in mechanism compared to typical heme peroxidases 

(Okrasa and Kazlauskas, 2006). In our system, which also contained a protein-bound 

manganese ion, we observed aldehydes or ketones as major products. Large differences can 

be reasonably expected between the catalytic mechanisms of a heme peroxidase and a 

manganese-metalloenzyme, regardless of whether the manganese enzyme is synthetic or 

natural. It is perhaps the difference in product distribution between manganese-containing 

TM1459 and the manganese-carbonic anhydrase that is more striking than the obvious 

difference to heme peroxidase. This is especially interesting considering that in both cases the 

presumed active site contains a manganese ion coordinated only by histidine residues 

however with three and four ligands to the metal, respectively (Eriksson et al., 1988; 

Jaroszewski et al., 2004). In the second study of manganese-containing carbonic anhydrases 

as epoxidation catalysts, the authors reported high epoxide yields, much higher than what we 

observed with some of the same substrates. The enzyme reported here thus showed a high 

propensity towards alkene cleavage compared to both known peroxidases and artificial 

manganese-containing epoxidising enzymes. This sets it apart as a novel peroxide-driven 

alkene cleavage enzyme. 

 

3.2.4  CONCLUSION 

We report the discovery of peroxidase-like activity towards the cleavage and epoxidation of 

alkenes in a so far uncharacterised cupin protein. The enzyme was active towards a range of 

substituted styrenes with tert-butyl hydroperoxide as oxidant. The alkene cleavage was 

highest with 4-Cl-α-methylstyrene with up to 87% conversion with 50 mM substrate and 150 

mM hydroperoxide. The enzyme is small, stable, and easily purified in high yield. Thus, the 

discovery of an easy to handle alkene-cleaving cupin contributes a useful new biocatalyst and 

furthers our understanding of both biocatalytic alkene cleavage and of the diversity of 

reactions catalysed by cupins. 
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3.2.5 Experimental Section 

3.2.5.1  Cloning, expression and purification  

The sequence encoding TM1459 from Thermotoga maritima (Swissprot: Q9X1H0, European 

nucleotide archive: EHA59553.1) was ordered as synthetic gene, codon optimised for E. coli 

(GeneArt, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The synthetic gene was cloned into the 

expression vector pET26b(+) (Novagen, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) using 

restriction sites for the enzymes NdeI and HindIII (ThermoScientificBio, Waltham, MA, 

USA) and the correct cloning was confirmed by sequencing (LGC Genomics, Berlin, 

Germany). E. coli BL21-Gold (DE3) was used as expression host (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, 

USA). The cells were grown in Lysogeny Broth Lennox medium (Carl Roth GmbH, 

Karlsruhe, Germany), supplemented with 40 mg L-1 kanamycin sulphate (Carl Roth). For 

protein expression, overnight cultures were diluted to an OD600 of ~0.1 in fresh LB medium 

with 40 mg L-1 kanamycin, and grown in baffled flasks at 37°C and 120 rpm to an OD600 of 

~0.6-0.8. Expression was induced by the addition of 0.1 mM isopropyl-β-D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Carl Roth) after cooling the cultures to 25°C, and 100 µM of 

MnCl2 was added to the LB medium where indicated. The induced cultures were harvested 

after 20-21 h at 25°C. Protein expression and solubility were monitored by SDS-PAGE. For 

initial screenings, lysates of cells expressing TM1459 and of cells carrying the control vector 

were produced by sonicating the cells after harvesting by centrifugation (20 min, 2800 x g) in 

10 mM NaPi, pH 7.0, two times for 3 min on ice (Branson Sonifier S-250, set to 80% duty 

cycle, and output control 7). The crude lysates were cleared by centrifugation (1 h, 48000 x g, 

4°C). 

The purification procedure was adapted from a protocol published by our group for an 

unrelated cupin (Hajnal et al., 2013), whereby only the pH of the buffer was changed due to 

the different isoelectric point (pI) of TM1459 (calculated pI of 5.57 according to Protparam, 

http://web.expasy.org/protparam/ (Gasteiger et al., 2005)). Cells were lysed by sonication (see 

above) in Buffer A (50 mM Bis-Tris/HCl, pH 6.6, 50 mM NaCl), and cleared by 

centrifugation (see above). TM1459 was eluted with 10% buffer B (50 mM Bis-Tris/HCl, pH 

6.6, 1 M NaCl). Size exclusion chromatography was performed on a Superdex 75 HiLoad 

16/600 size-exclusion column (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) pre-equilibrated with 50 

mM NaPi, pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. The purest peak fractions of the S75 size-exclusion step 

were pooled and brought to a protein concentration of 20 mg mL-1 using the same Vivaspin 
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20 Centrifugal Filter Units as above, yielding the final enzyme preparation used in the 

experiments. 

 

3.2.5.2  General Procedure for Bioconversions in an Aqueous Microemulsion System 

Purified TM1459 protein (20 mg mL-1, 50 µL) in the storage buffer (50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0, 

100 mM NaCl) was diluted to a final concentration of 1 mg mL-1 with 50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0, 

with tert-butyl hydroperoxide pre-dissolved in the buffer to yield a final concentration of 30 

mM. The reactions were started by adding a 10 µL drop of 1 M substrate stock in ethanol to a 

final reaction volume of 1 mL and a final concentration of 10 mM and starting the agitation. 

The reactions were conducted for 20 h at 30°C and 1000 rpm in a thermomixer (comfort, 

Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Reactions were stopped by turning off the agitation and 

extracted two times with 500 µL ethyl acetate. The combined organic phases were dried over 

Na2SO4, and used directly as samples for the GC and GC-MS analysis. 

 

3.2.5.3  General Procedure for Bioconversions in an Aqueous – Ethyl acetate two-phase 

System 

Purified TM1459 protein (20 mg mL-1, 50µL) in the storage buffer (50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0, 100 

mM NaCl) in 2 mL microreaction tubes was diluted with 800 µL reaction buffer (50 mM 

NaPi, pH 7.0. The reactions were started by adding 150 µL of ethyl acetate containing 

dissolved substrate and t-butyl hydroperoxide to yield a final reaction volume of 1 mL and 

final concentration of 50 mM substrate and 150 mM hydroperoxide, and starting the agitation. 

The reactions were conducted in the same way as for the aqueous microemulsion system 

(shaken for 20 h at 30°C and 1000 rpm). Reactions were stopped by quenching unreacted 

hydroperoxide with 50-100 mg of sodium bisulfite, adding 350 µL of ethyl acetate to yield 

500 µL of organic phase, and extracting a second time with another 500 µL ethyl acetate. GC-

MS and GC analysis was conducted in the same way as described for the general aqueous 

microemulsion system. 
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3.2.5.4  Synthesis of Standard Reference Material for the Epoxides of 8 and 10. 

 The epoxide standard materials for epoxides of substrates 8 and 10 were prepared by an 

adaptation of a previously published procedure (Mang et al., 2006). To a heterogeneous 

stirred mixture of alkenes 8a and 10a (1 mmol) and Na2HPO4 (2 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (5 mL in 

10 mL round-bottom flask) cooled on ice, powdered 3-Cl-perbenzoic acid (67%) was added 

in portions over 30 min. The reaction was stirred at room temperature for further 3 h. 

Afterwards, NaHSO3 (1.5 mmol) was added to destroy residual non-reacted 3-

chloroperbenzoic acid and the reaction mixture was washed with NaHCO3 (saturated aqueous 

solution, 5 mL) and extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 x 10 mL). The combined organic phases were 

dried over Na2SO4 and finally evaporated, yielding the crude epoxide as slightly yellow oil or 

a waxy solid. The epoxide product was purified by flash chromatography (Silica Gel Merck 

20, petroleum ether/EtOAc 100:1) and the purity and identity confirmed by GC-MS and 

NMR. 2,2-Dimethyl-3-phenyl-oxirane: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.38-7.25 (m, 5H, Ar-

CH), 3.89 (s, 1H, (CH3)2CCH), 1.51 (s, 3H, CH3), 1.10 (s, 3H, CH3’) ppm. 2-Methyl-3-

phenyl-oxirane: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.42-7.19 (m, 5H, Ar-CH), 3.60 (d, 1H, 

CH3CHCH, J=1.9 Hz), 3.10-3.02 (qd, 1H, CH3CHCH, J=5.1 Hz, J= 2.1 Hz), 1.48 (d, 3H, 

CH3, J=5.1 Hz) ppm. 

 

3.2.5.5  Metal Analysis  

The analysis of metal content was conducted by an external laboratory at the Institute of 

Analytical Chemistry and Food Chemistry, TU Graz. The metals were analysed using ICP-

OES (inductively coupled plasma – optical emission spectroscopy), using exactly the same 

setup as has been described previously (Hajnal et al., 2013). Metal loading was calculated 

using the molar concentration of the purified proteins (Extinction of a 1% (10 g L-1) solution 

at 280nm of 6.47 according to Protparam), and the metal concentrations measured with ICP-

OES. As controls the flow-through fractions of the Vivaspin 20 Centrifugal Filter Units were 

analysed. 
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3.2.7 Supporting information 

3.2.7.1  Chemicals 

All chemicals except the epoxides of 8 and 10 were purchased from commercial sources and 

were used without further purification. Styrene (99%), 4-chlorostyrene (97%), α-

methylstyrene (99%), trans-anethole (99%), 2-methyl-1-phenylpropene (99%), benzaldehyde 

(99%), 4-chlorobenzaldehyde (97%), 4-methoxybenzaldehyde (98%), acetophenone (99%), 

isoeugenol (98%), methyl-cinnamate (99%), trans-β-methyl-β-nitrostyrene (99%), 4-

vinylcyclohexene (99%), 3-chloroperbenzoic acid (67%) and tert-butyl hydroperoxide (70% 

aqueous) were purchased from Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA); 4-

methylstyrene (99%), trans-1-phenyl-1-propene (98%), phenylacetylene (97%) and β-

carotene (99%) were obtained from Fluka (Sigma-Aldrich); 4-chloroacetophenone (97%), 4-

chloro-α-methylstyrene (95%), 4-methoxystyrene (98%), para-aminostyrene (97%) and 4-

acetoxystyrene (95%) were purchased from Lancaster (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA). 

 

3.2.7.2  Optimisation of Temperature and Hydroperoxide Concentration 

To a solution of purified protein (1 mg mL-1) in 50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0, with 15, 30 or 45 mM 

tert-butyl hydroperoxide, a final concentration of 15 mM 4-Cl-α-methylstyrene was added as 

a drop of neat substrate without solvent to start the reactions. The reactions were conducted 

for 20 h at 30, 50, or 70°C and 1000 rpm in a thermomixer (comfort, Eppendorf). Background 

controls were performed with the same amount of buffer (50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0, 100 mM 

NaCl) with the addition of either 0.1 mM or 0.2 mM MnCl2 in the reaction mixture. GC 

analysis was conducted as described below. 
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3.2.7.3  Screening of conditions for two-phase systems 

Purified TM1459 protein (20 mg mL-1, 50 µL) in the storage buffer (50 mM NaPi pH 7.0 100 

mM NaCl) in 2 mL microreaction tubes was diluted with an appropriate volume of reaction 

buffer (50 mM, NaPi pH, 7.0). The reactions were started by adding 100-500 µL of substrate 

and t-butyl hydroperoxide either pre-dissolved in ethyl acetate, hexane, or cyclohexane, to 

yield a final reaction volume of 1 mL and final concentrations of 10, mM or 100 mM of 

substrate and 30, 150 or 300 mM of hydroperoxide, respectively, and starting the agitation. 

The reactions were conducted in the same way as for the aqueous microemulsion system 

(shaken 20 h at 30°C and 1000 rpm). Reactions were stopped by quenching unreacted 

hydroperoxide with 50-100 mg of sodium bisulfite, adding an appropriate amount of ethyl 

acetate to yield 500µL organic phase, and extracting a second time with 500 µL of ethyl 

acetate and the combined organic phases were dried and used for GC analysis.  

 

3.2.7.4  Analytical Procedures 

For qualitative identification of products, GC-MS analysis was carried out on a 7890A GC 

System (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), equipped with 5975C inert XL MSD 

mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies); the following temperature methods were used for 

GC-MS: A: 0.5 min equilibration time; 100°C for 0.5 min, ramp of 10°C/min to 300°C, and 

final 300°C 0.5 min; B: 0.5 min equilibration time; 50°C for 1 min, ramp of 20°C/min to 

270°C, hold 270°C for 1 min, and final 270°C for 0.5 min; C: 0.5 min equilibration time; 

200°C for 0.5 min, ramp of 5°C/min to 300°C, hold 300°C for 2 min, and final for 300°C 0.5 

min; D: 0.5 min equilibration time; 40°C for 2 min, ramp of 20°C/min to 180°C, hold 180°C 

for 1 min, and final 180°C for 0.5 min. GC-MS retention times and methods for each 

compound are given in  Table S1. For quantification purposes substrate and product peaks 

were quantified on a GC or an HPLC instrument as described below. NMR spectra were 

recorded on a Bruker Avance III 300 MHz NMR spectrometer, chemical shifts are reported 

relative to TMS (δ= 0.00 ppm). 
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3.2.7.5  Determination of conversions 

Conversions were determined by comparing substrate and product peak areas to external 

calibration curves prepared using authentic reference materials, for each substrate and 

product, respectively. All styrenes, aldehydes, and ketones were quantified using GC FID 

analysis on a 7890A GC System (Agilent Technologies), with helium gas at the front SS inlet 

and an FID detector running on H2 gas at 30 mL min-1 and 300 °C, using an HP-5 column 

(5% phenyl methyl siloxane, 30 m x 320 µm x 0.25 µm, J&W Scientific, Agilent 

Technologies). Quantifications were done by comparing peak areas to calibration curves 

prepared using between 1 and 10 mM authentic standard material, with the analytical samples 

diluted to correspond to 10 mM starting substrate concentration where necessary. As volume 

and injection control, 10 µL of a 1 M 1-naphthol solution in ethanol was added to each sample 

and reference standard. The following temperature program was used: 0.5 min equilibration 

time; 100°C for 0.5 min, ramp of 10°C/min to 280°C, and final 280°C for 2 min. All benzoic 

acids were quantified using an HPLC system equipped with an SPD-M20A diode array 

detector (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), using a Luna C18 (2) 100A reversed-phase column (250 x 

4.60 mm x 5 µm, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) and the following conditions: H2O with 

0.1 % TFA as eluent A, acetonitrile with 0.1 % TFA as eluent B; 1 mL min-1, 0% eluent B to 

100% eluent B in 20min. The benzoic acids were quantified by comparing to calibration 

curves prepared using between 0.1 and 1 mM authentic standard material. GC retention times 

are given in Table S1 and HPLC analysis wavelengths and HPLC retention times are given in 

Table S2. 
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3.2.7.6  Supplemental Tables 

 Table S1: GC-MS methods, GC and GC-MS retention times. 

Compound 
GC-MS 
method 

GC-MS rt 
(min) 

GC rt 
(min) 

4-Cl-α-methylstyrene A 5.2 3.79 
styrene B 4.63 2.02 
4-Cl-styrene B 6.25 3.02 
4-methoxystyrene A 5 3.65 
p-aminostyrene A 5.92 4.42 
p-methylstyrene B 5.59 2.52 
α-methylstyrene B 5.45 2.42 
trans-1-phenyl-1-propene B 5.84 2.68 
trans-anethole A 6.55 4.97 
2-methyl-1-phenylpropene B 6.31 3.07 
benzaldehyde B 5.28 2.33 
p-Cl-benzaldehyde A 6.71 3.46 
p-methoxybenzaldehyde A 6.21 4.67 
p-methylbenzaldehyde B 6.32 2.99 
acetophenone B 6.19 2.96 
4-Cl-acetophenone A 5.99 4.46 
trans-β-nitrostyrene B 8.76 - 
trans-β-methyl-β-nitrostyrene B 9.1 - 
4-acetoxystyrene A 6.56 - 
isoeugenol A 8.54 - 
methyl cinnamate A 7.75 - 
4-ethylphenol A 5 - 
bromobenzene B 5.04 - 
ergosterol C 20.2 - 
limonene B 5.87 - 
phenylacetone A 4.77 - 
2-cyclohexene-1-one B 5.02 - 
phenylacetylene D 5.79 - 
4-vinylcyclohexene B 4.13 - 
2-methylheptene D 4.74 - 
rt: retention time 
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Table S2: HPLC analytical wavelengths and retention times 

Compound 
Analytical 

wavelength (nm) 
HPLC rt 

(min) 
benzoic acid 227 12.30 
4-Cl-benzoic acid 237 13.70 
4-methoxybenzoic acid 254 12.50 
4-aminobenzoic acid 220 8.70 
4-methylbenzoic acid 237 13.10 
rt: retention time 
 

Table S3: Conversions in control reactions without enzyme, but with 0.1 mM MnCl2 in the 

same buffer, conditions were as described in the experimental section. 

  Substituents 
Background Reaction 

% Conversion to b 
Substrate (a) R1 R2 R3 R4 1-phase 2-phase 

1 Cl Me H H 3 26 
2 H Me H H n.d. 17 
3 H H H H n.d. n.d. 
4 Cl H H H n.d. n.d. 
5 MeO H H H n.d. 2 
6 NH2 H H H n.d. n.d. 
7 Me  H H H n.d. 3 
8 H H Me H n.d. 4 
9 MeO H Me H n.d. 5 

10 H H Me Me 1 6 
11 H H NO2 H n.d. n.d. 
12 H H  NO2 Me n.d. n.d. 

 

Table S4: Substrates not suitable for TM1459 

Compound 
trans-β-nitrostyrene 

trans-β-methyl-β-nitrostyrene 
4-acetoxystyrene 

4-ethylphenol 
bromobenzene 

ergosterol 
limonene 

phenylacetone 
2-cyclohexene-1-one 

phenylacetylene 
4-vinylcyclohexene 

2-methylheptene 
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3.2.7.7  Supplemental Figures 

 

Figure S1: Sequence alignment (ClustalW2) of TM1459 with BLAST search results most 

similar to it and the closest matching sequences with a known function. 

 

 

Figure S2: SDS-PA gel of the purification of TM1459. Standard: PageRuler prestained 

protein ladder (Fermentas), Lysate: Cleared lysate, Flowthrough of QFF column. QFF: 

Fractions pooled after QFF purification. S75: pooled fractions from gel filtration. 
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Figure S3: Background reaction under tested conditions for the conversion of 4-Cl-α-

methylstyrene 1a to 4-Cl-acetophenone 1b. A: reactions with 0.1 mM MnCl2 B: control 

reactions with 0.2 mM MnCl2. The reactions were conducted with 1, 2 or 3-fold molar excess 

of tert-butyl hydroperoxide, shaken at 30, 50 or 70°C and 1000 rpm for 20 h. 

 

 

Figure S4: Background conversions of 4-Cl-α-methylstyrene 1a (light grey bars) to 4-Cl-

acetophenone 1b (dark grey bars), in the presence of 1 mg mL-1 BSA (bovine serum albumin) 

in buffer, or in buffer with the addition of 0.1 mM of different metals. Additionally, the metal 

salts were tested without BSA. Reaction conditions: 10 mM substrate, 30 mM t-BuOOH, in 

50 mM NaPi, pH 7.0, shaken at 30°C and 1000 rpm for 20 h. Substrate and product peak 

areas are given as percentage of total peak areas in GC for each sample. 
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3.3.1 ABSTRACT 

A 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid dioxygenase from Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN (Bp3HAO) 

has been overexpressed in E. coli and characterised biochemically and through site-directed 

mutagenesis. Buffer, pH and temperature optima and kinetic data of the enzyme have been 

determined. Mutational analysis afforded information on residues important for activity and 

substrate-binding. Additionally a 4-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid dioxygenase from 

Bordetella sp. (Bsp4A3HBA23D), which acts on a substrate highly similar to the substrate of 

Bp3HAO, was characterised using site-directed mutagenesis and important residues were 

identified. Both enzymes are highly specific for their native substrate and do not accept the 

substrate of the other. The data gleaned from mutagenesis have been used to engineer 

Bsp4A3HBA23D to accept the native substrate of Bp3HAO, which contributes towards the 

understanding of substrate specificity in cupin dioxygenases. 

 

3.3.2 INTRODUCTION 

Cupins comprise a large and diverse superfamily of small β-barrel proteins and many have 

been described as dioxygenases (Dunwell et al., 2004). Many of the cupin dioxygenases are 

ring-cleavage dioxygenases which play an important role in the metabolism of a large number 

of aromatic compounds (Fetzner, 2012). Among these, a number of dioxygenases active on 2-

amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid, also termed 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid (3-HAA, Scheme 1a), 

have been identified in different organisms. They are particularly interesting because they act 

on aromatic substrates containing an amino group adjacent to a hydroxy group, whereas most 

substrates of cupin ring-cleavage dioxygenases contain one or two hydroxy groups at the site 

of ring-cleavage by oxygen and lack amino groups (Fetzner, 2012). 3-HAA dioxygenases (3-

HAOs) are known from mammals, including humans, where they are part of the kynurenine 

pathway, and they have clinical significance due to their involvement in the production of the 

endogenous neurotoxin quinolinic acid (Calderone et al., 2002; Malherbe et al., 1994). In 

microorganisms, 3-HAOs primarily play a role in the alternative microbial metabolic pathway 

towards nicotinamide (Kurnasov et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2005), and in some cases in the 

degradation pathways of xenobiotic compounds (Muraki et al., 2003). While the overall 

domain arrangement differs somewhat between members, the active sites are conserved 

between bacteria, yeast and mammals, and contain an active site divalent iron coordinated by 

two conserved histidines and a glutamate residue inside a cupin barrel (Đilović et al., 2009; Li 
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et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2005). A dioxygenase acting on a highly similar substrate – 4-

amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid (4A3HBA, Scheme 1b) has been discovered in Bordetella sp. 

(Takenaka et al., 2002), and was named accordingly 4A3HBA-2,3-dioxygenase 

(Bsp4A3HBA23D). In spite of the fact that both substrates are benzoic acid derivatives with a 

hydroxy group adjacent to an amino moiety, both enzymes appear to be highly selective for 

their native substrates and show no detectable activity towards the substrate of the other. 

While cupin dioxygenases are often very substrate specific, there are reports in the literature 

of successful switching of substrate specificities through site-directed mutagenesis. For 

example, the conversion of an extradiol to an intradiol dioxygenase active on the same 

substrate requires only a single amino acid substitution (Groce and Lipscomb, 2003). In 

another report, a 2-hydroxy-1-naphthoate dioxygenase has been generated from a salicylate 

dioxygenase using only a small number of amino acid substitutions (Ferraroni et al., 2012). In 

this case, however, the relative position of functional groups of the substrates to each other 

remains the same. This work reports the biochemical and mutational characterisation of two 

hydroxy aminobenzoic acid dioxygenases and the introduction of activity towards the native 

substrate of Bp3HAO into the Bsp4A3HBA23D dioxygenase scaffold, where it is not found 

naturally. 

 

 

Scheme 1: The hydroxyaminobenzoic acid substrates of the dioxygenases used in this work: 

A: 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid (3-HAA); B: 4-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid (4A3HBA). 
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3.3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.3.3.1 Biochemical characterisation of wild-type Bp3HAO 

While 3-HAOs from eukaryotes and especially mammals have been known for a long time 

(Koontz and Shiman, 1976), and were shown to have clinical significance in humans 

(Schwarcz et al., 1988), the discovery of prokaryotic 3-HAOs was reported more recently 

(Muraki et al., 2003). Bp3HAO is a protein from Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN with high 

sequence similarity to known 3-HAOs from other bacteria and from yeast (Figure 1), such as 

the 3-HAO from Cupriavidus metallidurans (syn. Ralstonia metallidurans), the structure of 

which has been solved (Zhang et al. 2005). All residues known to be important for activity in 

other 3-HAOs are conserved, and have been analysed with site-directed mutagenesis along 

with other residues of interest. 

 

Figure 1: Sequence alignment of Bp3HAO with the 3-HAO from B. phytofirmans PsJN 

(BpPsJN_3HAO), and the 3-HAOs from C. metallidurans (Cm_3HAO), Pseudomonas 

fluorescens (Pf_3HAO) and from the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc_3HAO). The 

conserved active-site resides including the two histidines and one glutamate involved in metal 

binding, as well as the conserved argininie and glutamate in direct proximity of the metal 

(R47 and E110 in 1YFY) are shown in black boxes. The conserved cysteines of the 

rubredoxin-like secondary iron center are shown in red boxes. Hydrophobic and positively 

charged residues in corresponding positions of a Bsp4A3HBA23D model and 1YFY are 

shown in green and blue boxes, respectively. 
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The protein was expressed efficiently in E. coli BL21-Gold (DE3) (Figure S2). The enzymatic 

function as 3-HAO was confirmed and high activity was demonstrated using the assay 

published previously for the C. metallidurans enzyme (Zhang et al., 2005). The enzyme 

appeared to be unstable when exposed to air, which is not surprising since instability has been 

reported for HAOs earlier (Malherbe et al., 1994). Subsequently, different storage conditions 

were tested. As can be seen in Figure 2, the enzyme retained most activity when DTT was 

added to the buffer and atmospheric oxygen was displaced by N2 in the headspace of the 

storage vial (13.6 ± 1 U·mg-1). The activity retained after one week of storage with DTT and 

N2 was more than ten-fold higher then when stored without DTT and with atmospheric 

oxygen concentration. In order to avoid inactivation, the wild-type enzyme and mutants were 

stored as filtered cleared lysates with the addition of 10 mM DTT in vials with an N2 – purged 

headspace. 

  

Figure 2: Relative activity of crude lysate aliquots stored at 4°C with or without the addition 

of 10 mM DTT, with or without an N2 – purged headspace of the storage vial, after one week 

of storage. The activities are given as percentage of the highest residual activity (13.6 ± 1 

U·mg-1). 

 

The enzyme was inhibited by phosphate buffer, with the activity significantly higher in 10 

mM than in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (Figure S1). The enzyme showed the highest 

activity in Tris-HCl or imidazole buffer (Figure S1). Consequently, standard measurements 

were performed in Tris-HCl – buffer, and a set of organic buffers with overlapping pH ranges 

was used to determine the pH optimum. For this purpose, MES, MOPS, Tris-HCl and glycine 

buffers were prepared over a range from pH 5 to 10. The enzyme showed the highest activity 

at pH 7, with the activity decreasing significantly with a pH change both towards acidic and 
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basic values (Figure 3a). There was almost no remaining enzymatic activity at pH 5 and at pH 

9. The temperature tolerance of the enzyme regarding its initial activity seemed to be broad. 

While the highest activity was measured at 25°C, with 12.8 ± 0.3 U·mg-1, the initial activity at 

40°C was still over 80% of the rate at 25°C (Figure 3b). The kinetic parameters were 

determined for the enzyme and it cleaved 3-HAA efficiently with a Kcat of 4.5 ± 0.04, which 

corresponded to an activity of 13.6 ± 0.01 U·mg-1 at Vmax, and a Km value of 21 ± 0.7 µM in 

50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, at 25°C. 

 

A  B  

Figure 3: A: Activity of Bp3HAO at different pH values. 50 mM MES, MOPS, Tris-HCl and 

glycine buffers were used to cover a pH range from pH 5 to 10. Activities are given as percent 

of the highest activity, which was measured at pH 7.0 with no significant difference between 

MES, MOPS and Tris-HCl buffers (12.0 ± 0.7 U·mg-1 in MES buffer as 100%) B: Relative 

initial activity of Bp3HAO in dependence of the assay temperature. The activities are given as 

percent of the highest activity, which was observed at 25°C (12.8 ± 0.3 U·mg-1). 
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3.3.3.2 Mutational analysis of Bp3HAO 

Due to the high sequence similarity of the two enzymes, active site residues of Bp3HAO were 

identified based on the crystal structure of the highly similar 3-HAO from C. metallidurans 

(PDB ID: 1YFY). The metal-binding residues are fully conserved, as are the arginines 47 and 

99 and glutamate 110 (Figure 1), which have been reported to be important for the activity of 

this highly similar enzyme (Zhang et al. 2005). A stick diagram of active site residues is 

shown in Figure 4 and kinetic data of mutants are shown in Table 1. The mutation of the 

positively charged residues, R47 and R99, respectively, led to a complete loss of activity, 

which is in agreement with the data obtained for the C. metallidurans enzyme (Zhang et al., 

2005). Interestingly, an additional feature of these arginines seems to be necessary in addition 

to their positive charge, since lysines in each of the two position conferred activity much 

lower than that of the wild-type enzyme. A mutation of the conserved glutamate 110 

(E110A), which is located in close proximity of the active site iron also resulted in almost 

inactive protein. Unsurprisingly, a mutation of the metal-binding glutamate 57 to alanine had 

no activity, even though the mutant was expressed efficiently as soluble protein (Figure S2). 

In contrast, the metal-binding site mutant H51A showed no detectable expression as soluble 

protein (Figure S2) and was expressed entirely in inclusion bodies (Figure S3), which 

underscores the importance of the metal-binding site for activity and folding in this class of 

enzymes. 

 

Figure 4: Stick diagram of the active site of 3-HAO from C. metallidurans with bound 3-

hydroxyanthranilate substrate. Figure generated from PDB entry 1YFY using PyMOL. 
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Table 1: Kinetic data of Bp3HAO wild-type and mutants thereof, measured at 25°C in 50 mM Tris-

HCl buffer, pH 7.5, 2.5 to 500 µM 3-HAA, 0.0001 – 0.5 mg·mL
-1

 total protein 

Mutation Activity 

(µmol· min
-1

·mg
1
) 

Km 

(3-HAA, µM) 

Kcat 

(s
-1

) 

Kcat/Km 

(s
-1

·µM
-1

) 

WT  13.6 ± 0.1 21 ± 0.7 4.5 ± 0.04 0.22 

R47A  none - - - 

R47K  0.002 - - - 

E57A  none - - - 

F59A  4.3 ± 0.07 60 ± 3 1.4 ± 0.02 0.02 

F59Q  0.9 ± 0.009 89 ± 5 0.3 ± 0.003 3.5E-03 

Q61A  0.1 ± 0.002 103 ± 6 0.04 ± 0.001 3.7E-04 

Q61S  0.18 ± 0.002 112 ± 3 0.1 ± 0.001 5.4E-04 

R99A  none - - - 

R99F  none - - - 

R99K  0.8
* 

- - - 

E110A  0.006 - - - 

*protein not stable under reaction conditions 

 

In addition to the main metal-binding centre, which is clearly necessary for the activity, the 

bacterial 3-HAO from C. metallidurans as well as Bp3HAO contain a second (rubredoxin-

like) iron centre coordinated by four cysteines (Figure 5, Zhang et al. 2005). The function of 

this rubredoxin-like centre is not known and it is conserved in bacterial and yeast 3-HAOs but 

missing in the mammalian enzyme (Li et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2005; Đilović et al. 2009). The 

cysteines of this rubredoxin-like centre are also fully conserved in Bp3HAO (Figure 1). The 

cysteines were mutated in Bp3HAO, but the resulting proteins were expressed exclusively as 

inclusion bodies (Figure S3), which underscores the importance of the domain for proper 

folding of the enzyme, but unfortunately prohibits activity studies of the mutants. 
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Figure 5: Illustration of the complete structure of a monomer of 3-HAO from C. 

metallidurans, showing the main active site iron (middle) and the rubredoxin-like iron centre 

(left). The protein backbone is shown as carton depiction in green. Iron ions are shown in 

magenta. Figure generated from PDB entry 1YFU using PyMOL. 

 

3.3.3.3 Mutational analysis of Bsp4A3HBA23D dioxygenase 

The Bsp4A3HBA23D enzyme was purified by others from Bordetella sp. 10d and a 

characterisation of this enzyme regarding buffer, pH and temperature as well as kinetic 

characterisation has been reported elsewhere (Takenaka et al., 2002). The enzyme was cloned 

and overexpressed in E. coli by the same group (Murakami et al., 2004). However, no 

mutagenesis study has been reported for this enzyme to date. In this work, presumed active 

site residues of Bsp4A3HBA23D were identified by analysing a homology model, which was 

generated based on the above mentioned 3-HAO crystal structure with bound 3-

hydroxyanthranilic acid (PDB ID: 1YFY). Judging by the sequence similarity of 

Bsp4A3HBA23D to 3-HAOs (Figure 1), the metal is most likely bound by two histidines and 

one glutamate residue. The metal binding residues were mutated to alanine residues. All three 

mutants, H52A, E58A, and H97A, completely lost activity. The mutant H52A was not 

expressed as soluble protein at a level detectable on Coomassie-stained SDS PA-gels (data not 
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shown), whereas the other two mutant proteins had clearly detectable soluble expression (data 

not shown). The loss of activity upon mutation of metal-binding residues is an expected result 

and indicates that the reaction indeed takes place with participation of the metal-binding site 

as in 3-HAO. The mutant E111A corresponds to the Bp3HAO mutant E110A. This residue, 

and the residue corresponding to arginine 47 are completely conserved together with the 

metal-binding site (Figure 1), and were shown to be crucial, since both mutants were soluble 

but showed very little activity (Table 2; Figure S4). Interestingly, the activity of mutant 

F101A was abolished in spite of good soluble expression (Table 2; Figure S4). This 

phenylalanine may be necessary for substrate binding, since a direct catalytic involvement of 

this relatively inert residue would be unlikely. One additional mutant of a residue, N54A lost 

all activity while retaining efficient soluble expression. A number of mutants displayed an 

activity, which was significantly lower than that of the wild-type enzyme, but clearly 

measurable. These mutations thus retained activity and displayed varying effects on Km 

values. A full list of mutants with their activities and Km values are shown in table 2 and the 

expression is shown in figure S4. It is interesting to compare the effect of positively charged 

active site residues in Bsp4A3HBA23D to 3-HAOs. The positively charged residues R144 

and K145 are immediately adjacent to each other in the protein, and both are positioned close 

to the metal-binding site, while the exact orientation is not clear from homology modelling. 

While in Bp3HAO a mutation of R99 led to a complete loss of activity, the mutants of 

positively charged residues in Bsp4A3HBA23D, R144I and K145V, both retained most of the 

enzymatic activity (Table 2). This is might be due to a shared function of these two positive 

charges, which are located adjacent to each other and may compensate the loss of each other. 

A combined mutant R144I/K145V lost almost all activity, with only 0.003 U·mg-1 detectable, 

versus ~ 12 U·mg-1 in the wild-type enzyme, which represents a reduction in activity of four 

orders of magnitude. In spite of the retention of significant activity in any of the single 

mutants, this double mutant establishes an importance of a positive charge in 

Bsp4A3HBA23D as has been observed in Bp3HAO. 
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Table 2: Kinetic data of mutated Bsp4A3HBA23D variants, measured at 25°C in 50 mM Tris-HCl 

buffer pH 7.5, 10 – 500 µM 4A3HBA, 0.03-3.5 mg·mL
-1

 total protein  

Mutation Activity 

(µmol· min
-1

·mg
1
) 

Km 

(4A3HBA, µM) 

Kcat 

(s
-1

) 

Kcat/Km 

(s
-1

·µM
-1

) 

WT 11.8 ± 0.7 106 ± 16 3.9 ± 0.2 0.04 

H52A none - - - 

N54A none - - - 

E58A none - - - 

H97A none - - - 

Q60A 1.6 ± 0.09 198 ± 22 0.6 ± 0.03 2.8E-03 

Q60F 0.38 ± 0.05 297 ± 60 0.1 ± 0.02 4.3E-04 

S62A 19.6 ± 0.54 140 ± 9 6.5 ± 0.18 0.05 

S62Q 5.6 ± 1.3 > 500 1.9 ± 0.44 2.6E-03 

F101A none - - - 

F101R 0.001 - - - 

R144I 10.1 ± 0.5 160 ± 16 3.4 ± 0.16 0.02 

T28A 8.5 ± 0.003 112 ± 11 2.8 ± 0.1 0.03 

T28N 4.7 ± 0.2 86 ± 9 1.6 ± 0.06 0.02 

F40A 2.0 ± 0.26 > 500 0.7 ± 0.09 - 

F40T 0.07 ± 0.008 230 ± 52 0.02 ± 0,003 1.1E-04 

E46A 0.07 ± 0.006 321 ± 52 0.02 ± 0.003 6.8E-05 

E46N 7.1 ± 0.4 150 ± 20 2.4 ± 0.1 0.02 

E111A 0.5 ± 0.03 132 ± 20 0.18 ± 0.01 1.3E-03 

K145V 16.6 ± 0.75 153 ± 16 5.5 ± 0.3 0.04 

R144I/K145V 0.003 - - - 
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The mutant S62A is interesting because it has a significantly higher Kcat value than the wild-

type enzyme. However, the Km value of this enzyme is increased compared to that of the 

wild-type so that the overall ratio of Kcat/Km is closer to that of the wild-type enzyme. The 

same is true for the mutant K145V. Phenylalanine F40 might be involved in substrate binding 

and positioning since both mutants F40A and F40T displayed drastically increased Km values 

and a significant loss of specific activity. Another phenylalanine residue, F101, appears to be 

even more important since the mutant F101A completely lost activity while the mutant F101R 

retained detectable but extremely low activity towards the native substrate (Table 2). The 

residues identified as important for activity thus comprise the metal-binding residues and 

positively charged and hydrophobic residues in close proximity of the metal-binding site. This 

pattern can again be rationalised based on the substrate, which contains a negatively charged 

carboxylic acid moiety attached to a benzene ring which can interact with positively charged 

amino acids and by comparing to the substrate binding mode in 3-HAO, where the hydroxy 

group of the substrate interacts with the active site metal while the carboxylic acid moiety in 

of the substrate is in direct contact with arginine 99 (Zhang et al., 2005). It can thus be said 

that the residues of the metal-binding site, and residues immediately adjacent to it, which 

comprise the site of oxygen-activation and ring-cleavage, are fully conserved between 

Bp3HAO and Bsp4A3HBA23D (Figure 1; Table 2). They are responsible for the activity in 

both enzymes, while additional residues likely confer substrate specificity. 

 

3.3.3.4 Substrate scope 

Both wild-type Bp3HAO and Bsp4A3HBA23D as well as mutant enzymes were screened 

with a set of 15 substrates. No activity on any of the alternative substrates was detected, while 

strong activity was detectable with their respective native substrates. Bsp4A3HBA23D has 

already been screened for activity on a partially overlapping set of substrates by others 

(Takenaka et al., 2002) and was also found to be active only on its native substrate, so the 

result was not surprising. All mutants, which were not completely inactive with their native 

substrates, were also tested with the substrates.  
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3.3.3.5 Converting Bsp4A3HBA23D into a 3-HAA dioxygenase 

As has been described earlier, the native substrate of Bp3HAO is 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid, 

which is 2-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid, whereas the native substrate of Bsp4A3HBA23D is 

4-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid. Thus, these two substrates can be viewed as 2-aminophenol 

derivatives differing only in the position of the carboxylic acid moiety. The carboxylic acid 

moiety appears to be highly important as indicated by the loss of activity in mutants which 

lack positively charged residues (R144I/K145V; R99A). Furthermore, in the aforementioned 

crystal structure of 3-HAO from C. metallidurans an interaction of the carboxylic acid moiety 

of the substrate with the active site arginine 99 was established by crystallography (Zhang et 

al. 2005). Upon examination of the homology model of Bsp4A3HBA23D aligned to the 3-

HAO crystal structure, a pattern emerges of the positioning of residues close to the metal-

binding site. At the position of the active site of Bsp4A3HBA23D towards which the substrate 

carboxylate is positioned according to the homology model, there is a positive charge (R144 

or K145, Figure 6). In Bp3HAO, there is a hydrophobic residue at the corresponding position 

(I142). At the opposite position of the active site, there is a hydrophobic residue in 

Bsp4A3HBA23D and a positive charge in Bp3HAO (F101/R99). 

 

 

Figure 6: Crystal structure of 3-HAO with bound substrate 3-HAA (PDB entry: 1YFY; 

green), aligned with a homology model of Bsp4A3HBA23D including the substrate 4A3HBA 

(blue) overlaid based on the ring of 3-HAA in 1YFY. Metal-binding residues (gray) and 

catalytic iron (magenta), are also shown. 
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To further test the idea that it is the orientation of the carboxylate in the active site, which 

predominantly determines substrate specificity, mutations were combined. Since carboxylate 

orientation may be determined by active site positive charges and in the F101R mutant the 

second positive charge remained, this mutant was combined with mutations which exchange 

the positive residue R144 or the adjacent positive residue K145 for hydrophobic residues. All 

mutants were expressed efficiently as soluble protein, at a rate comparable to the wild-type 

Bsp4A3HBA23D (Figure S5). 

 

Figure 7: Cleavage of 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid by WT and mutants of  Bsp4A3HBA23D; 
shown is the increase in A360 due to the direct cleavage product of the enzymatic reaction, as 
measured in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, at 25°C, 500 µM 3-HAA, 4-7.5 mg·mL-1 total 
protein. 

 

In spite of the low activity acquired by the mutations, the cleavage of the substrate by the 

active mutants was clearly visible, whereas no activity was detectable in the wild-type (Figure 

7). The mutant F101R had a specific activity of 0.15·10-4 U·mg-1. The combination of this 

mutation with either of the mutations replacing one of two positively charged residues at the 

opposite side of the active site had an approximately 2- and 3-fold increased specific activity, 

to 0.30 and 0.45·10-4 U·mg-1 in the double mutants F101R/R144I and F101R/K145V, 

respectively. Interestingly, the triple mutant F101R/R144I/K145V was not more active than 

either of the double mutants. The pattern of activity implies that the orientation of the 

carboxylic acid moiety of the substrate via a combination of a positive charge on one side and 
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hydrophobic side chains accommodating the phenyl moiety on the other side of the active site 

indeed confers substrate specificity. 

 

3.3.3.6  Conversion of Bp3HAO to a 4A3HBA dioxygenase 

Along the same line of reasoning, mutants have been produced which introduce a positively 

charged residue into the Bp3HAO scaffold at a position corresponding to positively charged 

residues in Bsp4A3HBA23D (I142R) or which remove the positively charged residue of 

Bp3HAO (R99F). A combined mutant introducing a positive charge and removing the 

positive charge from the opposite side of the active site (I142R/R99F) has also been 

constructed. A comparison of the positioning of 3-HAA in the wild-type protein and the 

hypothetical positioning of 4A3HBA in the double mutant is illustrated in Figure 8. All 

mutants expressed efficiently as soluble protein (Figure S6). No activity on any of the 

alternative substrates, including 4A3HBA, was detected in either Bp3HAO wild-type protein 

or any of the mutants. It should be noted that since the 4A3HBA dioxygenase assay is 

performed at 294 nm where protein strongly absorbs, whereas the 3-HAA dioxygenase assay 

measures the increase in absorbance at 360 nm, the sensitivity is limited by the amount of 

protein one can apply in the assay. It is thus possible that an activity on the same level with 

the activity displayed by the Bsp4A3HBA23D mutants towards 3-HAA remains undetected 

due to assay limitations.  

A dioxygenase acting on 2-aminophenol, which differs from 3-HAA and 4A3HBA by a lack 

of carboxylic acid moiety have been purified from Pseudomonas species (Lendenmann and 

Spain, 1996; Takenaka et al., 1997). While this enzyme is not a cupin, the similarity of the 

substrates and the reaction catalysed makes this an interesting enzyme for comparison. A 

structure of this enzyme was solved very recently (Li et al., 2012). The enzyme contains an 

iron coordinated by two histidines and a carboxylate, which is a common motive for non-

heme iron enzymes (Leitgeb and Nidetzky, 2008; Li et al., 2012). In addition to the metal-

binding residues, a histidine and a tyrosine were identified as necessary for activity (Li et al. 

2012). At least implicitly, the lack of observed positively charged residues fits well with a 

substrate lacking a carboxylate moiety. However, residues such as arginines and glutamates 

which are conserved in the cupin hydoxyaminobenozic acid dioxygenases were not reported 

by the authors. 
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A B  

Figure 8: A: Crystal structure of 3-HAO with bound substrate 3-HAA (PDB entry: 1YFY), 

illustrating the positioning of R99 towards the substrate carboxylate and the positioning if 

I142 towards the hydrophobic side of the substrate ring. B: An illustration of a model of the 

double mutant R99F/I142R showing 4A3HBA manually positioned based on the 3-HAA ring 

of 1YFY, with the substrate carboxylate facing the introduced arginine residue, with the 

introduced hydrophobic residue on the hydrophobic side of the substrate ring. 

 

3.3.4 CONCLUSION 

Two cupin ring-cleavage dioxygenases, acting on highly similar hydroxy-amino-benzoic acid 

substrates, which both have high specificity for their native substrate have been characterised 

biochemically and through site-directed mutagenesis. In addition to the absolute importance 

of the metal-binding site, mutagenesis studies show the importance of additional conserved 

residues including a glutamate and an arginine not directly interacting with the substrate in the 

published substrate-bound structure of a bacterial 3-HAO (Zhang et al. 2005). Due to the 

nature of the substrates, it is possible that the pattern of positively charged residues which 

orient the substrate carboxylate and hydrophobic residues is important for substrate 

positioning in the active site and thus confers substrate selectivity. This hypothesis has been 

confirmed by the tentative conversion of a 4A3HBA dioxygenase into a weakly active but 

clearly demonstrable 3-HAA dioxygenase whereas no activity was detectable in the WT 

enzyme.  The 3-HAA activity could be further improved by combined mutations, further 
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underscoring this approach. The work represents the first tentative generation of a 3-HAO 

from a 4A3HBA dioxygenase. 

 

3.3.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

3.3.5.1 Cloning and heterologous expression 

The sequences encoding Bp3HAO (gene YP_001895110, from Burkholderia phytofirmans 

PsJN, Uniprot: B2T2S5) and Bsp4A3HBA23D (gen BAD08206 from Bordetella sp., Uniprot: 

Q76CA9_9BORD) were ordered as synthetic genes codon-optimised for E. coli (GeneArt, 

Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Sites for the restriction enzymes NdeI and HindIII 

(ThermoScientificBio, Waltham, MA, USA) were provided on the synthetic construct and 

were used to transfer the genes into the expression vector pET26b(+) (Novagen, Merck 

KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Site-directed mutations were generated by overlap-extension 

PCR. The PCR products were cloned into the vector pET28a(+) (Novagen), using NcoI and 

HindIII restriction sites for Bp3HAO mutants and PagI and HindIII for Bsp4A3HBA23D 

mutants. The constructs were confirmed by sequencing (LGC Genomics, Berlin, Germany or 

Microsynth, Balgach, Switzerland). E. coli BL21-Gold(DE3) (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) 

cells were used for expression. All cells were grown in LB (lysogeny broth, Lennox) medium 

(Carl Roth Industries, Buchenau, Germany) supplemented with kanamycin sulphate (40 mg·L-

1 final concentration, Carl Roth). Pre-cultures were diluted to an OD600 of ~0.1 and grown 

under shaking in baffled flasks at 37°C and 120 rpm until an OD600 of ~0.6 was reached. After 

cooling the cultures to 25°C, the expression was induced by addition of 0.1 mM isopropyl-β-

D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Carl Roth). 100 µM FeSO4 was added to cultures 

expressing Bsp4A3HBA23D or mutants thereof concomitantly with the induction. The 

induced cultures were harvested after 20 h at 25°C by centrifugation (20 min, 2800 g, 4°C). 

Cells were resuspended in 50 mM Tris-Cl buffer pH 7.5 with 10 mM DTT (Bp3HAO) or 10 

mM NaPi pH 7.0 (4A3HBA23D) and disrupted by sonification (Branson Sonifier S-250, set 

to 80% duty cycle, and output control 7) two times for 3 min, cooled on ice. The crude lysates 

were cleared by centrifugation (1 h, 48000 g, 4°C). Cleared lysates were filtered and stored at 

4°C in polypropylene vials with an N2 - purged headspace. 
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3.3.5.2  Protein concentration determination and band quantification 

Protein concentrations of cleared lysates were routinely determined using the Bradford protein 

assay (Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA) with bovine serum albumin as reference protein. The 

coomassie – stained SDS PA-gel bands corresponding to the overexpressed protein were 

quantified using a G-box HR16 device (Syngene, Cambridge UK), the Software Gene Snap v. 

7.05 and Gene v. 4.00 Tools (Syngene) with the rolling disc baseline correction set at 30. The 

percentage of the enzyme band in total lysate bands was compared between wild-type and 

mutant proteins, and used together with total protein concentration to calculate specific 

activities. For the determination of the solubility of the enzymes, cells harvested from 1.5 mL 

samples of expression cultures were re-suspended in 10 µL per mg cell wet weight of 

BugBuster (Novagen) solution in 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, which led to cell lysis. The 

soluble and insoluble protein fractions were separated by centrifugation in a tabletop 

centrifuge (15 min, 20000 g) and the insoluble pellet containing inclusion bodies was 

solubilised in the same volume of 6 M urea as the original re-suspension volume. Both 

fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE. 

 

3.3.5.3  Enzyme Kinetics 

All measurements were done in 96-well plates. The substrates 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid and 

4-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were dissolved in 

DMSO as 100 mM stock solutions. From these solutions all indicated concentrations were 

produced by dilution in 50 mM Tris-Cl buffer, pH 7.5, and for lower substrate concentrations 

the DMSO concentration (0.5% final in assay) was compensated. 100 µL of substrate were 

pipetted in each well, and 100 µL of enzyme solution diluted in the same buffer, were added 

to start the reactions. The photometric measurements were performed at 25°C except for the 

temperature studies, using a Synergy MX SMATBLD micro-plate reader (Biotek, Winooski, 

WT, USA), running Gen 5 software version 1.11 (Biotek). For 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid the 

extinction coefficient ε360 = 47.5 × 103 M-1 cm-1
 (Kurnasov et al., 2003) and for 4-amino-3-

hydroxyanthranilic acid ε294 = 7.53 × 103 M−1·cm−1 (Takenaka et al., 2002), respectively, were 

used as published. The kinetic data were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation using the 

software SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software) running the software module Enzyme Kinetics 1.3. 
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3.3.5.4  Optimisation of buffer, pH and temperature 

For the optimisation of buffer conditions, 100 µL each of 100 µM 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid 

solutions (from 10 mM stock in DMSO) in 50 mM Na-phosphate, Na-citrate, Tris-HCl, and 

imidazole and 10 mM Na-phosphate buffer were each set to pH 7.0 and were dispensed in a 

microtiter plate, after which crude lysate of cells expressing Bp3HAO was diluted 5000 fold 

in each buffer separately and 100 µL were dispensed to start the reactions. The kinetic 

measurements were recorded at 25°C with the same setup as described above. The 

optimisation of pH was conducted analogously, with 50 mM MES, MOPS, Tris-HCl and 

glycine buffers prepared covering a pH range of 5 to 10. The optimisation of temperature was 

done with the same setup, whereby Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.0 was used and the 

spectrophotometer and enzyme-dilution buffers pre-incubated to the indicated temperatures. 

 

3.3.5.5  Substrate screening 

Alternative substrates were screened for degradation by scanning for changes in the 

absorption spectra between 240 and 500 nm of each reaction mixture, since all the substrates 

show absorption in this range, as has been published for similar substrate sets earlier 

(Takenaka et al., 1997; Takenaka et al., 2002). The enzymes were used as crude lysates at 50-

500 µg·mL-1 final concentration. Substrates were diluted to a final concentration of 100 µM in 

50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5 from 10 mM stock solutions in DMSO. The substrates 3-

hydroxyanthranilic acid (2-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic acid) (97%), 4-Amino-3-hydroxybenzoic 

acid (97%), 3-aminosalicylic acid (97%), protocatechuic acid (97%), 2,3 dihydroxybenzoic 

acid (99%), gentisic acid, 2-amino-3-methylphenol (96%), 4-aminoresorcinol hydrochloride 

(97%), 6-amino-m-cresol (98%), 2-aminophenol (99%), 2,3-diaminobenzoic acid (95%), 3-

amino-4-hydroxybenzoic acid (97%), 2-amino-3-methoxybenzoic acid, and 3,4 

diaminobenzoic acid were all purchased from Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich). The measurements 

were performed in 96-well plates using the plate reader described above. 
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3.3.7 Supplemental material 

 

3.3.7.1  Supplemental Figures 

 

Figure S1: Activity of Bp3HAO in different buffers. All buffers were set to pH 7.0, Na Pi: 

sodium phosphate, Na Ci: sodium citrate. Conditions: Final concentration 1.7 µg·mL-1 crude 

lysate expressing Bp3HAO, 50 µM 3-HAA, 25°C. 
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Figure S2: SDS PA-gel showing the expression of Bp3HAO WT and mutants. An 

expression factor representing the abundance of the enzyme in the crude lysate normalised 

to the abundance of the wild-type protein is indicated for mutants retaining detectable 

activity. 

 

Figure S3: SDS PA-gel showing the expression of insoluble mutants of Bp3HAO as 

inclusion bodies. S: Supernatant, P: Pellet after centrifugation (15 min, 20000g) and 

dissolution with 6 M urea. 
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Figure S4: SDS PA-gel showing the expression of Bsp4A3HBA23D WT and mutants. An 

expression factor is indicated as above. 

 

 

Figure S5: SDS PA-gel showing the expression of Bsp4A3HBA23D WT and mutants which 

exhibited activity on the alternative substrate 3-HAA. An expression factor is indicated as 

above. 
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Figure S6: SDS PA-gel showing the expression of Bp3HAO mutants which exchange 

positive active-site residues for hydrophobic residues and vice-versa. 

 

3.3.7.2  Supplemental Tables 

Table S1: Cloning and mutagenesis primers used in this study are listed. Mutated sequences 

are shown in bold letters, restriction site sequences are underlined, start and stop codon are 

indicated with boxes. 

Primer Name (mutation) Sequence 
Bp3HAO _for(NcoI) AATCACCATGGTGACCTATGGCAAACCGTTC 
Bp3HAO_rev(HindIII) AATCAAAGCTTTTAAACTGCTTTACCCGGATGAAC 
Bp3HAO-H51A_for CGTACCGATTATGCGGATGATCCGCTGG 
Bp3HAO-H51A_rev CCAGCGGATCATCCGCATAATCGGTACG 

Bp3HAO-E57A_for GATGATCCGCTGGAAGCATTTTTTTATCAGCTG 
Bp3HAO-E57A_rev CAGCTGATAAAAAAATGCTTCCAGCGGATCATC 
Bp3HAO-R47A_for GTTGGTGGTCCGAATCATGCTACCGATTATCATGATG 

Bp3HAO-R47A_rev CATCATGATAATCGGTAGCATGATTCGGACCACCAAC 
Bp3HAO-R47K_for GTTGTTGGTGGTCCGAATCATAAAACCGATTATCATGATGATCC 
Bp3HAO-R47K_rev GGATCATCATGATAATCGGTTTTATGATTCGGACCACCAACAAC 

Bp3HAO-F59A_for CCGCTGGAAGAATTTGCTTATCAGCTGCGTG 
Bp3HAO-F59A_rev CACGCAGCTGATAAGCAAATTCTTCCAGCGG 
Bp3HAO-F59Q_for GATCCGCTGGAAGAATTTCAATATCAGCTGCGTGGTAATG 

Bp3HAO-F59Q_rev CATTACCACGCAGCTGATATTGAAATTCTTCCAGCGGATC 
Bp3HAO-Q61A_for GCTGGAAGAATTTTTTTATGCGCTGCGTGGTAATGCCTATC 

Bp3HAO-Q61A_rev GATAGGCATTACCACGCAGCGCATAAAAAAATTCTTCCAGC 
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Primer Name (mutation) Sequence 
Bp3HAO-Q61S_for GCTGGAAGAATTTTTTTATTCGCTGCGTGGTAATGCCTATC 

Bp3HAO-Q61S_rev GATAGGCATTACCACGCAGCGAATAAAAAAATTCTTCCAGC 
Bp3HAO-R99A_for CATGTTCGTCATAGTCCGCAGGCTCCGGAAGCAGGTAGCGTTTG 
Bp3HAO-R99A_rev CAAACGCTACCTGCTTCCGGAGCCTGCGGACTATGACGAACATG 

Bp3HAO-R99K_for CGTCATAGTCCGCAGAAGCCGGAAGCAGGTAG 
Bp3HAO-R99K_rev CTACCTGCTTCCGGCTTCTGCGGACTATGACG 
Bp3HAO-R99F_for GTCATAGTCCGCAGTTTCCGGAAGCAGGTAG 

Bp3HAO-R99F_rev CTACCTGCTTCCGGAAACTGCGGACTATGAC 

Bp3HAO-E110A_for GTTTGTCTGGTTATTGCGCGTCAGCGTCCGGCAG 
Bp3HAO-E110A_rev CTGCCGGACGCTGACGCGCAATAACCAGACAAAC 

Bp3HAO-I142R_for GTTCAGCTGAAAAGCCGTGTTAGCGATCTGC 
Bp3HAO-I142R_rev GCAGATCGCTAACACGGCTTTTCAGCTGAAC 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-WT _for 
(PagI) 

AATCATCATGATCATCCTGGAAAACTTCAAAATGC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-WT _rev 
(HindIII) 

AATCAAAGCTTTTAATCGCGACCCGGTG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-H52A_for CGTGAATATCGTAGCGAATTTGCAATTAACGCCAGCTATGAAATC 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-H52A_rev GATTTCATAGCTGGCGTTAATTGCAAATTCGCTACGATATTCACG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-N54A_for CGTAGCGAATTTCATATTGCAGCCAGCTATGAAATCCAG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-N54A_rev CTGGATTTCATAGCTGGCTGCAATATGAAATTCGCTACG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-E58A_for CATATTAACGCCAGCTATGCAATCCAGTATAGCCTGAAAG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-E58A_rev CTTTCAGGCTATACTGGATTGCATAGCTGGCGTTAATATG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-H97A_for CTCCGTTTCTGCCGGCAAGTCCGCGTTTTG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-H97A_rev CAAAACGCGGACTTGCCGGCAGAAACGGAG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-Q60A_for CGCCAGCTATGAAATCGCATATAGCCTGAAAGGTGC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-Q60A_rev GCACCTTTCAGGCTATATGCGATTTCATAGCTGGCG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-Q60F_for CGCCAGCTATGAAATCTTTTATAGCCTGAAAGGTGC 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-Q60F_rev GCACCTTTCAGGCTATAAAAGATTTCATAGCTGGCG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-S62A_for CAGCTATGAAATCCAGTATGCACTGAAAGGTGCACAGGATC 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-S62A_rev GATCCTGTGCACCTTTCAGTGCATACTGGATTTCATAGCTG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-S62Q_for CAGCTATGAAATCCAGTATCAGCTGAAAGGTGCACAGGATC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-S62Q_rev GATCCTGTGCACCTTTCAGCTGATACTGGATTTCATAGCTG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-F101A_for CATAGTCCGCGTGCAGCACCGGATAGC 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-F101A_rev GCTATCCGGTGCTGCACGCGGACTATG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-F101R_for CATAGTCCGCGTCGTGCACCGGATAG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-F101R_rev CTATCCGGTGCACGACGCGGACTAT 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-R144I_for CTTCTATGTGGACGATTATATCAAAGATCCGGTTAGCCGTG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-R144I_rev CACGGCTAACCGGATCTTTGATATAATCGTCCACATAGAAG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-T28A_for GAAACCGGTAAACGTGCCCATCAGCTGTGG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-T28A_rev CCACAGCTGATGGGCACGTTTACCGGTTTC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-T28N_for GAAACCGGTAAACGTAACCATCAGCTGTGGATG 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-T28N_rev CATCCACAGCTGATGGTTACGTTTACCGGTTTC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-F40A_for GATGAAACCCTGGCAGCAGTTGCACGTGGTCG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-F40A_rev CGACCACGTGCAACTGCTGCCAGGGTTTCATC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-F40T_for GATGAAACCCTGGCAACCGTTGCACGTGGTCG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-F40T_rev CGACCACGTGCAACGGTTGCCAGGGTTTCATC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-E46A_for GTTGCACGTGGTCGTGCATATCGTAGCGAATTTC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-E46A_rev GAAATTCGCTACGATATGCACGACCACGTGCAAC 
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Primer Name (mutation) Sequence 
Bsp4A3HBA23D-E46N_for GTTGCACGTGGTCGTAACTATCGTAGCGAATTTC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-E46N_rev GAAATTCGCTACGATAGTTACGACCACGTGCAAC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-E111A_for CTTTCAGTTTATTATCGCACGTGTTCGTAAACCG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-E111A_rev CGGTTTACGAACACGTGCGATAATAAACTGAAAG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-K145V_for GTGGACGATTATCGTGTAGATCCGGTTAGCC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-K145V_rev GGCTAACCGGATCTACACGATAATCGTCCAC 

Bsp4A3HBA23D-R144I-
K145V_for   

CTTCTATGTGGACGATTATATCGTAGATCCGGTTAGCCGTG 

Bsp4A3HBA23D -R144I-K145V 
_rev 

CACGGCTAACCGGATCTACGATATAATCGTCCACATAGAAG 
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4. SUMMARISING DISCUSSION 

  

This thesis takes a broad perspective at the cupin superfamily of proteins as a source of novel 

natural and engineered enzymatic activities. As has been illustrated in the introductory 

chapter, the functional diversity of cupins is indeed striking. Alongside non-enzymatic 

members, there is a large and growing repertoire of cupins with enzymatic function. 

Additionally, many cupins are known from high-throughput sequencing and structural 

genomics projects and for many if not most of these a function has not been assigned to date. 

This abundance forms the basis for the exploration and rationalisation of the diversity found 

in cupins. Starting from available literature, discoveries by previous members of our group 

and from database searches, a set of interesting cupins was selected for more in-depth 

biochemical analyses. 

As part of this thesis a novel cupin hydroxynitrile lyase (HNL), termed GtHNL, has been 

characterised in detail (Hajnal et al. 2013). Cupins with hydroxynitrile-lyase activity have 

been discovered earlier (Hussain et al. 2012), and GtHNL has high sequence similarity to 

these previously-discovered cupin HNLs. However, the detailed biochemical characterisation 

of GtHNL represents the first for this type of enzymes. Many cupins are metal-binding 

proteins and this enzyme was also shown to be metal-dependent. The active-site metal could 

be extracted and the apoprotein reconstituted with manganese, zinc or iron in vitro. It could 

further be shown that the extraction of metal does not affect overall folding or pH stability, 

indicating that the metal is important directly for catalytic function rather than simply folding 

or stability. Using these metal-exchange experiments a preference for manganese was 

demonstrated. Furthermore, active-site residues could be identified with site-directed 

mutagenesis. While mutations in metal-binding residues impact activity, and thus further 

support the metal-dependence of the enzyme, mutants of two histidines in the active site 

which are not directly involved in metal-binding also lost activity. Loss-of-function mutants 

were purified and the overall folding was confirmed to correspond to that of the wild-type 

enzyme using CD spectroscopy. While the exact reaction mechanism could not be established 

yet, the activity was shown to definitely depend both on metal and the protein backbone. 

Furthermore, the lack of any obvious structural or sequence similarity of GtHNL with HNLs 

described so far, together with the manganese dependence, strongly indicates a unique 
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mechanism and underscores the contribution that this characterisation of a cupin HNL 

contributes to the overall understanding of hydroxynitrile lyases. 

Since co-crystallisation or soaking of substrate into crystals of GtHNL was not successful so 

far, a protein NMR approach was attempted as an alternative route towards a substrate-bound 

protein structure. GtHNL was expressed efficiently in minimal medium, labelled with 15N, 

and the labelled protein produced promising NMR spectra. Encouragingly, shifts in the 

spectra which appear strong enough not to be due to pH variations alone, have been observed 

when the enzyme was contacted with either the substrate mandelonitrile or the substrate 

analog benzoic acid. Taken together, first encouraging steps have been taken towards a 

substrate-bound solution structure of GtHNL, and the thesis contributes multiple approaches 

towards the determination of the mechanism of this unusual manganese-dependent class of 

HNL enzymes. 

In addition to the biochemical characterisation of an enzymatic function discovered 

previously in cupins, one part of this thesis describes the discovery of a novel alkene-cleavage 

activity in a cupin from Thermotoga maritima. No function was known previously for this 

protein, and no close relatives with a known function are found in BLAST searches. Despite 

the novelty of this enzyme, its crystal structure has been solved in a high-throughput structural 

genomics project (Jaroszewski et al. 2004). The alkene-cleavage reaction which is catalysed 

by this enzyme appears to proceed exclusively at the expense of tert-butyl hydroperoxide as 

terminal oxidant. The activity was shown to be strongly stimulated by manganese bound in 

the protein, as protein expressed with the addition of manganese to the medium shows 

increased manganese loading and increased activity. Additionally, protein expressed without 

manganese addition is deficient in manganese loading and activity, but can be activated by the 

addition of manganese salts to reaction mixtures. The enzyme has been characterised 

regarding its substrate scope, optimal reaction conditions, oxidant preference and tolerance of 

organic co-solvents. It cleaves different styrene derivatives to aldehydes or in the case of α-

methyl styrenes to ketones. This is the first report of this type of activity found in cupins, and 

in addition to possible future applications in biocatalysis, the discovery could help in efforts to 

annotate the functions of some of the cupins with unknown function and high sequence 

similarity to this protein. It should be noted that the alkene cleavage activity of this enzyme is 

possibly not its natural function since Thermotoga maritima is an obligate anaerobe (Huber et 

al., 1986) and the presence of high concentrations of terminal oxidants such as peroxides or 
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molecular oxygen is highly unlikely in the natural source organism. However, even if the 

natural function of this protein might be a different one, the activity reported in this thesis is 

highly interesting from a biocatalysis perspective and contributes to our understanding of the 

diversity of reactions catalysed by cupins, both in nature and in the laboratory. 

A third chapter of this thesis describes the characterisation of two dioxygenases which act on 

similar hydroxyaminobenzoic acids, but neither of which accepts the natural substrate of the 

other. The native substrate of the first is 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid (3-HAA, 2-amino-3-

hydroxybenzoic acid), whereas the native substrate of the other is 4-amino-3-hydroxybenzoic 

acid (4A3HBA). Furthermore, the reaction catalysed by both enzymes can be described in 

simple terms as a dioxygenase-type ring-cleavage reaction adjacent to a hydroxy group. 

Within this context, the two enzymes can be used as a model system to understand the 

sometimes very high substrate specificity of cupin dioxygenases (Fetzner 2012). The 3-HAA 

dioxygenase (Bp3HAO), shows high sequence similarity to known 3-HAA dioxygenases and 

the activity was identified by a standard assay (Zhang et al. 2005). This enzyme has been 

characterised biochemically and the kinetic data of the wild-type protein and different mutant 

proteins have been determined. The 4A3HBA dioxygenase from Bordetella sp. 

(Bsp4A3HBA23D) has already been characterised biochemically (Takenaka et al. 2002). This 

thesis contributes a mutational analysis of this enzyme as well as a comparison to Bp3HAO 

and work towards the clarification of determinants of substrate specificity. In both enzymes a 

pattern is apparent in which a positively charged amino acid, which contributes significantly 

to activity, is positioned in the active site in close proximity of the carboxylic acid moiety of 

the substrate. At a complementary position in the active site of each of the enzymes there is a 

hydrophobic residue. An attempt was made to switch the substrate specificity by swapping the 

positively charged and hydrophobic residues in these complementary positions in each active 

site. Mutants which position a positive charge in Bp3HAO at a position where there is a 

positive charge in a Bsp4A3HBA23D homology model did not show detectable activity 

toward 4A3HBA. However, an equivalent approach was also attempted in Bsp4A3HBA23D, 

and mutants were generated which showed detectable activity on the substrate 3-HAA, 

whereas the wild-type enzyme showed no detectable activity towards this substrate 

whatsoever. The mutant F101R had a specific activity of 0.15·10-4 U·mg-1, which is much 

lower than the natural activity, but was clearly detectable photometrically as has been 

illustrated in the corresponding thesis chapter. When this mutation was combined with 

mutations which substitute positive charges at the opposing side of the active site for 
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hydrophobic residues, a 2- and 3-fold increase in specific activity was seen in F101R/R144I 

and F101R/K145V, respectively. The data thus support the hypothesis that the positioning of 

a positively charged residue within the active site, together with the positioning of 

hydrophobic residues, is an important determinant of substrate specificity in this type of 

dioxygenases. 

Taken as a whole, this thesis investigates three quite different types of enzymatic activity 

found in cupins. Among the three activities, one represents a novel catalytic activity in a 

previously unassigned member of this large and diverse superfamily. The hydroxynitrile lyase 

activity and the ene-cleavage activity of cupins have been described in some detail in this 

thesis, and this is significant since both enzymatic activities have great potential in 

biocatalysis and the fine chemicals industry. The thesis thus illustrates the versatility of 

activities found in cupins and contributes significant research towards further understanding 

and utilisation of cupins as biocatalysts. 
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6. APPENDIX 

 

 

This appendix contains results which are relevant to the thesis but were not incorporated into 
the published part or manuscript drafts. One part concerns the initial experiments towards a 
protein NMR study of GtHNL, whereby an efficient protocol for 15N labelling and 
purification has been established and encouraging preliminary NMR data have been obtained. 
A second part presents the results of an investigation of possible promiscuous activities of 
GtHNL. Also listed are two co-authored publications in peer-reviewed journals to which I 
have made only minor contributions and which therefore do not constitute a main part of the 
thesis. The first publication is a report of the crystallisation of GtHNL and the second is a 
review article of current patents on hydroxynitrile lyases. 
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6.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

GtHNL is a novel cupin type hydroxynitrile lyase (HNL) and a detailed biochemical 

characterisation of this enzyme constitutes a published part of this thesis (Hajnal et al. 2013). 

A crystal structure of the enzyme has been solved and forms a part of the same publication. 

The enzyme shows no structural similarity to known HNLs (Dadashipour and Asano, 2011; 

Winkler et al., 2012) and elucidating the exact reaction mechanism of the enzyme would be 

highly interesting due to its novelty. However, attempts to either co-crystallise the enzyme, or 

to soak crystals with the substrate mandelonitrile were not successful. As a consequence, the 

exact positioning of the substrate in the active site of the enzyme is not known. Attempts to 

dock the substrate into the active did not yield unambiguous results, possibly due to the large 

size of the cupin active site cavity. On the other hand, the exact orientation and binding mode 

of the substrate in the active site is a prerequisite for any proposal of the exact mechanism. 

Even though the monomer of the enzyme isrelatively small, with 14.25 kDa per monomer the 

tetramer is has a size of ~60 kDa. Due to the compact folding and small size of the monomer, 

it may be possible to use NMR to solve its structure. Initial work towards an NMR solution 

structure of the enzyme is presented here. 

 

6.1.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1.2.1  Expression of GtHNL in M9 minimal medium  

In order to resolve a protein structure via NMR it is necessary to use isotopic labelling. 

Isotopic labelling is only possible in minimal medium, and the first experiment was aimed at 

determining the efficiency of overexpression of this enzyme in minimal medium as a pre-trial 

for the 15N labelling of GtHNL. The expression in minimal medium was efficient, and the 

expression level in the batches with or without addition of manganese showed no apparent 

difference (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Expression of GtHNL in M9 

minimal medium 1: Protein size standard 

(kDa, PageRuler, Fermentas). 2: GtHNL 

expressed with the addition of 100 µM 

MnCl2 to the medium – supernatant. 3: 

pellet fraction of 2. 4: GtHNL in M9 

medium without manganese addition. 5: 

pellet fraction of 4. The bands 

corresponding to GtHNL are indicated 

with arrows. 

 

 

6.1.2.2  Purification of GtHNL expressed in M9 minimal medium 

After successful overexpression in minimal medium, purification was conducted using a 

protocol analogous to the protocol already published (Hajnal et al. 2013), consisting of an 

anion-exchange and a size-exclusion chromatography step. The anion-exchange step was 

conducted following the described protocol without change. However, the buffer used for the 

size-exclusion step in the first protocol, which is also the final storage buffer of the purified 

protein, was not suitable for NMR due to the presence of Tris base. Consequently, the buffer 

was replaced with a low-salt buffer suitable for NMR. A buffer containing only 10 mM Na-Pi 

and 50 mM NaCl at pH 6.0 was chosen as having a suitable pH, salt composition and 

concentration. The protein was stable in this buffer and eluted from the size exclusion column 

as a single peak without apparent aggregation. The crude lysate, ion-exchange and final size 

exclusion fractions of the purification procedure are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Purification of GtHNL expressed in M9 minimal medium. Standard: Page Ruler 

(Fermentas); Lysate: Cleared lysate of E. coli cells (soluble fraction); Wash: wash fractions of 

anion exchange purification before salt gradient; GtHNL: GtHNL elution step; Waste: 1 M 

NaCl fraction; S200 Fractions: Size-exclusion fractions containing GtHNL. 

 

6.1.2.3  15
N labelling of GtHNL 

For 15N labelling of GtHNL, the protein was expressed in M9 minimal medium made in the 

same way as for the initial experiments. The only difference was that the NH4Cl stock was 

exchanged for the isotopically labelled 15NH4Cl.  The labelled protein was purified 

successfully and a preliminary NMR spectrum recorded by the group of Prof. Klaus Zangger 

indicated a stably folded protein (data not show).  
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6.1.2.4 NMR measurements of 
15

N-labelled GtHNL with mandelonitrile and benzoic acid 

Since the 15N-labelling and purification of GtHNL was successful and the NMR spectrum was 

promising and indicated a stably folded protein, the second step involved a comparison of the 

NMR spectrum of enzyme alone and that of enzyme incubated with ligands, in this case a 

substrate and an inhibitor. The comparison of spectra can show shifts which might be 

attributed to an interaction between the protein and the ligand. In case significant shifts are 

visible, they may potentially be used to annotate the exact binding mode of the substrate in the 

active site. The protein was purified in the same way as described above. A final 

concentration of 100 µM MnCl2 was added to the expression medium and the protein was 

active in the cyanolysis of mandelonitrile, indicating that it has incorporated manganese. The 

purified 15N-labelled protein was provided to the group of Prof. Klaus Zangger for 15N-Hsqc 

NMR. The NMR measurements were done with 8 mg mL-1 protein in a final volume of 556 

µL in 100 mM NaPi pH 5.3. Either 17 mM of the substrate (R)-mandelonitrile (Km of the 

enzyme ~ 10 mM), or alternatively 2 mM of the substrate analog benzoic acid were used as 

ligands.  Both ligands induced strong shifts in the 15N-Hsqc NMR spectrum (Figure 3a and b). 

There was no change in buffer pH with mandelonitrile, and the change in pH with benzoic 

acid was small and is unlikely to fully explain the NMR shifts. Thus the observed shifts are 

most likely due to ligand binding. The shifts in spectra upon the binding of substrate are 

particularly interesting since the measurements were done under conditions in which the 

enzyme is still active. These results further imply that GtHNL may be a good candidate for 

the annotation of the mode of substrate binding using protein NMR. 
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A  

B  

 

Figure 3: 15N-Hsqc NMR spectra of either 15N-labelled GtHNL alone (blue, both images) or 

GtHNL incubated with either 2 mM benzoic acid (A, red) or ~ 17 mM (R)-Mandelonitrile (B, 

red). The NMR spectra were recorded in 100 mM NaPi pH 5.3 with 8 mg·mL-1 of purified 
15N-labelled protein. 
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6.1.2.5 NMR measurements of 
15

N-labelled GtHNL expressed with and without the 

addition of manganese 

Since the substrate binding led to detectable shifts in the protein NMR spectra, and since 

GtHNL requires manganese for activity, it was interesting to see whether the shifts with 

substrate are present in both the manganese-containing and the inactive manganese-depleted 

protein. A presence of binding-induced shifts in the metal-free protein would be an indicator 

that the metal is not necessary and an absence of binding-induced shifts in the metal-free 

protein would indicate that the metal is necessary for substrate binding. To test this idea, 

NMR spectra were recorded of GtHNL produced with and without the addition of manganese, 

each with the ligands described above. Consequently, GtHNL was produced in 15N-labelled 

M9 minimal medium with and without the addition of 100 µM MnCl2
 and purification was 

performed the same way for both. The metal content was confirmed with ICP-OES and the 

protein expressed without manganese contained no detectable metal, whereas the protein 

expressed with the addition of 100 µM MnCl2 showed 35% manganese loading. Preliminary 

data showed a difference between the spectra of the manganese loaded and metal-free protein. 

However, for the determination of the exact binding mode further experiments beyond the 

scope of this thesis will be necessary. 

 

6.1.3 CONCLUSION 

In this work it could be demonstrated that GtHNL can be overexpressed efficiently in minimal 

medium and labelled with 15N. Standard protocols for the isotopic labelling and efficient 

purification have been successfully adapted for this protein and can be used to further study of 

this enzyme. The preliminary data indicate that the protein is folded and amenable to NMR 

analysis. Encouragingly, strong shifts in the protein NMR spectra have been observed which 

are likely attributable to ligand binding, both with (R)–mandelonitrile and benzoic acid. 

Further studies will be needed to elucidate the exact binding mode of the substrate in the 

active site, which is a prerequisite for a mechanism proposal for this novel and unusual 

manganese-dependent hydroxynitrile lyase. 
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6.1.4 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

6.1.4.1 Expression and 
15

N-labelling of GtHNL 

For expressions in minimal medium, the same strain and construct was used as described in 

the chapter on the biochemical characterisation of GtHNL (Hajnal et al. 2013). For 

expressions both with and without isotopic labelling, a standard M9 minimum medium 

formulation was used with 6.78 g·L-1 Na2HPO4, 3 g·L-1 KH2PO4, 0.5 g·L-1 NaCl, and 1 g·L-1 

of either unlabelled or 15N labelled (98 atom % 15N, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 

NH4Cl final concentration. NH4Cl was added from a 100 g·L-1 stock solution and all the other 

salts were pre-autoclaved as a 5-fold stock. The medium was reconstituted according to the 

standard protocol, biotin and thiamine to a final concentration of 10 mg·L-1
 each and FeSO4 to 

a final concentration of 10 µM. Pre-cultures grown over night in minimal medium were 

diluted to an OD600 of 0.1 in freshly reconstituted minimal medium and grown to an OD600 of 

0.6 at 37°C, under shaking at 120 rpm in baffled flasks, after which the cultures were cooled 

to 25°C, and expression was started by the addition of IPTG (Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, 

Germany) to a final concentration of 0.1 mM. The expression proceeded for 20-22 h at 25°C. 

Where indicated, MnCl2 was added to a final concentration of 100 µM concomitantly. 

 

6.1.4.2 Purification 

Cells expressing GtHNL were harvested and resuspended in Buffer A (50 mM Bis-Tris/HCl, 

pH 6.8, with 50 mM NaCl), lysed by sonication (Branson Sonifier S-250, set to 80% duty 

cycle, and output control 7) two times for 3 min under ice cooling and the lysates were 

cleared by centrifugation (1 h, 48000 g, 4°C). The cleared lysate was loaded to an anion-

exchange column (HiTrapTM Q FF 5 mL, GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden), the purest 

fractions containing GtHNL were pooled, concentrated using a centrifugal concentrator 

(Vivaspin 20, 10 kDa molecular-weight cut-off; Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany), and loaded 

either onto a Superdex 200 16/60 or a Superdex 75 HiLoad 16/600 size-exclusion column 

(both GE Healthcare), pre-equilibrated with 10 mM NaPi, pH 6.0, 50 mM NaCl, which was 

the final storage buffer. 
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6.2.1 INTRODUCTION 

As the introductory chapter of this thesis illustrates, cupin proteins harbour a large number of 

diverse enzymatic activities. What’s more, very interesting promiscuous activities have been 

discovered in cupins, including reports that the activity can be modulated depending on the 

metal bound in the active site (Dai, 1999; Leitgeb and Nidetzky, 2010). Since a protocol for 

metal-exchange in GtHNL has been established as part of this thesis, different metal-

substituted variants have been investigated in search of potential promiscuous activities in 

GtHNL. Even though many more promiscuous activities are possible for GtHNL, these results 

are significant in their own right since they support the characterisation of GtHNL as a 

hydroxynitrile lyase and as such are presented in this appendix. 

 

6.2.2 Test for oxalate decarboxylase activity 

As has been described in earlier chapters, GtHNL was identified as a manganese-dependent 

cupin hydroxynitrile lyase. Interestingly, the enzyme was most active in the presence of 

oxalate in the buffer. On the other hand, manganese-dependent oxalate-decarboxylase activity 

is found in well-characterised cupins as their main function (Tanner et al., 2001). 

Consequently, a possible oxalate decarboxylase side-activity was investigated in GtHNL.  

This was done using a coupled assay, which detects formic acid. As is illustrated in Figure 1, 

an oxalate decarboxylase activity would lead to the production of formate from oxalate, and 

formate in turn can be detected using formate dehydrogenase. 

 

Figure 1: Principle of the coupled Oxalate-decarboxylase assay. An oxalate decarboxylase 

activity, if present, produces formate and CO2 from oxalate. A formate dehydrogenase 

oxidises the formate to CO2, converting NAD+ to NADH, which is detected 

spectrophotometrically at 340 nm. 
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The assay is based on the increase in A340 following the reduction of NAD+ at the expense of 

formate catalysed by formate dehydrogenase. No formate could be detected in the reaction 

mixture after 30’ incubation of 0.2 mg·mL-1 GtHNL in oxalate buffer under conditions 

optimal for the cyanolysis reaction (pH 6.0, Na-MES-Oxalate buffer, 100 mM MES and 

oxalic acid each). As a positive control, formic acid was added to a final concentration of 1 

mM, and NAD+ reduction was clearly visible (Figure 2). Thus, it can be largely excluded that 

GtHNL has oxalate decarboxylase activity. 

 

Figure 2: Test for oxalate decarboxylase activity, based on the detection of formate released 

from oxalate by oxalate decarboxylase, using formate dehydrogenase (see figure X). Shown 

are a buffer control, or 0.2 mg·mL-1 GtHNL Apoprotein, Apoprotein reconstituted with 

manganese, zinc, or iron each, and a positive control (1 mM formate in assay buffer). 

 

6.2.3 Test for esterase activity 

No natural esterases are known so far within the cupin superfamily. However, a promiscuous 

esterase activity was reported in a cupin diketone dioxygenase - Dke1. The cupin is not 

related to GtHNL, but the promiscuous esterase activity was found to be metal-dependent and 

strongest with zinc. (Leitgeb and Nidetzky 2012). As zinc-substituted GtHNL was available, 

it was an interesting question whether zinc would confer esterase activity to GtHNL. 

Consequently, aliquots of purified GtHNL apoprotein reconstituted with manganese, zinc or 

iron were all tested for esterase activity on p-Nitrophenylacetate (p-NPA). The substrate p-

NPA is a highly activated model ester and there is a detectable background reaction in buffer 

without any protein. While the reactions with the enzyme preparations appear to be slightly 
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above buffer, the difference between the apparent reaction in buffer the difference is not 

significant and may be an artefact due to general protein precipitation. Thus it can be said that 

none of the metal-reconstituted enzyme preparations had esterase activity clearly above the 

background at a final protein concentration of 0.2 mg·mL-1 (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3: Test for esterase activity with 0.2 mg·mL-1 of GtHNL containing Mn, Zn or Iron. 

Conditions: 3 mM p-NPA in 20 mM Tris-Cl buffer, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 25°C. 

 

In addition to p-nitrophenyl acetate, the well-known assay for esterase activity on naphthyl 

esters was chosen for comparison. The assay used was based on the detection of the liberated 

alpha or beta naphthol with Fastblue (4-benzoylamino-2,5-dimethoxybenzenediazonium). 

PLE (pig liver esterase 0.01 U/well) from commercial preparations was used as positive 

control. Each enzyme preparation (GtHNL and metal loaded aliquots) were added to a final 

concentration of 1 mg·mL-1.  Three naphthyl ester substrates were tested: 1-naphthyl acetate, 

2-naphthyl acetate and 2-naphthyl butyrate. In all cases there was no significant activity with 

different metal-substituted preparations of GtHNL whereas the positive control PLE was 

clearly active (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Test for esterase activity with 1 mg·mL-1 of GtHNL apoprotein or protein 

containing Mn, Zn or Fe. PLE: pig liver esterase (0.01 U per well, positive control). 
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6.2.4 CONCLUSION 

GtHNL is a cupin hydroxynitrile lyase for which oxalate decarboxylase activity or an esterase 

activity with standard test substrates can be excluded. Consequently, the only known 

enzymatic activity for GtHNL known so far is the hydroxynitrile lyase activity which has 

been characterised in detail in this thesis. 

 

6.2.5 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

6.2.5.1 Enzyme preparation and metal analysis 

Apoprotein and metal-exchanged variants of GtHNL were prepared following the same 

protocol as has been described in the published part of this thesis on the biochemical 

characterisation of GtHNL. The metal analysis was also performed in the same way as in said 

publication. 

 

6.2.5.2 Oxalate decarboxylase activity assay 

Oxalic acid dihydrate, formic acid and formate dehydrogenase were purchased from Sigma 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Each enzyme preparation was diluted to 0.2 mg·mL-1 

in 100 mM MES Oxalate buffer, pH 6.0, and incubated for 30 min. To 200 µL of each 

preparation, 10 µL 57 mM β-NAD+ and 10 µL formate dehydrogenase (40 U·mL-1 freshly 

diluted in cold H2O) were added to start the reaction. Formic acid was added to a final 

concentration of 1 mM from a 100 mM stock in H2O as the positive control. The photometric 

measurements were performed at 25°C on a Synergy MX SMATBLD microplate reader 

(Biotek, Winooski, WT, USA), running Gen 5 software version 1.11. The increase in NADH 

was followed at 340 nm for 30 min. 
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6.2.5.3 p-Nitrophenyl esterase activity assay 

The measurements were done in microtiter plates at 25°C using the same plate reader setup as 

described above. Shortly, 100 µL enzyme solution (final concentration 0.2 mg·mL-1) and 100 

µL p-nitrophenyl acetate (final concentration 3 mM) both in 20 mM Tris-Cl buffer pH 7.5 

were dispensed per well. The photometric measurements were performed on the same 

instrument as above. The increase in p-nitrophenol was followed at 405 nm for 30min. 

 

6.2.5.4 Naphthyl esterase activity assay 

The substrates 1-naphtyl acetate, 2-naphythyl acetate and 2-naphythyl butyrate, the positive 

control enzyme PLA (pig liver esterase, 19 U·mg-1 solid) and 4-benzylamino-2,5-

dimethoxybenzenediazonium (Fastblue RR) were purchased from Sigma (Sigma-Aldrich). 

The photometric measurements were performed on the same instrument as above. In short, 50 

µL Fastblue solution (0.077 g dissolved directly in 50 mL H2O under vigorous vortexing), 50 

µL of 2 mM substrate stock in 100 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 4% DMSO, and 100 µL enzyme 

solution (1  mg·mL-1 final concentration) in Tris-Cl, pH 7.5 were added, starting the reaction. 

The release of naphthol, which reacts with Fastblue, was followed at 510 nm for 1 h. As 

positive control 0.01 U of PLE were added per well in the same buffer. 
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Recombinant AciX9_0562 from Acidobacterium sp. MP5ACTX9 (UniProt ID 
E8WYN5) containing sequence motifs characteristic of the RmlC-type cupins 
superfamily and containing Pfam motif PF07883 has been successfully cloned, 
expressed and purified. AciX9_0562 crystallized in a number of conditions from 
the Morpheus protein crystallization screen. The best crystal diffracted to 2.7 Å 

resolution (space group C2221; unit-cell parameters a = 125.29, b = 254.63, 
c = 82.99 Å ). Structure solution was facilitated by the automated molecular- 
replacement pipeline BALBES. The initial solution was automatically rebuilt 
using the PHENIX AutoBuild wizard, with final R and Rfree values of 0.23 and 
0.26, respectively. The structure is currently undergoing manual refinement. 

 
 

 
1. Introduction 

The AciX9_0562 gene from Acidobacterium sp. MP5ACTX9 (Uni- 
Prot ID E8WYN5) encodes a 131-amino-acid protein of unchar- 
acterized function with a molecular weight of 14.25 kDa and a 
calculated isoelectric point of 5.74. A BLAST search showed that 
the protein is highly conserved among many bacteria; however, all 
sequences with high identity are annotated as ‘hypothetical proteins’. 
An InterPro scan (Hunter et al., 2009) for sequence motifs revealed 
that AciX9_0562 belongs to the RmlC-type cupins superfamily 
(Wilson et al., 2009) and also contains Pfam motif PF07883 (Finn et 

al., 2010), a conserved cupin 2 motif (Dunwell, 1998). Currently, the 
cupin superfamily comprises 50 families consisting of members with 
diverse functions ranging from enzymatic activities such as dioxy- 
genases, decarboxylases, hydrolases, isomerases and epimerases to 
non-enzymatic functions such as auxin-binding proteins, nuclear 
transcription factors and seed storage proteins (Dunwell et al., 2000; 
Agarwal et al., 2009). However, no functional annotation has yet been 
made for AciX9_0562. 

‘Cupa’ is the Latin term for a small barrel. All proteins that belong 
to the cupins adopt a barrel-like structure (Dunwell et al., 2001, 2004). 
They can occur as monocupins or bicupins and form different 
oligomerization states (Dunwell et al., 2004). Each cupin domain 
typically consists of two conserved primary-sequence motifs. Each 

motif corresponds to two ,B-strands. The motifs are separated by a less 
conserved region which consists of a minimum of 11 amino acids 
(Dunwell et al., 2001). 

Here, we report the successful crystallization and structure solution 
of AciX9_0562 from Acidobacterium sp. MP5ACTX9. 

 
 

2. Material and methods 

 Plasmid construction 

The synthetic gene (gene ID 322434201; see Supplementary 
Material1) encoding a putative cupin 2 conserved barrel domain 
protein (YP_004216413) from Acidobacterium sp. MP5ACTX9 was 
ordered codon-optimized for expression in Escherichia coli from 
GeneArt (Life Technologies). The gene was recloned into pEHisTEV 

 
1  Supplementary material has been deposited in the IUCr electronic archive 
(Reference: NJ5112). 
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vector via NcoI and HindIII restriction sites to introduce an N-
terminal TEV-cleavable His tag (Liu & Naismith, 2009). The 
pEHisTEV construct was confirmed by sequencing (LGC Genomics, 
Berlin, Germany) and transformed into the expression host E. coli 
BL21 (DE3) Gold. 

 
 Expression and purification 

E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold cells harbouring pEHisTEV-cupin were 
grown in LB (lysogeny broth) medium supplemented with kanamycin 

(50 mg ml-1) at 310 K. The expression of recombinant protein was 

initiated by the addition of 0.1 mM IPTG to the cultures on reaching 
an OD600 of "-0.8 and cultivation was continued at 293 K for 20 h. 
Protein expression and localization in cell-extract fractions was 
monitored by SDS–PAGE. The cells were harvested, resuspended in 
cold buffer A (20 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4 containing 
0.5 M  NaCl  and  10 mM  imidazole)  and  disrupted  by  sonication 
(Branson Sonifier S-250; 6 min, 80% duty cycle, output 7). The cell 
lysate was centrifuged for 1 h at 50 000g to remove unbroken cells 
and insoluble material. The cell-free lysate was filtered through a 
0.45 mm syringe filter and incubated with Ni Sepharose 6 Fast Flow 
(GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) for 20 min. The Ni Sepharose was 
then transferred into an empty PD-10 column. Impurities were 
removed by washing with 30 mM imidazole followed by elution of the 
bound protein with 300 mM imidazole in buffer A. Fractions were 
analysed by SDS–PAGE, pooled and concentrated using Vivaspin 20 
Centrifugal Filter Units (10 kDa molecular-weight cutoff; Sartorius) 
and desalted on PD-10  desalting  columns  (GE  Healthcare)  into 
20 mM Tris–HCl, 200 mM NaCl pH 7. The N-terminal His tag was 

cleaved using 100 mg TEV protease (expressed and purified as His- 

tagged protein in-house) per milligram of protein in 20 mM Tris–HCl, 
200 mM NaCl pH 7, 1 mM DTT, 0.5 mM EDTA at 293 K for 20 h. His 
tag and TEV protease were removed by reloading the protein solu- 
tion onto Ni Sepharose and collecting the cleaved protein in the 
flowthrough.  The  completeness  of  the  cleavage  was  analysed by 
SDS–PAGE. The cleaved samples were concentrated and  loaded 
onto either a Superdex 75 10/30 column for qualitative analysis of 
the protein size and oligomerization state or a Superdex 200 16/60 
column for preparative purification. The purified protein was again 
concentrated using Vivaspin 20 Centrifugal Filter Units (10 kDa 
molecular-weight cutoff; Sartorius). For both columns 20 mM Tris– 
HCl, 200 mM NaCl pH 7 was used as the running buffer. Prior to 
crystallization, purified and concentrated samples were stored in a 
cold room at 279 K and were transported on ice when necessary. 

 
 Crystallization 

Purified protein samples with and without His tag were subjected 
to screening for crystallization conditions using the Morpheus crys- 
tallization screen (Molecular Dimensions; Gorrec, 2009) and the 
sitting-drop method in SWISSCI 3-Well crystallization plates. 
Screening drops of total volume 600 nl (1:1 screening solution to 
protein solution at about 10 mg ml-1) were dispensed using an Oryx8 
Protein Crystallization Robot (Douglas Instruments Ltd) at room 
temperature (293 K) and the plate was stored at 290 K between 
inspections. Protein variants with and without His tag crystallized 
rapidly in several conditions. Initial crystals were observed directly 
after screen setup. Two conditions that produced crystals of both 

 

 

 
Figure 1 
Crystals of AciX9_0562 from Acidobacterium sp. MP5ACTX9 before (a–c) and 
after (d) optimization (optimized Morpheus screen condition H02, crystal radius of 
between 0.05 and 0.10 mm).  
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Resolution limits (Å ) 
Rmerge 

a = ,B = y = 90.0 
56.21–2.68 (2.83–2.68) 
0.196 (0.567) 

Rmeas (all I+ and I-) 0.221 (0.644) 
Rp.i.m. (all I+ and I-) 0.082 (0.240) 
Total No. of observations 270727 (37874) 
No. of unique observations 37627 (5399) 
hI/a(I)i 8.4 (4.1) 
Completeness (%) 100.0 (100.0) 
Multiplicity 7.2 (7.0) 
Wilson B factor (Å 2) 40.947 
odel refinement 
Matthews coefficient† (Å 3 Da-1) 4.96 
Solvent content† (%) 
Resolution range (Å ) 

75.21 
56.2–2.7 

Minimum [Fobs/a(Fobs)] 1.34 
Completeness for range (%) 99.97 
No. of reflections 37602 

R (working + test set) 0.2283 
R (working set) 0.2264 
Rfree 0.2632 
Free R test-set size (%) 5.03 
Free R test-set count 2000 

 

Table 1 
Data-processing and initial model statistics (Winn et al., 2011; Evans, 2006). 

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell. 

Data processing 
Wavelength (Å ) 0.87260 
Beam dimensions (mm) 8 x 5 
Space group C2221 

Unit-cell parameters (Å , o )                                        a = 125.29, b = 254.63, c = 82.99, 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fit to data used in refinement 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
†  For eight monomers in the asymmetric unit. 

 

 

sample variants and that contained the visually most promising 
crystals were selected for further optimization: H02 [10%(w/v) PEG 
8000, 20%(v/v) ethylene glycol, 0.02 M each of the amino acids 

dl-Ala, dl-Lys, dl-Ser, l-Glu and glycine, 0.1 M MES–imidazole 
buffer pH 6.5] and E05 [10%(w/v) PEG 20 000, 20%(v/v) PEG MME 
550, 0.03 M each of the ethylene glycols diethylene glycol, penta- 
ethylene glycol, tetraethylene glycol and triethylene glycol, 0.1 M 
MOPS/HEPES Na buffer pH 7.5]. In both conditions initial crystals 
were observed as early as the day after setup and reached maximum 
size within a one-week period. 

In order to improve the initial crystals, an optimization grid was 
prepared. In this grid, the original drop components were diluted with 
Milli-Q water: the protein sample along the long plate axis and the 
respective precipitant solution along the short plate axis. The 
resulting serial dilution grid had the following compositions in the 
plate corners: A01, 30% protein and 50% precipitant; A12, 50% 
protein and 50% precipitant (original hit condition); H01, 30% 
protein and 30% precipitant; H12, 50% protein and 30% precipitant. 
Exact drop compositions were calculated using the XStep program 
of the Oryx8 Protein Crystallization Robot. Two SWISSCI 2-Well 
crystallization plates, one for each of the optimized conditions, were 
dispensed with 1000 nl total drop volumes. Each well of the plate was 
occupied by the protein sample variants and was equilibrated against 
1 M NaCl solution (Newman, 2005). The best diffracting crystals for 
the sample without His tag were obtained from modified condition 
H02 with the following composition: 33.5% protein solution and 
35.5% precipitant solution (Fig. 1). The crystals were vitrified without 
cryoprotection and the best data-set parameters are reported. 

The sample with the His tag did not produce crystals of sufficient 
quality for structure determination. 

 
 Structure determination 

The best native data were collected on beamline ID23-2 at the 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France 

at 100 K using a MAR 225 detector (Fig. 2). 180 images collected with 
a 1.0o oscillation range were processed using the program MOSFLM, 
imported into the CCP4 program suite using the program POINT- 

LESS (Winn et al., 2011; Evans, 2006) and scaled using the program 
SCALA (Evans, 2006). 

The data set was submitted to the BALBES server for automated 
molecular replacement at York Structural Biology Laboratory (Long 
et al., 2008). An initial solution with a BALBES-modified template 
based on a cupin-like protein (tm1010) from Thermotoga maritima 
(PDB entry 2f4p; Joint Center for Structural Genomics, unpublished 
work) contained ten copies in the asymmetric unit. It was manually 
inspected and the number of copies was reduced  to eight owing 
to missing electron density for two of the ten chains. The resulting 
structure was then rebuilt using the PHENIX AutoBuild wizard 
(v.1.7.2_869; Adams et al., 2010). 

Data-processing  and  current  model  statistics  are  presented  in 
Table 1. 

 
 
 

2. Results and discussion 

AciX9_0562 was successfully expressed from a pET-based vector with 
an N-terminal TEV-cleavable His tag with high yield in the cytoplasm 
of E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold strain (>50% of the total protein content 
as judged by SDS–PAGE). The His tag was cleaved from half of the 
sample. Both portions were purified by gel filtration and eluted as one 
symmetric peak from both Superdex 75 and Superdex 200 columns. 
Protein preparations with and without His tag were used to set up 
crystallization trials. Only protein without His tag produced crystals 
with sufficient quality for high-resolution structure determination. 
X-ray diffraction data from a single crystal were collected to 2.7 Å 
resolution on the ID23-2 beamline at the ESRF, opening the way for 
structural studies and analysis. 

 
 

 
Figure 2 
Diffraction image of a crystal of AciX9_0562 from Acidobacterium sp. MP5ACTX9 
collected on the ID23-2 beamline at the ESRF, Grenoble [the image was generated 
with the program ADXV (http://www.scripps.edu/~arvai/adxv.html); the resolution 
at the detector edge is 2.68 Å ]. 
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Most cupins are metal-binding proteins with Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu or Zn 
bound in the active site. The characteristic cupin domain comprises 
two conserved motifs, both of which are involved in metal-ion 
binding. The conserved motifs comprise the following amino-acid 
sequences: G-X5-H-X-H-X3,4-E-X6-G (motif 1) and G-X5-P-X-G-X2- 
H-X3-N (motif 2) (Dunwell et al., 2004). Two His residues and a Glu/ 
Gln residue in motif 1 as well as the His residue in motif 2 act as 
ligands for binding of the active-site metal ion. At the current stage of 
refinement, a large unidentified electron density suitable for place- 
ment of the the hypothetical metal ion can be observed. 

The biochemical and biophysical characterization as well as final 
and complete structure determination and refinement are currently in 
progress; the detailed results will be reported elsewhere. 
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6.4.1 Abstract 

Hydroxynitrile lyases (HNLs) catalyze the cleavage as well as the formation of cyanohydrins. The latter reaction 

is valuable for the stereoselective C-C bond formation by condensation of HCN with carbonyl compounds. The 

resulting cyanohydrins serve as versatile building blocks for a broad range of chemical and enzymatic follow-up 

reactions.  

A significant number of (R)- and (S)-selective HNLs are known today and the number is still increasing. HNLs 

not only exhibit varying substrate scope but also differ in sequence and structure. Tailor-made enzymes for 

large-scale manufacturing of cyanohydrins with improved yield and enantiomeric excess are very interesting 

targets, which is reflected in a solid number of patents. This review will complement and extend our recent 

review with a strong focus on applications of HNLs for the synthesis of highly functionalized, chiral compounds 

with newest literature, recent and current patent literature. 
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6.4.2 Introduction 

Hydroxynitrile lyases (HNLs, EC 4.1.2.10, EC 4.1.2.11, EC 4.1.2.46 and EC 4.1.2.47; alternative names: 

oxynitrilase, hydroxynitrilase, mandelonitrile lyase, hydroxymandelonitrile lyase) catalyze the enantioselective 

cleavage and stereoselective synthesis of cyanohydrins. Cyanogenesis has been reported not only in many plant 

species like Rosaceae, Linaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Clusiaceae, Olacaceae, Gramineae and Polypodiaceae but 

also in other organisms like bacteria, fungi, lichen, arthropods or insects [1,2]. However, HNLs were also 

discovered in non-cyanogenic plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana [3].  

 

In 1837, Wöhler and Liebig reported hydroxynitrile lyase activity for the first time as they investigated the 

formation of hydrocyanic acid (HCN, alternative name: prussic acid) – the cyanogenesis reaction [4]. The 

reverse reaction was first observed by Rosenthaler in 1908, who used emulsin – an emulsion derived from bitter 

almonds (Prunus amygdalus) – to prepare (R)-mandelonitrile. The first stereoselective enzyme catalyzed 

addition of HCN to benzaldehyde was thus discovered [5]. The enzyme responsible for this activity was an (R)-

hydroxynitrile lyase. Since then, a number of other HNLs, both (R)- and (S)-selective were discovered. 

Interestingly, hydroxynitrile lyase activity is found from polypeptides with completely unrelated sequential and 

structural features and seems to be the result of convergent evolution [6]. HNLs from Rosaceae are FAD (flavin 

adenine dinucleotide) containing monomeric glycoproteins. Their natural substrate is mandelonitrile and this is a 

relatively conserved group of enzymes. In contrast, the group of FAD-independent HNLs is diverse and varies 

largely in physicochemical properties (primary sequence, molecular weight, oligomerization state, glycosylation, 

structure and natural substrate). HNLs differ in their stereospecificity and substrate range and have therefore 

found distinct applications for asymmetric syntheses of chiral building blocks not only in research laboratories 

but also at industrial level [7-9]. 

 

Chemical as well as enzyme catalyzed condensation of HCN to carbonyl compounds is reversible and the 

equilibrium is dependent on pH, solvent composition and the available concentrations of carbonyl compound, 

HCN and α-hydroxynitrile product (alternative name: cyanohydrin). The reverse reaction, the so called 

cyanogenesis of a hydroxynitrile, is mostly used for the discovery of new HNLs, whereas the C-C bond forming 

condensation is a synthetically very useful reaction: a new chiral center is formed, the carbon chain is prolonged 

by one carbon atom and an additional versatile functional group – the nitrile – is introduced. The cyanohydrin 

products serve as starting material for many enzymatic and chemical follow-up reactions [10]. For industrial 

applications it is often essential to immobilize the enzyme in order to optimize its performance and facilitate its 

recovery and reuse [11]. This can involve adsorption on solid supports such as silica or ion exchange resins or 

carrier-free immobilization by precipitation from aqueous buffer and subsequent cross-linking with a 

bifunctional reagent, such as glutaraldehyde, to afford so-called cross-linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs). The 

latter have been widely applied in biocatalytic transformations [12,13], including enantioselective 

hydrocyanations with a variety of both (R) and (S)-selective HNLs [14]. Recently, several aspects of HNL 

research were reviewed [9,10,15-23]. In this article we are reviewing mainly the current patent literature and 

scientific literature from the last two years. For an overview, Table 1 summarizes HNL enzymes covered in 

current patents, including enzyme source, substrate range and selectivity.  
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Table 1 Hydroxynitrile lyase sources specifically mentioned in patent literature. 

Enzyme source and 

abbreviation 
Spec. Substrate range 

Heterologous 

expression system 
Ref 

Arabidopsis thaliana 

(cress) AtHNL 
R 

aliphatic and aromatic 
(substituted), heteroaromatic, 

α,β-unsaturated aldehydes, and 
methylketones 

E. coli [24] 

Chaenomeles speciosa 
(flowering quince) CsHNL 

R aliphatic and aromatic ketones -- [25] 

Cyclonia oblonga (quince) -- -- -- [26] 
Eriobotrya japonica 

(loquat) EjHNL 
R 

aliphatic and aromatic 
heteroaromatic, and aldehydes  

P. pastoris [25] 

Hevea brasiliensis (rubber 
tree) HbHNL 

S 

aliphatic, aromatic, 
heteroaromatic, α,β-

unsaturated aldehydes and 
methylketones 

E. coli, P. pastoris, S. 

cerevisiae 
[27-29] 

Linum usitatissimum (flax) 
LuHNL 

R, S 

R: aliphatic aldehydes and 
methylketones, 

S: aromatic (with at least on C 
separating) ketones 

E. coli, P. pastoris [30] 

Malus communis (apple) R only aromatic aldehydes tested -- [26] 
Malus pumila (paradise 

apple) 
-- -- -- [26] 

Manihot esculenta 
(cassava) MeHNL 

S 

aliphatic, aromatic, 
heteroaromatic, α,β-

unsaturated aldehydes, 
methylketones and aromatic 

ketones 

E. coli, P. pastoris, S. 

cerevisiae 

Leishmania 

tarentolae 

[29,31,32] 

Passiflora edulis (passion 
fruit) PeHNL 

R 
aromatic aldehydes, aliphatic 

less 
-- [25] 

Prunus amygdalus 

(almond) PaHNL 
R, S 

aliphatic, aromatic, 
heteroaromatic, α,β-

unsaturated aldehydes and 
methylketones 

P. pastoris [26,33] 

Prunus armeniaca 

(apricot) Par(s)HNL 
R 

Sterically demanding aromatic 
aldehydes 

-- [26] 

Prunus avium (wild 
cherry) 

R 
aliphatic and aromatic 

aldehydes 
-- [26] 

Prunus domestica (plum) R 
aliphatic and aromatic 

aldehydes 
-- [26] 

Prunus laurocerasus 

(cherry Laurel) 
-- -- -- [26] 

Prunus lyonii (Catalina 
cherry) 

R Only mandelonitrile tested -- [26] 

Prunus mume (Japanese 
apricot) PmHNL 

R 

aliphatic, aromatic, 
heteroaromatic and polycyclic 
aldehydes, methyl and cyclic 

ketones 

P. pastoris [26,34] 

Prunus persica (peach) R 
aliphatic and aromatic 

aldehydes 
-- [25,26] 

Prunus serotina (black 
cherry) PsHNL 

R 
aliphatic and aromatic 

aldehydes 
-- [26] 

Prunus sp. -- -- -- [30] 

Sorbus aucuparia R -- -- [25] 
Sorghum bicolor (millet) 

SbHNL 
S 

aromatic, heteroaromatic 
aldehydes and methylketones 

-- [30] 
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6.4.3 R-Selective Hydroxynitrile lyases 

The group of (R)-selective HNLs is known for several decades and consists of the largest number of variants. 

Most of these variants were characterized as preparations of plant parts or as purified enzymes (Table 1). For a 

long time, defatted almond flour or the soluble protein fraction obtained from it was used as biocatalyst. 

Interestingly, another protein fraction - without HNL activity - derived from almond flour can be used as a 

stabilizer for this (R)-HNL [38].  

To allow for applications on a large scale, heterologous expression in microbial hosts is indispensable. However, 

because the Prunus HNL posed difficulties in functional recombinant expression in E. coli, the first recombinant 

(R)-HNL was LuHNL from Linum usitatissimum, which has a different structure and substrate spectrum [39]. 

Seemingly, the expression of LuHNL in E. coli was straight forward and was not patented; neither was the 

enzyme itself which was first purified in 1988 [40]. HNL isoenzymes 1 and 5 from Prunus amygdalus were the 

first (R)-HNLs from Rosaceae, that were functionally expressed in the eukaryotic expression system Pichia 

pastoris and patented [33]. Genes of other Prunus HNL isoenzymes have been known before [41] but initially 

successful recombinant expression of these glycosylated and disulfide bond containing enzymes had not been 

shown. In contrast to LuHNL, HNLs from Rosaceae have a broad substrate spectrum accepting aromatic 

aldehydes as well as aliphatic aldehydes [42] and ketones. Today, an increasing number of (R)-HNL genes are 

known. Recently, Zhao et al. identified the coding sequence of the (R)-hydroxynitrile lyase from Eriobotrya 

japonica (loquat) and successfully expressed and secreted it from Pichia pastoris [43]. EjHNL comprises 552 

amino acids including a 25 amino acid signal peptide and shows 60-70% sequence identity to other HNLs from 

Rosaceae (i.e. Prunus amygdalus, Prunus mume and Prunus serotina). The recombinant protein showed similar 

catalytic properties as the natural EjHNL reaching up to 98.6% ee in the biosynthesis of (R)-mandelonitrile from 

benzaldehyde [44]. 

(R)-2-Chloro-benzaldehyde cyanohydrin was reported by Breuer et al. to be a chiral building block for an oral 

antiplatelet agent [45]. This compound – and other substituted benzaldehyde cyanohydrin derivatives – were 

synthesized on preparative scale in good yield and enantiomeric excesses (98% and 83% for (R)-2-Cl-

benzaldehyde cyanohydrin, respectively) using defatted almond flour, the natural source of PaHNL (Scheme 1) 

[46]. Weis et al. used a PaHNL isoenzyme 5 preparation, that was obtained as highly pure secreted enzyme by 

heterologous expression in P. pastoris, as a catalyst for (R)-2-Cl-benzaldehyde hydrocyanation and obtained 

99.7% product yield with 90% ee, respectively [47]. For the same substrate, chimeric recombinant proteins based 

on type 1 HNL (R)-hydroxynitrile lyase and type 5 HNL (R)-hydroxynitrile lyase were patented in Japan. The 

combination of the high specific activity of HNL1 with the favorable pH and temperature stability of HNL5 

yielded industrially versatile enzymes [48]. Additional improvement in activity and selectivity was achieved by 

protein engineering. The secreted PaHNL5α_L1Q,A111G variant showed significantly higher specific activity 

for (R)-mandelonitrile formation compared to the secreted wild-type enzyme. Moreover, it exhibited satisfactory 

stability at pH 2.6 [49]. In a further example, mutein PaHNL5α_N3I I108M A111G 4_E10 was cultivated on the 

5 liter scale and the crude supernatant was concentrated. With the use of 16.7 mg of crude protein, 1 mol of 2-

chloro-benzaldehyde was converted to 86.2% to the product in 98.5% ee within 4 h [26]. The above mentioned 

wealth of achieved improvements for the preparation of (R)-2-Cl-mandelonitrile was mainly related to the 

protein itself. However, also reaction engineering can have a valuable impact on the productivity of a process. 
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When 2-Cl-benzaldehyde and HCN are added continuously to a stirred mixture of PaHNL in methyl-tert-

butylether (MTBE), 41.4% of the total weight of (R)-mandelonitrile can be obtained in 91.5% ee [50]. 

Furthermore, PaHNL, e.g. can be immobilized on porous silica gel and then used in a homogenous mixture of 

aqueous buffer, MTBE and HCN. The total water content influences the reaction efficiency, whereby 

approximately 50% of water leads to quantitative conversion of 2-Cl-benzaldehyde [51].  

 

Scheme 1. PaHNL mediated synthesis of (R)-2-Cl-mandelonitrile 

PaHNL was also successfully immobilized as cross-linked enzyme aggregates by cross-linking with 

glutaraldehyde. The resulting PaHNL CLEAs were highly effective catalysts for the enantioselective 

hydrocyanation of aldehydes under microaqueous conditions and could be recycled at least ten times without 

significant loss of activity [52]. Because such HNL-CLEAs perform exceptionally well in organic solvents, they 

can afford higher enantioselectivities than observed with the free enzymes owing to the essentially complete 

suppression of competing non-enzymatic hydrocyanation under these conditions. For example Roberge and 

coworkers obtained high enantioselectivities in the hydrocyanation of pyridine-3-carboxaldehyde (Scheme 2) 

[53,54]. The latter is a difficult substrate for enantioselective hydrocyanation owing to the relatively facile non-

enzymatic background reaction as a result of the electron-attracting properties of the pyridine ring [55]. 

 

Scheme 2. HNL-CLEAs as catalyst for the preparation of 3-pyridinecarbaldehyde cyanohydrins  

 

Another target molecule that was triggered with HNL technology is (R)-pantothenic acid (vitamin B5). Its chiral 

key-intermediate – (R)-pantolactone – is accessible by hydrocyanation of hydroxypivalaldehyde (3-hydroxy-2,2-

dimethylpropanal, see Scheme 3). The two methyl groups adjacent to the aldehyde functionality imply a steric 

demand in the active site. Nevertheless, some HNLs formed the cyanohydrin in decent yield and ee. 

Recombinant LuHNL (Linum usitatissimum) gave the desired product in 47% yield and 73% ee [56]. The special 

challenge with the substrate was to provide it to the enzyme in monomeric form: acidic conditions were 

beneficial and therefore only enzymes tolerant to low pH can be useful for this transformation on an industrial 

scale; native PaHNL showed too low stability and afforded only 84% yield with 89% ee under thoroughly 

optimized conditions with large amounts of enzyme. Further improvement of yields and ees could, however, 

only be achieved by enzyme engineering of the recombinant enzyme PaHNL5 which is more stable at low pH 

than native PaHNL. Following a semi-rational approach, a superior PaHNL isoenzyme 5 mutant was 
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discovered, in which Val317 was replaced by alanine. Surprisingly, the improvement was ascribed to a reduction 

of stabilizing hydrophobic interactions with the less favored (S)-enantiomer and not due to changes in steric 

hindrance. Summarizing, this PaHNL5 V317A mutein afforded the cyanohydrin intermediate with >99% 

conversion and 97.5% ee in laboratory scale experiments [57].  

 

Scheme 3. Preparation of the chiral key-intermediate towards vitamin B5 synthesis 

 

Stagonolides isolated from the fungal pathogen Stagonospora cirsii are nonenolides which show phytotoxic 

activities against some weeds and can be used as herbicides. The multi-step total synthesis of stagonolide B is 

started with the conversion of cheap commercially available n-butanal and HCN by the (R)-selective 

hydroxynitrile lyase from Prunus armeniaca (Par(s)HNL) see Scheme 4 [58].  

 

 

Scheme 4. Chemoenzymatic synthesis of Stagonolide-B from n-butanal 

 

Aldehydes are the classical substrates for HNL catalyzed hydrocyanation reactions; however, also ketones are 

transformed to their respective cyanohydrins. If the ketone substrate is not symmetric, the product represents a 

chiral quarternary carbon center, which is a valuable synthetic moiety that is difficult to obtain by classical 

chemical means. Up to now, only ketones with at least one small substituent (methyl) and cyclic ketones have 

been reported as HNL substrates. Notably, ketones are less reactive than aldehydes and the reaction equilibrium 

is often not in favor of the desired product; consequently, the reaction mixture may consist of high quantities of 

the substrates instead of the desired tertiary alcohol. The HNL of Eriobotrya japonica was recently used to 

convert 2-pentanone to its respective cyanohydrin which was then further hydrolyzed to give (R)-2-hydroxy-2-

methylpentanoic acid in 32% overall yield and 24% ee. A similar yield was obtained with Passiflora edulis 

HNL, albeit the ee of 87% was significantly better (Scheme 5) [25]. 
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Scheme 5. From methylketone to chiral quarternary carbon center 

HCN as a reagent requires special care because it is volatile and highly toxic. A well ventilated fumehood, HCN 

detectors and special training for the operators are prerequisites for research in this field, especially when HCN 

is used in neat form. To overcome the risks of HCN handling, cyanides can also be provided as acetone 

cyanohydrin, trimethylsilyl cyanide, and cyanoformate and the HNL catalyzed hydrocyanation reaction proceeds 

as transcyanation from these cyanide donors [59]. A beautiful transcyanation example is the use of ethyl 

cyanoformate as both an activated acyl donor as well as the source of cyanide for PaHNL (Scheme 6) [60]. 

Despite the sophisticated concept, mixtures of both the desired carbonate and mandelonitrile were obtained 

[59,60]. 

 

Scheme 6. Chemo-enzymatic cascade with ethyl-cyanoformate as CN source and acylation agent 

 

Until recently, the stereopreference of HNLs was ascribed to their three dimensional structure; it was believed 

that α,β-hydrolase fold enzymes exclusively display (S)-selectivity (vide infra). The discovery of an (R)-selective 

HNL with high sequence similarity to (S)-selective enzymes from Hevea brasiliensis and Manihot esculenta 

came as a surprise, especially because its origin was a non-cyanogenic plant: Arabidopsis thaliana. Substrate 

range and biophysical parameters of AtHNL were determined [3,24,61] and the structure was solved (Pdb ID: 

3DQZ) [62]. Although the enzyme is highly similar to the structures of (S)-selective HNLs (HbHNL and 

MeHNL), including the catalytic Ser-His-Asp triad in the active site, several differences in the active site were 

identified, which are potentially responsible for the diverging binding of the substrate and thus result in a 

different reaction mechanism. Based on docking studies and site-directed mutagenesis, a reaction mechanism for 

(R)-selective HNLs with α,β-hydrolase fold was proposed. In the first step, the cyanohydrin hydroxyl group is 

directly deprotonated by the His236 residue of the catalytic triad. The hydroxyl group also interacts with Asn12 

to facilitate the deprotonation. Compared to HbHNL, a Lys residue which stabilizes the negative charge of the 

released cyano group is missing. In contrast, the cyano group could interact with the backbone amide groups of 

Ala13 and Phe82 and thereby be stabilized by an oxyanion hole similar to those described in serine hydrolases. 

Finally, the cyanide is protonated indirectly by His236 with Ser81 as a mediator [62]. 

Interestingly, despite the similarity to HbHNL and MeHNL, AtHNL is significantly less stable at acidic pH 

(below pH 5.4) than the (S)-selective HNLs [61], which is rather deplorable because the non-enzymatic 

background reaction is more abundant at higher pH and thus reduces the ee of the product. This background 
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reaction is also dependent on the water content of the reaction medium. Thus, a lot of effort was recently directed 

to stabilize AtHNL at low pH or, alternatively, to reduce the water content in the reaction systems. The 

introduction of eleven surface mutations of AtHNL and exchange of these amino acids for the corresponding 

amino acids from the more stable MeHNL resulted in a variant, which is active at pH 4.5 (23.6 U/mg initial rate 

activity in the cleavage of mandelonitrile, a half-life of about 13 h at 20°C, and 70% conversion with 99.3% ee at 

pH 4.5 and 0°C in a citrate-phosphate/MTBE two-phase system) [63]. In another approach, buffer-saturated (pH 

6.5) MTBE was used in the reaction system either with precipitated protein or celite-immobilized or solgel-

entrapped AtHNL [64]. While fresh solgel-entrapped AtHNL showed the most prominent improvement in 

activity and ee in the first round of reaction, celite-immobilized AtHNL was much more stable during recycling 

(in an organic solvent-resistant, fine-woven nylon mesh ‘teabag’) and storage. It was shown that the water-

content was crucial for optimal activity. In a subsequent paper excellent enantioselectivity was achieved using E. 

coli whole cells expressing AtHNL in a mono-phasic micro-aqueous reaction system with MTBE. Importantly, 

the cells were recyclable using the ‘tea-bag’ approach without loss of enantioselectivity, however, with 

decreasing conversion rates [65]. 

Recently, Asano and his group showed that AtHNL also catalyzes the first (R)-selective HNL-catalyzed Henry 

reaction of aromatic aldehydes (Scheme 7). They achieved the highest enantioselectivity for benzaldehyde and 

MeNO2 in a biphasic system at pH 7 with 50% n-butyl acetate (20% yield and 90% ee). It was shown that 

substituents on the aromatic ring did not influence the reactivity substantially. The best enantioselectivity was 

obtained with 2-naphthaldehyde, however, with low yield (7% yield, >99.9% ee) [66]. Aliphatic aldehydes were 

converted sluggishly, which was not surprising, as AtHNL is also less active towards aliphatic aldehydes in 

standard hydrocyanation reactions [3]. 

 

Scheme 7. R-selective AtHNL catalyzed asymmetric nitroaldol condensations 

 

6.4.4 S-Selective Hydroxynitrile lyases 

In 1989, Conn et al. discovered a hydroxynitrile lyase from the rubber tree [67] that turned out to be the first 

HNL exhibiting (S)-selectivity [68]. This HNL from Hevea brasiliensis (HbHNL) and a similar enzyme from 

Manihot esculenta (MeHNL) belong to the α/β-hydrolase fold-type enzyme class with the typical catalytic triad 

aspartic acid, serine and histidine in the active site. These two enzymes exhibit high sequence identity and show 

a relatively broad substrate tolerance towards aliphatic, alicyclic, unsaturated, aromatic, and heteroaromatic 

aldehydes and ketones. The cDNA sequence coding for the enzyme MeHNL was first published in 1994 [69]. 

The primary sequence of HbHNL as well as homologous enzymes with at least 80% protein sequence identity 

were protected by a patent application [27], followed by the enantioselective process towards the preparation of 
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(S)-cyanohydrins [70]. From the reaction engineering viewpoint, the use of immobilized enzymes has advantages 

over a reaction in homogenous system: immobilized enzyme is easily removed from the reaction mixture, can be 

reused and facilitate product purification. MeHNL was, for example, immobilized on nitrocellulose and used for 

the preparation of an array of (S)-cyanohydrins derived from both aldehydes and ketones [71]. Sintered clay, 

silica, alumina and silica-alumina carriers with pore sizes of 10-80 nm and a surface area of more than 20 m²g-1 

can also be used as carriers for MeHNL [72]. Porous silica gel, used in a homogenous reaction system consisting 

of MTBE and aqueous buffer with a water content of 50%, can be re-used up to 16 times for the preparation of 

(S)-mandelonitrile without loss of activity and selectivity [51]. Notably, there is no general HNL immobilization 

technique, because each enzyme works optimal on different carriers and reaction conditions and each setup 

needs separate optimization [73]. 

For industrial application, it is more convenient to over-express the desired enzymes in heterologous systems 

than to use isolated enzyme from plants. Semba et al. claimed the expression of the MeHNL coding gene derived 

from cassava in yeasts. In particular, MeHNL was intracellularly expressed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and 

Pichia, using vectors with the GAP or the AOX1 promoter, respectively [32]. In order to increase heterologous 

expression levels also in E. coli and thereby facilitating mutation studies, codon optimization proved useful. The 

codon use in plants differs from that in the prokaryotic host E. coli and therefore, the gene sequence of MeHNL 

was optimized: all codons which are used by E. coli with frequencies lower than 5% were replaced with more 

frequently used codons. Additional improvement of functional expression by correct folding was achieved by 

low temperature induction (17°C) [31,74].  

In case of substrates with bulky substituents, conversions or enantiomeric excesses (ees) of wild-type (S)-HNLs 

were not satisfying. One reason appeared to be the rather narrow hydrophobic substrate entrance channel to the 

active site. This problem was tackled by the exchange of bulky amino acid residues of HbHNL and MeHNL with 

less space demanding residues such as the tryptophan in position 128 for alanine or leucine [75-77]. In addition 

to this rational approach, random mutagenesis revealed a range of positions which yielded improved enzyme 

activity for the cleavage of the standard test substrate rac-mandelonitrile. Also site-saturation mutagenesis at 

selected positions and even the insertion of an amino acid between position 128 and 129 in the MeHNL sequence 

resulted in improved variants [29]. Enzyme engineering was also performed to improve MeHNL’s heat 

tolerance. The interaction of helix D3’ with helix A and β-sheet 2 was increased by the introduction of specific 

mutations. Substitution of glycine 165 by acidic amino acids such as aspartate or glutamate in helix D3’ 

increased hydrogen bonding with basic residues. Alternatively, hydrophobic interaction was increased by 

substitution of valine 173 by leucine. These variants as well as other mutants and multiple mutants in the above 

mentioned regions showed increased heat stability and also stability against organic solvents [28].  

Histidine 103 was identified as a hotspot by random mutagenesis of wild-type MeHNL [78]. Specifically, 

substitutions to hydrophobic amino acids with aliphatic side chains (Leu, Val, Ile, Met and Cys) showed 

enhanced solubility during expression in E. coli (or a prokaryotic cell free expression system) and consequential 

higher activity compared to WT MeHNL, which is expressed mainly in inclusion bodies in E. coli [77,79]. 

However, no improvement of expression level and activity was observed when the same mutants were expressed 

in P. pastoris or Leishmania tarentolae or a eukaryotic cell free expression system, in which WT MeHNL 
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already expressed as soluble protein [79]. Expression level of MeHNL in E. coli was about 7-fold improved by 

changing the valine in position 2 for a lysine [78]. Also substitutions for Ile, Asn, Arg and Gln showed a 

beneficial effect on the expression level which directly translated into increased activity of cell free extracts. A 

combination of V2I and H103L resulted in a 10-fold improved strain as compared to the wild-type (WT). 

Moreover, substitution of other lysine residues at the surface of the protein by prolines increased the expression 

level further [78]. In the same patent application, mutants of enzymes with more than 90% sequence identity to 

HbHNL as well as to MeHNL are claimed [78]. Analysis of several solvent-exposed Lys residues in MeHNL by 

site-saturation mutagenesis revealed that Pro-substitution at position 176, 199 and 224 resulted in higher 

solubility of the mutants. Combination of all three to a triple mutant added up to the highest activity due to an 

increase in solubility [80]. 

Recently, the first HNL, which was engineered from an esterase, was published [81]. Esterases and some HNLs 

belong to the α/β-hydrolase superfamily and they even share the typical conserved Asp, His and Ser catalytic 

triad in their catalytic site. However, the reaction mechanisms are different. Recently, two groups introduced 

HNL activity into esterases. Schwab et al. converted the bacterial esterase EstC from Burkholderia gladioli into 

an HNL by introduction of only one single mutation (S276K), which was sufficient to generate HNL activity and 

to abolish esterase activity [82]. Kazlauskas et al. switched the plant esterase SABP2 to an HNL with two point 

mutations (G12T and M239K). The enzyme showed strongly reduced esterase activity, but clearly detectable 

HNL activity with racemic mandelonitrile (20 mU/mg, kcat/KM = 72 min-1M-1). Enantioselectivity is expected to 

be low in cyanogenesis direction because the enzyme showed comparable activity for (R)- and (S)-

mandelonitrile cleavage with 12.6 and 15.5 mU/mg, respectively. This result was confirmed in the synthesis 

direction, where the (S)-product showed 20% ee [81]. The sequence of the plant gene SABP2 is claimed in 

several patent applications not related to HNL chemistry but increased resistance of plants overexpressing such 

genes. 

 

6.4.5 Cascade Reactions 

The reaction products of hydroxynitrile lyases, cyanohydrins, can be hydrolyzed by nitrilases to α-

hydroxycarboxylic acids and, occasionally, to amide as side product. Thus, the two enzymes can be coupled to a 

cascade reaction (Scheme 8). Several approaches, including engineering of the nitrilase, application of whole 

cells co-expressing both enzymes and the use of combi-CLEAs in combination with optimization of the reaction 

conditions to increase the yield of mandelic acid from benzaldehyde, have been described [10]. Similarly, a 

combi-CLEA consisting of a HNL and a nitrile hydratase was used for the one-pot cascade synthesis of 

enantiopure aliphatic α-hydroxycarboxylic amides from the corresponding aldehydes [83]. E. coli resting cells 

co-expressing MeHNL and an arylacetonitrilase from Pseudomonas fluorescens EBC191 were also used to 

synthesize (S)-atrolactic acid with 92% ee and atrolactamide as side product from acetophenone. Interestingly, 

with this coupled system a much higher conversion of acetophenone was achieved than with MeHNL alone 

[76,84], presumably because the equilibrium was shifted. The formation of amide was reduced to 4% by 

applying the Tyr54Val nitrilase variant [85]. In the most recent approach, whole cells of the same expression 

system were subsequently used in a two-phase system with water-immiscible ionic liquids [1-butyl-1-
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methylpyrrolidinium-bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (BMpl NTf2), 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazoliumbis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (BMim NTf2) or 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 

hexafluorophosphate (BMim PF6)] [86]. Depending on the reaction conditions, 80-100% of conversion was 

reached with up to 95% ee for (S)-mandelic acid and up to 99% ee for the (S)-mandeloamide. Here, amide 

formation dominated mandelic acid formation. 

 

 

Scheme 8 (S)-selective hydrocyanation in cascade with nitrile hydrolysis using unselective nitrilase. 

 

A chemoenzymatic approach was recently applied for the preparation of the enantiomers of Venlafaxine 

hydrochloride (brand name EffexorXR® marketed by Pfizer) and analogs thereof. Both enantiomers are 

antidepressant agents targeting different receptors. The asymmetric synthesis started with the conversion of 

cyclohexanone derivatives to their corresponding cyanohydrin by the (S)-selective HbHNL followed by several 

synthetic steps and finally a lipase catalyzed kinetic resolution [87] (Scheme 9). 

 

 
Scheme 9. Chemoenzymatic synthesis of both enantiomers of Venlafaxine hydrochloride 
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6.4.6 Reaction engineering 

A drawback of HNL catalyzed C-C bond formation is the non-enzymatic background reaction, which can 

significantly compromise the enantiomeric excess (ee) of the reaction. This non-enzymatic reaction needs to be 

eliminated but at the same time enzyme activity must be conserved. 

One way of suppression is to perform the synthesis of cyanohydrins in an acidic environment, in particular 

pH≤4.5, at temperatures such that the competing chemical reaction and racemization are negligible compared 

with the enzymatic synthesis. To overcome losses of biocatalyst activity under these conditions, the reaction can 

be performed at low temperature in a range from 5° to 8°C [88]. The currently most widely applied method for 

biotransformations with HNLs is the use of biphasic systems [73]. Organic substrates are usually soluble in the 

organic layer; the substrate concentration can be high without inhibiting the enzyme or decreasing its stability, 

due to the separation from the enzyme in the aqueous layer. Chemical side-reactions are suppressed in the near 

water-free organic layer and, moreover, the organic solvent can be easily removed and the enzyme in the 

aqueous phase can be reused. Different aldehydes and ketones can be converted to the respective (S)-

cyanohydrins in biphasic system consisting of aqueous solution of (S)-HNL and a water immiscible or slightly 

miscible organic phase [89]. A very similar procedure was patented for aromatic (R)-benzaldehyde cyanohydrins 

[46]. Alternatively, the production of the 2-chloro-benzaldehyde and n-butyraldehyde cyanohydrins was very 

efficient in an emulsion system. After 3 hours of reaction time in continuous emulsion 100% of conversion was 

reached with 89.1% ee, compared to the traditional two-phase system which gave 98.7% conversion and 86% ee 

after 4.5 hours [90]. 

 
6.4.7 Current & Future Developments 

First genes for (S)- and (R)-HNLs were identified and expressed about two decades ago and the discovery of new 

enzymes is still ongoing. Many international patent applications still cover the production, improved variants, 

new enzymes from different plant origin and applications of both (S)- and (R)-HNLs for chemical synthesis. 

However, besides patent protected major enzyme sources several enzymes such as LuHNL, engineered esterases 

with HNL activity and new bacterial HNLs are targets of basic research. HNL catalysis offers exciting new 

opportunities for broad applications in industrial production. 
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